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Abstract

In this thesis, the growth of boron-doped and phosphorus-doped diamond layers

was studied. A novel technique involving intermittent gas flows was developed

to increase the incorporation of phosphorus atoms in diamond during the growth.

Using this method, polycrystalline phosphorus-doped diamond layers were grown on

(100) oriented Si substrates with a sp3/sp2 carbon ration over 75% and a phosphorus

concentration up to 7.1 × 1020 cm−3 were grown. Epitaxial boron-doped diamond

layers with a boron concentration up to 6.3 × 1019 cm−3 were also grown on (100)

oriented diamond substrates. The crystalline quality of the layers was assessed

using Raman spectroscopy, and their dopant concentration was determined by

glow discharge optical emission spectroscopy and secondary ion mass spectroscopy.

The current multiplication and negative differential resistance observed at high

electric field in the boron-doped diamond layers were specifically studied. Quasi-

static current-voltage characteristics were measured using a transmission-line pulse

setup with 100 ns pulse duration. Experimental results were correlated with

simulation by finite element method considering self-heating effect and impurity

impact ionization. The key results of the thesis are: (i) the successful simulation of

current multiplication and negative differential resistance observed at high electric

electric field in boron-doped diamond layers, and (ii) the production of high quality

polycrystalline phosphorus-doped diamond layers with record high phosphorus

content using pulsed gas growth method.

Keywords: boron-doped diamond; phosphorus-doped diamond; plasma en-

hanced chemical vapor deposition; pulsed gas flow; transmission line pulse generator;

impurity impact ionization; self-heating effect; finite element method.
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Abstrakt

V této práci byl studován růst diamantových vrstev dopovaných borem a fosforem.

Byla vyvinuta nová metoda zahrnující pulzní proudění plynu pro zvýšení inkorpo-

race atomů fosforu do diamantu během procesu růstu. Pomocí této metody byly

vypěstovány fosforem dopované polykrystalické diamantové vrstvy na (100) oriento-

vaných Si substrátech s poměrem sp3/sp2 uhlíku nad 75% a s koncentrací fosforu až

7.1 × 1020 cm−3. Epitaxní diamantové vrstvy dopované bórem s koncentrací bóru

až 6.3 × 1019 cm−3 byly rovněž vypěstovány na (100) orientovaných diamantových

substrátech. Krystalická kvalita vrstev byla posouzena pomocí Ramanovy spek-

troskopie a jejich koncentrace dopantu byla stanovena optickou emisní spektroskopií

a hmotnostní spektroskopií sekundárních iontů. Bylo studováno násobení proudu

a záporný diferenciální odpor pozorovaný při vysokém elektrickém poli v borem

dopovaných diamantových vrstvách. Kvazistatické proudově-napěťové charakter-

istiky byly měřeny pomocí nastavení impulsů na přenosové lince s dobou trvání

impulsu 100 ns. Experimentální výsledky byly korelovány se simulací metodou

konečných prvků, která zohledňuje efekt samoohřevu a nárazovou ionizaci nečistot.

Klíčovými výsledky práce jsou: (i) úspěšná simulace násobení proudu a záporného

diferenciálního odporu pozorovaného při vysokém elektrickém poli v borem dopo-

vaných diamantových vrstvách, a (ii) výroba vysoce kvalitních polykrystalických

fosforem dopovaných diamantových vrstev s rekordně vysokým obsahem fosforu

metodou pulzního růstu v plynu.

Klíčová slova: diamant dopovaný borem; diamant dopovaný fosforem; plaz-

mové nanášanie rozkladom pár; pulzní průtok plynu; pulsní generátor přenosové

linky; ionizace nárazem nečistot; samozahřívací efekt; metoda konečných prvků.
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Aims of the Thesis

The aim of this thesis is to study the growth of doped diamond layers and their

high electric field conduction mechanism, more specifically the impurity impact

ionization avalanche phenomenon which is poorly understood in diamond. In order

to achieve this, this thesis aims at growing both boron- and phosphorus-doped

diamond layers by microwave plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition, and

designing and fabricating test devices for conventional electrical characterization

methods and high electric field characterization methods based on a transmission

line pulsed generator which are developed as part of this work. In addition to a

better knowledge of impurity impact ionization effect in diamond, the results of

this study are expected to enable the optimization of existing designs of diamond

high voltage electronic devices, and the creation of different and new electronic

devices on doped diamond.
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Introduction

Diamond is a material with exceptionally high thermal conductivity, carrier mobility,

and breakdown field [1] which potentially designates it as the best semiconductor for

high power applications [2]. Those promising perspectives motivated the creation of

different research groups all around the world, for example in the National Institute

for Materials Science (NIMS) in Japan or in the Néel Institute in France. The

development of diamond-based electronic devices is nowadays supported by the

steady progress in n-type and p-type doping and hetero-epitaxial diamond growth.

These achievements have enabled the demonstration of various types of diodes

[3–5] and transistors [6, 7] for high power, high temperature applications. However,

the behavior of diamond under high electric fields is not well understood yet and

this knowledge is crucial for the design and fabrication of diamond-based power

electronic devices.

In this thesis, the growth and electrical characterization of doped diamond

layers have been studied. Epitaxial p-type boron-doped diamond layers were grown

by MicroWave Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (MWPECVD) and

characterized under high electric field using a pulsed measurement setup which

allows the application of high voltages on test devices while minimizing their

degradation. The recorded thermal and electrical data were simulated using finite
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element method. With the goal of conducting the same kind of experiment on

n-type diamond, polycrystalline phosphorus-doped diamond layers were also grown

by MWPECVD. A novel technique using pulsed gas flow during the growth was

developed to increase the phosphorus incorporation in diamond. In order to better

understand the gas dynamic in MWPECVD reactors and optimize the growth

conditions of phosphorus-doped diamond layers using pulsed gas flows, the dynamic

pulse responses of different MWPECVD reactors to the injection of small quantity

of gas were recorded and analyzed.

In chapter 1, a general introduction to the diamond is given. Its main physical

and electrical properties are presented, along with the classification of the different

types of diamond.

In chapter 2, we focus on the synthesis of diamond. The phase diagram of

carbon and its application to the different growth methods are presented. Among

them, the accent is put on the Plasma Enhancement Chemical Vapor Deposition

(PECVD), which was used to grow the diamond layers in this work.

In chapter 3, the PECVD reactors used for the growth of boron-doped and

phosphorus-doped diamond are presented along with the optical characterization

setup used for the study of gas dynamics in the reactor chambers.

In chapter 4, the different methods used to characterize the surface morphology

of the diamond layers but also their thermal and electrical properties are presented.

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) were

used to obtain images of the diamond surface. The incorporation of dopants

in the layers was measured using Secondary Ion-Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS) and

Glow Discharge Optical Emission Spectroscopy (GDOES). A Transmission Line

Pulse (TLP) generator was used to obtain the current-voltage (I-V) curves of
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the different doped diamond devices at high electric field. The dissipation of the

thermal energy was studied using Transient Interferometric Mapping (TIM). Other

characterization techniques like Raman spectroscopy or Hall effect measurement

were used to characterize the doped diamond layers.

In chapter 5, the conditions used for the PECVD growth of the epitaxial

boron-doped diamond layers are detailed. The boron concentration in the grown

layers was assessed using Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS). The electrical

properties of the layers such as hole mobility and resistivity were measured by Hall

effect.

In chapter 6, the epitaxial boron-doped diamond layers were characterized

using the TLP setup. The recorded I-V curves show a characteristic super-linear

behavior which ultimately leads to a breakdown. In order to reveal the potential

role of thermal effects in this behavior, TIM measurements were also performed.

Finally, the experimental results from TLP and TIM measurements have been

simulated taking into account the Impurity Impact Ionization (III) phenomenon

and Self-Heating Effect (SHE) in order to explain the super-linear behavior of the

measured I-V curves.

In chapter 7, the conditions used for the PECVD growth of the polycrystalline

phosphorus-doped diamond layers using the pulsed CH4 injection method are

detailed along with the dynamic pulse responses of different MWPECVD reactors

to the injection of a small quantity of gas. The phosphorus content in the diamond

layers was determined by Glow Discharge Optical Emission Spectroscopy (GDOES)

and their crystalline quality was evaluated using Raman spectroscopy and Scanning

Electron Microscopy (SEM).
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Chapter 1

Diamond Material

In this chapter, the electrical, thermal and mechanical properties of the diamond

material are presented, including some examples of electronic diamond devices.

1.1 Diamond Structure

Carbon has three crystalline allotropic forms which can be found in nature: graphite,

lonsdealite, and diamond.

• Graphite is arranged in a hexagonal structure. It can be interpreted as a

stacking of layers so called graphene although graphene and graphite have

different properties. In a graphene layer, carbon atoms are linked by covalent

bonds, making it a particularly strong materials with a tensile strength of 125

GPa and a Young modulus of 1.1 × 103 GPa [8]. On the other hand, bonding

between graphene layers is due to weak van der Waals bonds, making graphite

a rather soft material. Graphene also has a very high thermal conductivity

(5 × 101 W.cm−1.K−1) and electron mobility (2 × 105 cm2.V−1.s−1) [8].
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• Lonsdelaite, also called hexagonal diamond, is formed when a meteorite

containing graphite hits Earth. The heat and stress of the impact change the

crystalline structure of graphite into something close to the one of diamond

while retaining the hexagonal arrangement of graphite.

• Diamond, which is the material studied in this work, is composed of carbon

atoms organized along a face centered cubic (fcc) Bravais lattice. Each carbon

atom is linked to four carbon atoms by single σ bounds (0.154 nm) with

an equal angle between each other of 109.5° forming a tetrahedron. The

combination of each tetrahedron with four other tetrahedrons results in a very

tight covalent crystal with a very high hardness and Young modulus (Table

1.1). The length of the covalent bonds is 1.54 Å and the lattice constant is

3.56 Å. Its primitive cell can be seen as two fcc substructures shifted from

each other along the diagonal of the cubic cell (Figure 1.1). It has an atomic

packing factor of 0.34 which is significantly smaller compared to the atomic

packing factor of the body-centered cubic and face-centered cubic lattices

and a density of 3.52 g.cm−3.

1.2 Classification of Diamond

The classification of diamonds, that is currently being used, originates from 1934

[9]. It divides diamonds in two main categories according to their nitrogen content.

Those two categories are also divided in subcategories that are detailed below.

• Type I: It is the most common type of natural diamond. 74% of natural

diamonds belong to this class. They are classified depending on how the
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Figure 1.1: Diamond crystalline structure

nitrogen atoms are aggregated inside the crystalline lattice.

– Type Ia: In order to be classified Ia, a diamond should contain less than

1016 cm−3 of single substitutional nitrogen impurities [10]. This type of

diamond is classified in three subcategories IaA, IaB, and IaB’ depending

on the type of nitrogen aggregates they contain. The IaA type contains

A-centers which are two neighboring nitrogen atoms. When four nitrogen

atoms surround a vacancy, they form a B-center. Diamonds which have

this kind of defects are of the IaB type. Finally, the IaB’ type contains

nitrogen-containing platelets which are extended planar defects.

– Type Ib: These diamonds contain single substitutional nitrogen impuri-

ties. They are not common in the nature but most synthetic diamonds

made under High Pressure High Temperature (HPHT) conditions belong

to this category. They show the paramagnetic signal of substitutional

nitrogen observed in Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) spec-
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troscopy. The nitrogen impurities form a deep donor level, with an

activation energy of 1.7 eV [11], which makes them unsuitable for elec-

tronic applications in single crystal diamond. They usually have a yellow

color.

• Type II: This type of diamond contains no measurable nitrogen impurities.

The diamonds containing less than 1017 cm−3 of nitrogen belong to this

category. They are divided in two different classes.

– Type IIa: It is the purest form of diamond. They are the most transpar-

ent type of diamond and they are very appreciated in jewelry for that

reason.

– Type IIb: This type of diamond contains boron as its main impurity

which gives it p-type conductivity properties. The boron impurities

have an activation energy of 0.37 eV. They are very rare in the nature

with a maximum boron content of 1017 cm−3. However, it is possible to

grow them artificially using HPHT or Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD)

techniques and reach a boron content up to 1022 cm−3 in superconducting

diamonds [12, 13]. Because of their boron content, diamonds of the IIb

type have a blue color.

1.3 Properties

Diamond is the hardest material with a hardness of 10 on the Mohs scale and has

a high Young modulus above 1000 GPa. Thanks to those properties, diamond is
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Table 1.1: Physical properties of diamond

Properties of diamond Values
Resistivity (Ω.cm−1) 1016

Relative permittivity 5.5
Thermal conductivity (at 300 K) (W.cm−1.K−1) 22

Volumetric heat capacity (J.cm−3.K−1) 1.83
Hardness on the Mohs scale 10

Young modulus (GPa) 1.1 × 103

Transparency From 225 nm to far IR
Refraction index 2.4

Melting point (K) 3.8 × 103

Chemical reactivity Inert

broadly employed in mechanical applications, it is for example used in polishing

pastes and in cutting or milling tools.

Diamond is chemically inert for temperature below 900 K, which means it

can withstand harsh chemical treatments. However, in an atmosphere of pure

oxygen gas, diamond will burn for a temperature around 1000 K. This low chemical

reactivity is also one of the reasons why diamond has a good biocompatibility,

making it a promising material for medical applications. Diamond can also endure

radiation exposition without suffering significant damages.

Wide Band Gap Semiconductors (WBGSs), like SiC and GaN, are materials

which have a larger band gap compared to conventional semiconductors like silicon

(band gaps usually over 2 eV compared to 1.1 eV for Si). Their electrical properties

fall in between those of conventional semiconductors and insulators and are well

adapted to High Power (HP) and High Frequency (HF) applications. When HP

or HF is being used, more energy is dissipated and the temperature tends to

increase in the semiconductor material. If the energy is high enough, some charge

carriers can directly jump from the valence band to the conduction band, altering
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the semiconductor properties of the material. Thanks to their wide band gap,

those transitions are more difficult in WBGSs, and less sensitive to an elevation

of temperature. From an electronic point of view, diamond is part of the WBGS

family. Its thermal conductivity is also more than six times higher than the one of

SiC and GaN (Table 1.2) which makes it better at dissipating thermal energy from

Joule heating. Combined with the wide band gap property, it makes the operation

at high temperature possible. Diamond is a particularly promising material for

high power application because it also has some other interesting properties that

set it apart from SiC and GaN (Table 1.2): its breakdown electric field is twice

higher compared to GaN and more than ten times higher compared to SiC and it

also has significantly higher hole mobility which is a great advantage for the design

of more compact and energy efficient devices.

However, diamond also comes with some downsides. First, although the growth

of heteroepitaxial diamond [16, 17] and the fabrication of electronic devices on such

substrate [18, 19] have been demonstrated in laboratories, the production of large

diamond wafers for industrial use at reasonable prices is still a challenge. Then,

even though the fabrication of p-type diamond layers is nowadays well understood,

the production of high quality n-type phosphorous doped diamond layers is, on the

other hand, not mastered yet.

Finally, another peculiarity of diamond is that, due to the high activation energy

of its dopants, only a small part of them is ionized at room temperature which

makes the doped diamond layers highly resistive in comparison to conventional

semiconductors and can lead to particular electrical effects like super-linear increase

of current at high electric field [20], a phenomena which has not been studied in

details until now.
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Table 1.2: Physical properties of diamond compared to SiC and GaN

Properties Diamond SiC (3C polytype) GaN (Wurtzite)
Breakdown electric

field (MV.cm−1)
>10 ≈ 1 ≈ 5

Band gap (eV) 5.47 2.36 3.39
Hole mobility (at 300

K) (cm2.V−1.s−1)
1870 [14] 320 200

Electron mobility (at
300 K) (cm2.V−1.s−1)

700 [15] 800 1000

Hole saturation
velocity (cm.s−1)

1.1 × 107 1.0 × 107 6.6 × 106

Electron saturation
velocity (cm.s−1)

2.0 × 107 2.0 × 107 1.4 × 107

Acceptor activation
energy (eV)

0.37 (B) 0.26 (Al) 0.14 (Mg)

Donor activation
energy (eV)

0.57 (P) 0.06 (N) 0.02 (Si)

Thermal conductivity
(at 300 K)

(W.cm−1.K−1)

22 3.6 1.3

Volumetric heat
capacity (J.cm−3.K−1)

1.83 2.21 3.01
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1.4 Diamond Devices

Due to its attractive properties for high power applications, various diamond-based

electronic devices have been developed.

Schottky diodes (Figure 1.2) have been principally made on boron-doped p-

type diamond since phosphorous dopants have a low incorporation and a higher

activation energy (Table 1.2). In 1987, M. W. Geis et al. reported the first Schottky

diodes fabricated on synthetic boron-doped diamond [21]. While Ti is the most

used metal to make ohmic contacts on diamond, a wide range of metals have been

used for Schottky contacts such as Al [22], Zr [5], Au [4], Ni [23], W [24], Cr [25].

Those diodes have a high breakdown voltage which can be as high as 7 kV [25].

Their forward current density can be over 100 A.cm−2 at 2 V [26] while their

rectification ratio can reach values around 1.7 × 105 for ± 10 V [23].

Bipolar PiN diamond have also been investigated using phosphorous- and

boron-doped diamond (Figure 1.3). They can reach a forward current around 140

A.cm−2 at 40 V [27] and can have an extremely high breakdown voltage over 11 kV

[28]. However, their development is hindered by their high built-in voltage which

causes a significant forward voltage drop, and the lack of carrier lifetime control,

reproducibility, and uniformity [29].

The first FET transistor made on boron-doped diamond was reported by H.

Shiomi et al. in 1989 [30]. Regarding MOS transistors, the most used oxide for the

gate is Al2O3 (Figure 1.4) as it has a high energy barrier for holes (around 5 eV)

due to its alignment with diamond energy bands. It also gives the best performance

when combined to O-terminated diamond [29]. However, the lack of native oxides

for diamond results in highly defective interfaces. H-terminated diamond surfaces
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Figure 1.2: Schottky diode fabricated on boron-doped diamond in (a) top and (b)
cross section view [5]

Figure 1.3: PiN diode fabricated on boron- and phophorus-doped diamond [27]
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are also widely used in the fabrication of FETs due to their p-type conductivity

properties. Z. Ren et al. [7] used H-terminated diamond coated with gold to make

the source and the drain of an accumulation mode FET while using O-terminated

diamond coated with Al2O3 and Al as the gate. Reported values of current density

are about ID = −51.6 mA.mm−1 at VGS = VDS = −4.5 V.

Figure 1.4: Inversion mode MOSFET fabricated on boron- and phosphorus-doped
diamond using a Al2O3 gate [29]

T. Matsumoto et al. brought the proof of concept for an inversion channel

MOSFET made on (111) diamond using boron-doped diamond (p-type) as the

source and the drain, and phosphorous-doped diamond (n-type) coated with Al2O3

as the gate. A current density of ID = −1.6 mA.mm−1 was obtained at VGS = −12

V and VDS = −5 V.

MESFET and JFET transistors are highly reliable for power electronics appli-

cations due to the absence of the gate oxide layer, which can generate defects at

the interface between the oxide and the diamond. For MESFETs, various metals

were used as a Schottky gate contact such as Al, Mo, or Pt [31]. S. Russel et al.

[32] managed to attain a current density of ID = 225 mA.mm−1 for VGS = 0 V and

VDS = −5 V and a cut-off frequency of 53 GHz. MESFET devices have also been
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made on polycrystalline diamond [33] which is cheaper compared to single crystal

diamond and can be produced in large wafers.

Diamond JFET were investigated by T. Iwasaki et al. [34] using a p-type

boron-doped channel and n-type gate made of n-type phosphorous-doped diamond.

A maximum current density of ID = −25 A.cm−2 was obtained for VGS = −5 V

and VDS = −20 V at 300 K in unipolar mode. Using bipolar mode, i.e. by injecting

electrons though the gate, it was possible to enhance the current density ID by a

factor 4. At 500 K, it was still possible to operate the transistor in bipolar mode

with current densities up to ID = 3700 A.cm−2.

Recently, the development of diamond-based electronic devices have been focused

on the use of different crystalline orientations such as the (113) orientation [35],

heteroepitaxial diamond [36, 37], and H-terminated diamond [38, 39].

1.5 Conclusion

As a conclusion, diamond is a promising material for HP applications because of

its wide band gap, and high thermal conductivity, breakdown electric field, high

hole mobility. PiN and Schottky diodes have already been demonstrated along

with FET. However, its behavior at high electric field is not fully understood yet.
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Chapter 2

Diamond Growth

In this chapter, we focus on the synthesis of diamond. The PECVD growth method

is presented and the role of the different gas precursor and growth parameters are

discussed.

2.1 Carbon Pressure-Temperature Diagram

In order to fabricate diamond devices and control their properties, it is necessary

to produce high quality diamond, both doped and undoped. The knowledge of the

different phases of carbon and their equilibrium conditions is crucial to understand

diamond growth. There are six main regions in the (P, T) phase diagram of carbon

in Figure 2.1:

• The first one is the “Graphite” region, in which carbon spontaneously forms

graphite which is the stable allotropic form of carbon at room temperature

and atmospheric pressure. However, the conversion rate from diamond to

graphite is so slow that there is no observable effect under normal conditions
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Figure 2.1: (P, T) diagram of carbon (inspired from the work of F. P. Bundy [40]

which means that diamond is kinetically metastable at room temperature

and atmospheric pressure.

• The second region is the “Liquid Carbon” region. Under these temperature

and pressure conditions, it is possible to obtain carbon in a liquid form.

• In the “Shock Wave synthesis” region, hexagonal graphite is converted into

cubic diamond. Those conditions are used to produce nanodiamond by

detonating an explosive carbon source within an enclosed explosion chamber

[41]. The advantage of detonation nanodiamonds is their relatively low

production cost and the uniformity of their shape and size.
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• The “HPHT synthesis” region corresponds to the conditions used for HPHT

diamond growth. This growth technique is based on the imitation of the

circumstances under which diamond is formed in nature. In order to produce

diamond with this technique, carbon should be put under a pressure around

15 GPa and a temperature over 3000 K. However, this process is very slow

and therefore not economically viable.

• The “Catalytic HPHT synthesis” region describes another method for diamond

synthesis from graphite. This method was first discovered by F. P. Bundy in

1955 [42]. In order to form diamond, graphite is mixed with a molten metallic

solvent, like Ni, Co, or Fe, and pressed using a hydraulic press [43, 44]. The

graphite is heated up by driving an electric current though it. Thanks to this

technique, it is possible to grow diamond at a pressure between 5 GPa and

10 GPa and a temperature between 1500 K and 2300 K. This growth method

is still used today to make industrial monocrystalline diamond substrates

which are used as substrate for MWPECVD diamond growth and commercial

applications (mechanical).

• Finally, the “Metastable CVD Diamond” gives the conditions of pressure

and temperature for diamond growth by Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD)

method which will be discussed next.

2.2 Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD)

The first diamond growth using the CVD method was reported in 1962 by W. G.

Eversole [45] who discovered that it was possible to deposit diamond on a substrate
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using a hydrocarbon gas or a CO/CO2 mixture as a precursor at low pressure and

temperatures where the diamond is metastable with respect to graphite (see Figure

2.1). In the following years, the scientific groups of B. V. Derjaguin [46] from the

former USSR and J. C. Angus [47], in the US, worked independently on this subject

and they both managed to co-deposit graphite and diamond on diamond crystal

seeds. Their work led to the discovery of the crucial role of atomic hydrogen which

preferentially etches away graphite and allows a much higher deposition rate [48].

From the 1970s, various scientific programs were led in Japan, especially in NIRIM

[49] (now NIMS) leading to various CVD techniques to deposit thin diamond films

on diamond and also non-diamond substrates.

A lot of different CVD techniques exists [44] depending on how the hydrocarbon

precursor is decomposed. The ones that are the most used today are the Hot-

Filament CVD (HFCVD) and the Plasma-Enhanced CVD (PECVD). However,

the big disadvantage of HFCVD is the high risk of polluting the grown diamond

layers with metallic impurities coming from the oxidation or vaporization of the

hot filament used to decompose the hydrocarbon precursor. The amount of oxygen

or methane also have to be restricted to minimize filament burning or degradation,

respectively. PECVD offers a better control on the impurity content and the

defects in the diamond layers that are produced. That is why in this work, the

PECVD technique was used to produce boron-doped epitaxial and phosphorus-

doped polycrystalline diamond layers.
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2.2.1 Microwave Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Depo-

sition (MWPECVD)

MWPECVD is a very popular method to grow diamond films. This technique does

not rely on any electrode hence no impurities coming from it can contaminate the

samples during the growth. However, contaminants can be generated by etching

the reactor construction material, therefore, the deposition conditions have to be

carefully chosen in order to minimize the contact between the plasma and the walls

of the chamber [50]. MWPECVD provides high quality diamond films while being

relatively easy to implement in a laboratory environment. MWPECVD reactors are

generally more compact compared to their HPHT counterpart, simpler to operated

since they don’t require high pressure, and can deposit diamond over a large area.

In MWPECVD system, diamonds are generally grown using CH4 and molecular

H2 but other carbon sources were also investigated such as CO [51], CHF3 [52]

or even graphite [53]. The carbon precursor molecules are excited by a 2.45

GHz microwave generator. The plasma is formed by the collisions between high-

temperature electrons and the relatively cold gas molecules resulting in the formation

of precursors CH3 and atomic H [54] necessary to the diamond growth. There are

several different MWPECVD reactor designs available on the market today.

Tubular (NIRIM-type) reactor

This type of reactor, presented in Figure 2.2 was developed in the early 1980s by

Kamo et al. [49]. Precursor gases, a mixture of hydrocarbon and hydrogen gases,

are dissociated by the 2.45 GHz microwave energy into a quartz tube inserted

through a rectangular waveguide. A plunger is attached to the end of the waveguide
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to minimize the reflected power and control the position of the plasma inside the

discharge tube. The samples are inserted from the bottom of the chamber and

placed at the intersection of the rectangular waveguide and the discharge tube.

This type of setup has a power range from 100 W to 1.5 kW and a maximum

operating pressure of about 130 mbar. The tubular reactor is compact and has a

relatively low construction cost. However, this design limits the size of the sample

to about 1 cm due to the diameter of the quartz tube (4.5 cm). For the MWPECVD

growth of polycrystalline phosphorus-doped diamond layers presented in this work,

a NIRIM-type reactor was used.

Figure 2.2: Tubular microwave plasma-assisted CVD reactor [55]

Bell jar (ASTeX-type) reactor

The bell jar microwave CVD reactor, initially developed in 1987 [56, 57], and then

commercialized by Applied Science and Technology, Inc. (ASTeX), is presented in

Figure 2.3. In this design, the plasma is confined into a 10 cm inner diameter quartz
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bell jar. The substrate holder, which is 7.5 cm in diameter, can accommodate larger

samples compared to the NIRIM-type reactor. The microwave energy, provided

by a magnetron connected to a 2.45 GHz power supply, is transmitted to the

reactor using a rectangular waveguide. An antenna couples the energy from the

waveguide into the cylindrical reactor. This model has a power range of 1.5 kW

and an operating pressure 10 and 200 mbar. The position of the substrate holder

is usually fixed. in this work, the MWPECVD growth of boron-doped diamond

epitaxial layers was done using this type of reactor [58, 59].

Figure 2.3: ASTeX bell jar microwave plasma-assisted CVD reactor

In 1992, ASTeX developed an improved version of the bell jar reactor called

the ASTeX High Pressure Microwave Source (HPMS) [57] presented in Figure 2.4.

The most notable difference with the previous model is the replacement of the

quartz bell jar by a silica microwave window. The position of the substrate holder
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Table 2.1: Parts highlighted within Figure 2.3

Reference Part name
A Microwave generator
B Tuning stubs
C Rectangular waveguide
D Circular waveguide
E Water-cooling system
F Quartz bell jar
G Gas input
H Substrate holder
I Gas output
J Metallic grid
K Coarse metallic grid
L Plasma ball
M Quartz tube

can now be adjusted, and the substrate can also be cooled or heated if necessary.

The HPMS ASTeX system can be used with pressure values above 160 mbar and

a maximum microwave power of 8 kW at 2.45 GHz. ASTeX also designed a 915

MHz system that permitted the use of higher power 30 – 60 kW magnetron power

supplies [57] and the diamond growth on substrates with a diameter over 30 cm.

Ellipsoidal MWPECVD reactor

This type of reactor, which was developed by M. Füner et al. [60], is shown

in Figure 2.5. Similarly to the ASTeX reactor, the microwave energy from the

rectangular waveguide is coupled to the reactor cavity using a probe antenna. The

peculiarity of this type of reactor comes from the ellipsoidal shape of the microwave

cavity which is designed to maximize the microwave electric field strength at the

location where the plasma is desired, i.e. just above the substrate. This reactor

configuration was constructed at both 2.45 GHz and 915 MHz. The 2.45 GHz
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Figure 2.4: ASTeX high-pressure microwave source [57]

system used up to 6 kW of power for operation in the pressure range from 50 to

200 mbar with a maximum substrate size of 7.5 cm. The 915 MHz system was

used to deposit diamond on substrates with a diameter up to 15 cm. The power

for the 915 MHz system was up to 60 kW and the operating pressure was the same

as the 2.45 GHz version [60].

Surface wave plasma MWPECVD reactor

Diamond deposition over a large area is important for industrial applications such as

the production of large-area protective coatings, and electrodes for electrochemical

processes or waste-water treatment. However, scaling up to larger deposition

areas is particularly difficult and costly for resonant cavity microwave systems

and the HFCVD method which was originally used for this purpose has major

drawbacks (see subsection 2.2). On top of that, those two techniques can cause
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Figure 2.5: Setup of the ellipsoidal reactor [60]

substrate damage during deposition as the substrate temperature can easily be

above 800 °C. In order to face those issues, K. Tsugawa et al. proposed in 2006

an alternative method for the growth of diamond using a MWPECVD process

based on Surface Wave Plasma (SWP) in a linear antenna arrangement [61]. In

this MWPECVD reactor presented in Figure 4, two microwave power supplies

operating at a frequency of 2.45 GHz apply a maximum power of 20 kW to a set of

linear antennas encased in quartz tubes. The plasma generated along the quartz

tubes reaches the substrates placed on a stage below the antennas by diffusion.

Compared to rectors using a plasma resonant cavity, the linear antenna system

operates at a much lower pressure of around 1 mbar which limits the substrate

temperature between 100 to 500 °C. The setup developed by K. Tsugawa et al.

used two sets of eight parallel coaxial antennas which can cover substrates with

an area up to 30 × 30 cm2. However, because of the scalability of the equipment,

nanodiamond diamond coatings using this method are possible on much larger area
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by increasing the number of electrodes.

Figure 2.6: Schematic drawing of linear antenna microwave plasma enhanced CVD
system adapted for diamond deposition [62]

In 2007, J. Kim et al. developed another MWPECVD setup for the growth

of nanocrystalline diamond based on surface waves using multi-slotted antennas

[63] which operate at a maximum power of 5 kW (see Figure 2.7). Smooth

nanocrystalline diamond coatings were successfully deposited on a 30 × 30 cm2

borosilicate glass plate under a pressure of 0.05 mbar and a temperature of 500 °C

[64].

Distributed antenna array MWPECVD reactor

In 2014, H.-A. Mehedi et al. proposed a new reactor design for the deposition

of diamond on large area [65]. In the Distributed Antenna Array (DAA) reactor,

the plasma is formed in the reactor chamber using an array of 16 coaxial plasma

sources inserted in a square metallic flange arranged in a 4 × 4 matrix fed by a
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Figure 2.7: Schematic illustrations of (a) a slot antenna, (b) a microwave launcher,
(c) a large-area microwave antenna and (d) the large-area SWP apparatus developed
in this work [64]

6 kW (375 W per electrode) power generator (see Figure 2.8). After the ignition

of the plasma around each electrode, the increase of the microwave power causes

the localized plasmas to expand and meet to form a uniform plasma sheet. The

operating pressure for this system is around 1 mbar which limits the substrate

temperature to 300 - 500 °C. The number of sources can be increased to cover

larger surfaces and a 3D arrangement of sources can theoretically be used to cover

more complex shapes. The DAA design also offers a higher plasma density of

1012 electrons.cm−3 compared to the SWP reactors which will lead, for similar

microwave power, to a more efficient chemical species production. Moreover, the

DAA reactor does not use microwave applicators with large silica surfaces which,

due to the use of hydrogen plasma, can be etched and lead to film contamination

in SWP reactor designs.
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Figure 2.8: View of (a) the 16 coaxial plasma sources inserted in a square metallic
flange arranged in a 2D-matrix to constitute the Distributed Antenna Array (DAA),
schematic view of (b) the design of a coaxial plasma source, view of (c) the ignited
plasma sources inside the chamber [65]

2.2.2 Role of the Different Precursor Gases

Role of hydrogen

Hydrogen is the main component of the plasma. In its atomic form, it has different

crucial roles in the growth of diamond using the MWPECVD method:

• It primarily contributes to the dissociation of carbon containing species in

the gas phase into CHx (with x = 1 to 3) radicals [66].

• It etches non-diamond carbonated structures like graphite from the surface

of the diamond substrate [47].
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• It stabilizes the diamond surface by saturating the dangling bonds and thus

favors the formation of sp3 carbon instead of sp2 carbon [66].

• It generates growth sites on the diamond surface by H-atom abstraction which

can react with CH3 radicals and form C-C bonds necessary to the diamond

growth [67].

• It prohibits the formation of aromatic hydrocarbons such as benzene, which

can lead to non-diamond phase formation [66].

Role of methane

Methane is the source of carbon for the diamond growth. Its concentration is

given as a fraction of the total gas flow in the reactor. However, considering

that hydrogen is by far the gas with the highest concentration in the plasma, the

methane concentration is usually given as a fraction of the dihydrogen concentration

[CH4]/[H2]. The growth rate increases with the fraction of methane in the gas

phase [68–70] (see Figure 2.9). Depending on the methane concentration in the

MWPECVD reactor, the type of diamond growth will also change:

• At low fraction [CH4]/[H2], the epitaxial diamond layers obtained by MW-

PECVD growth are rough and defective. The formation of etch pits on

the surface is attributed to the competition between diamond growth and

diamond etching by the hydrogen plasma [71]. The limit of methane concen-

tration under which this regime appears depends on the microwave power

density used during the growth [72].

• At moderate fraction [CH4]/[H2] ([CH4]/[H2] ratio above 1% in a NIRIM-type
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Figure 2.9: Evolution of the growth rate on (100)-oriented diamond substrate as a
function of the [CH4]/[H2] ratio for diamond layers grown under 3800 W (T. Teraji
et al. [68]) and 750 W (D. Takeuchi et al. [69])

reactor at 875 °C under 105 mbar of pressure [73]), the step-flow type of

growth tends to dominate. This growth type is also favored by the off-angle

on (100) substrates since crystalline steps are more numerous on the diamond

surface for high off-angle, and the nucleation happens at the edges of those

steps [73]. The step-flow type of growth results in smooth diamond surfaces

[69, 74].

• When the [CH4]/[H2] ratio is further increased, nucleation also happens on

terrace creating growth hillocks, leading to a two-dimensional nucleation and

a rougher grown surface [73, 74]. Step bunching can also appear [72], forming

macro steps on the diamond surface. This phenomenon can be caused by
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adsorbed impurities such as nitrogen which block the advancing steps [75,

76] but it can also happen when the velocity of an individual step becomes of

the order of the velocity of the diffusing adatoms [77].

• At high fraction [CH4]/[H2] ([CH4]/[H2] ratio above 6% in a NIRIM-type

reactor at 875 °C under 105 mbar of pressure [73]), the diamond layer show

random growth features [73] with non-epitaxial crystallites and vacancies.

The use of a higher power can limit the apparition of such defects [68].

Role of oxygen

Hydrogen can be mixed with oxygen in the reactor. The addition of oxygen to

the gas mixture reduces the concentration of acetylene [78]. Oxygen also reacts

with hydrogen to form OH radicals which etches non-diamond impurities faster

and contribute to a better crystalline quality of the diamond layer [79]. Contrary

to hydrogen, oxygen does not promote the formation of sp3 carbon. J. Ruan et

al. [80] also found that oxygen could decrease the incorporation of boron atoms in

the diamond lattice which is detrimental to the production of highly-doped p-type

diamond but could be used to produce p-type diamond layers with very low boron

concentration [4]. However, this mechanism is not well understood yet.

Role of CO2

Q. Zhang et al. [81] reported that the addition of CO2 during the MWPECVD

growth of single crystal diamond by enhances the growth rate while retaining the

crystalline quality of the diamond layer. This phenomenon was attributed to the

enhanced etching of sp2 carbon impurities due to the presence of oxygen and the
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increased carbonaceous source by adding CO2. However, due to the competition

between those two effect, there is an optimum CO2 concentration to reach the

maximum growth rate. A. Kromka et al. [62] observed a similar effect for the

growth of polycrystalline diamond at a low pressure of 0.1 mbar. The addition of

10% of CO2 in the gas mix during the MWPECVD growth increased the diamond

quality evaluated by Raman spectroscopy as well as the growth rate. It was also

found that the addition of CO2 suppressed the renucleation process (repeated

formation of seeds) resulting in a larger grain size.

Role of nitrogen

The addition of nitrogen during the growth of single crystal diamond by MWPECVD

promotes the growth on the (100)-oriented faces [82]. A. Chayahara et al. [83]

recorded a growth rate enhanced by a factor 2 with the addition of nitrogen during

the growth rate by MWPECVD. G. Z. Cao et al. [84] attributed this phenomenon

to the nitrogen-related species breaking part of the dimers on the reconstructed

(100)-oriented surface and enhancing the diamond growth rate of this face by the

creation of additional kink sites at the growth steps. Nitrogen impurities also tend

to favor the apparition of step bunching on the (100)-oriented diamond layers. At

high nitrogen concentration, the growth rate saturates and the morphology of the

diamond surface changes to two-dimensional growth which competes with step

bunching leading to a non-uniformity in roughness and growth rate [83].

Role of argon

The addition of argon in the MWPECVD reactor during the synthesis of polycrys-

talline diamond decreases the grain size of diamond crystals in the layer. D. Zhou
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et al. [85] observed a transition from microcrystalline to nanocrystalline diamonds

for a gas mix in the reactor containing above 80% of argon. This phenomenon was

attributed to a change in the plasma chemistry initiating the process of renucleation

[86].

C-H-O diagram

Bachmann et al. [87] compiled the data of many diamond deposition experiments

using different CVD methods (MWPECVD, hot filament CVD, etc.). They con-

cluded that the exact composition of the precursor gases was unimportant in most

cases and that, under typical process temperature and pressure, only the relative

ratios of C, H, and O controlled the diamond growth. Figure 2.10 shows the

diagram resulting from this study. Diamond deposition is only possible in a small

area of the diagram located around the C-O tie line (i.e. [C] = [O]). Below this

limit, the concentration of CH3 radicals is too low to sustain diamond deposition

and therefore, there is no growth. Above this limit, the concentration of CH3

radicals is too high and deposition outpaces the rate at which hydrogen can etch

non-diamond phases [88].

As previously mentioned, the tertiary diagram in Figure 2.10 is true for most

CVD techniques but exceptions exist. As an example, M. Varga et al. [89] managed

to grow porous diamond layers in a linear antenna MWPECVD system with a

fraction of CO2 above 40% in a H2/CH4 gas mix.
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Figure 2.10: A simplified form of the Bachmann [87] atomic C–H–O diagram

2.2.3 Influence of the Growth Parameters

Influence of substrate temperature

Brinza et al. [90] studied the evolution of the growth rate of epitaxial layers as a

function of the substrate temperature between 750 and 950 °C for (100)-, (111)-,

(110)-, and (113)-oriented planes. The measured growth rates are reported in Figure

2.11 and they increase with the substrate temperature. This result is consistent

with the fact that diamond is thermally activated and the growth rate follow an

Arrhenius law [91]. It was also observed that layers grown at a low substrate

temperature (around 750 °C) on (100)-oriented diamond had a rough surface with

a high density of square pit defects on the surface [72, 92]. At higher substrate

temperature, the surface mobility of the species increases and the step-flow type of

growth is favored, resulting in higher growth rates and flatter surface [73]. However,
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for temperature close to 1000 °C, the surface quality degrades, with the apparition

of large pyramidal structures [72, 92]. A substrate temperature of 850 °C offers a

good compromise between high growth rate and good surface quality [72, 92, 93].

Figure 2.11: Evolution of the growth rate on 100, 111, 110, and 113 planes as a
function of the temperature under a pressure of 200 mbar, a microwave power of
3.5 kW and a methane [CH4]/[H2] ratio of 4% [90]

Influence of the microwave power density

The microwave power density is defined as the ratio as the ratio of the total injected

power to the volume of the full plasma ball obtained in the absence of the substrate

holder. C. Findeling-Dufour et al. [93] found that increasing the microwave power

density from 12.5 to 17 W.cm−3 during the growth of (100) diamond layers at 850

°C in 2% of methane decreases the density of crystallites and the size of hillocks

on their surface. This improvement of surface quality can be attributed to the

promotion of the step-flow type of growth at high power density [68]. J. Achard
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et al. [72] observed an increase in the growth rate from 3 to 8.5 µm.h−1 for (100)

diamond layers grown at 850 °C in 4% of methane when the power density went

from 75 to 130 W.cm−3 (see Figure 2.12) which was attributed to the higher

concentration of CH3 radicals and atomic hydrogen in the reactor for higher power

density. For a given pressure and temperature, increasing the microwave power

density also increases the [CH4]/[H2] fraction above which non-diamond phases are

deposited. This improvement in crystalline quality was attributed to the increase

in atomic H density [94]. However, it was also observed that under high power

density, diamond etching can compete with diamond growth an create etch pits on

the surface if the methane concentration is too low [68, 72, 92].

Figure 2.12: Evolution of the growth rate on (100)-oriented diamond substrate as
a function of the injected microwave power density at a temperature of 850 °C and
a methane [CH4]/[H2] ratio of 4% [72]
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Influence of the pressure

C. J. Widmann et al. [95] observed an increase in the growth rate on (100)-oriented

diamond substrates when the pressure in the MWPECVD reactor during deposition

increased from 250 to 400 mbar with a microwave power of 3 kW (see Figure 2.13).

This behavior could be attributed to the increase in concentration of carbon species

close to the diamond surface at higher pressure. A. L. Maslov et al. [96] conducted

a similar study with a pressure varying from 293 mbar to 400 mbar and a higher

microwave power of 4 kW. He observed that the growth rate increases from 7.6 to

27 µm.h−1 when the pressure goes from 293 to 347 mbar but then decreases to 10

µm.h−1 when the pressure further increases to 400 mbar. This difference could be

attributed to the higher power used in this experiment compared to the one of C.

J. Widmann et al. which causes diamond etching to compete with diamond growth

as previously described. Indeed, at higher pressure, the microwave power density

also increases due to a reduction of the plasma volume.

A Kromka et al. [62] reported on the growth of polycrystalline diamond under

low pressure in the presence of CO2. He observed that decreasing the pressure from

2 mbar to 0.1 mbar improved the growth rate. This phenomenon is attributed

to the increase of the plasma molecular species mean free path and the extension

of the plasma volume towards the substrate at lower pressure. Additionally, the

presence of CO2 suppresses the development of non-diamond carbon phases and

limits the renucleation process, resulting in a one order of magnitude increase in

the size of the diamond crystals.
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Figure 2.13: Evolution of the growth rate on (100)-oriented diamond substrate as
a function of the pressure for a microwave power of 3 kW, a temperature of 760 °C
and a methane [CH4]/[H2] ratio of 3% [95]

2.3 Diamond Doping

2.3.1 Diamond P-Type Doping

Even though aluminum was originally foreseen as being responsible for the p-type

conductivity in diamond, it was demonstrated by A. T. Collins et al. [97] in 1971

that it was in fact due to boron impurities. These results were later confirmed by

R. M. Chrenko [98] in 1973. Boron is the only dopant which can be incorporated

with great reproducibility. Boron atoms are particularly adapted to p-type doping

since their covalent radius (0.088 nm) is very close to the one of carbon atoms

(0.077 nm) which favors their incorporation in substitutional sites. Initially, the

doping was done by using diborane B2H6 as a source of boron atoms, but nowadays,

trimethylborane (TMB) C3H9B is preferred as it gives similar results while being

less toxic.
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Since the activation energy of boron in diamond is 0.37 eV, only a small fraction

of boron atoms is ionized at room temperature. For boron concentrations below

1 × 1019 cm−3, only 2 × 10−3 holes are introduced in the valence band per boron

atom [99]. For boron concentrations between 1 × 1019 cm−3 and 3 × 1020 cm−3 the

boron impurities form a band in which the conduction is done by hopping between

ionized and neutral impurities [100, 101]. For boron concentrations above 3 × 1020

cm−3, the activation energy decreases quickly. It is the Mott transition of diamond

[102–104].

The growth of boron-doped homoepitaxial diamond has been investigated on

various crystalline orientation, mostly on (100)- [105], (111)- [106], (110)- [107],

and more recently on (113)- [108], (115)-, and (118)-oriented substrates [109].

Growth on (100)-oriented substrates

The (100) orientation is the most popular for the growth of homoepitaxial boron-

doped diamond. Boron-doping is possible within a wide range of concentrations

from 1 × 1014 [110] up to 1 × 1021 [111]. The doped diamond layers grown on

(100)-oriented substrates are smooth with values of RMS roughness as low as 0.2

nm even for a high boron concentration of 1 × 1020 cm−3 [112]. V. Mortet et al.

[113] observed that an increase in the misorientation angle from 0° to 5° caused

a decrease in the RMS roughness from 1 nm to 0.3 nm and an increase in the

growth rate from 2 µm.h−1 to 5 µm.h−1. This phenomenon was attributed to the

step flow growth which is predominant at larger misorientation angle due to the

higher density of steps and produces atomically flat surfaces. The (100)-oriented

boron-doped diamond layers also have good electrical properties with high hole

mobility values: H. Okushi et al. [114] managed to reach a hole mobility of 1840
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cm2.V−1.s−1 at 290 K for a boron concentration of 1×1017 cm−3. Low compensation

of boron acceptors by other impurities such as nitrogen can also be achieved with

values as low as 0.01% [99]. Despite its qualities, the (100) orientation suffers from

a relatively poor boron incorporation efficiency into the lattice compared to other

crystalline orientations. V. Mortet et al. [113] reported an incorporation efficiency

close to 30% for a boron to carbon ratio in the gas phase of 1000 ppm.

Growth on (111)-oriented substrates

The (111) orientation offers a better incorporation efficiency of boron compared to

the (100) orientation with reported values up 1000% [113]. A. Boussadi reported a

high growth rate up to 4.3 µm.h−1 and the growth of a thick 100 µm layer free of

non-epitaxial defects for a boron concentration of few 1020 cm−3. H. Ye et al. also

reported the growth of smooth (111) layers with a RMS roughness of 0.2 nm at a

similar boron concentration. Above 1020 cm−3 of boron, however, the crystalline

quality of the deposited layer tends to degrade [115] with the apparition of growth

hillocks and stacking faults [116, 117] and above 2 × 1021 cm−3 up to 5 × 1021

(which is the highest boron concentration reported in single crystal diamond), a

phase separation between sp3 carbon, sp2 carbon, and boron is even observed [118].

The biggest flaw of the (111) orientation is the poor hole mobility in the layers.

Reasonably high mobility values can be obtained in layers with low boron content:

A. Lazea et al. [119] reported a hole mobility of 556 cm2.V−1.s−1 at a boron

concentration of 3 × 1017 cm−3. S.-G. Ri et al. [120] also observed that increasing

the [CH4]/[H2] ratio during the growth doesn’t change the incorporation efficiency

of boron in (111)-oriented diamond layers while it improves it in (100)-oriented

layers. This result suggests a different boron doping mechanism between (100)-
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and (111)-oriented diamond substrates.

Growth on (113)-oriented substrates

The (113) orientation has a vicinal surface composed of monoatomic (100) and

(111) steps. Boron-doped diamond layers grown on (113)-oriented substrates have a

smooth surface with a RMS roughness of 1 nm comparable to what was measured

on (100) diamond layers but without growth hillocks and also exhibit a uniform

boron incorporation [121]. A growth rate of 5 µm.h−1, a boron incorporation

efficiency up to 5 times higher compared to the (100) orientation [108], and a

maximum hole mobility above 1200 cm2.V−1.s−1 were reported for boron-doped

diamond layers grown on this orientation [122]. A. Tallaire et al. [108] reported

that it was possible to grow boron-doped diamond on (113)-oriented substrates

at temperature higher than 1000 °C without experiencing unepitaxial defects. V.

Mortet et al. [123] also reported that it was possible to grow heavily boron-doped

diamond layers (boron concentration of 1021 cm−3) up to a thickness of 3.5 µm.

For thicker layers, cracks appear on the diamond surface which are attributed to

the relaxation of the elastic energy stored in the epitaxial undoped layer due to the

significant lattice mismatch between the undoped and highly boron-doped diamond

layers. The (113) orientation offers a trade-off between the properties of the (100)

and (111) orientation which is most likely due to the vicinal nature of its surface.

2.3.2 Diamond N-Type Doping

Achieving n-type doping is a very important step in the manufacturing of electronic

devices. However, contrary to the p-type doping which is relatively easy to achieve
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and can even be found in natural diamonds, n-type doping is still a very challenging

task.

Due to the rigidity of the diamond structure and the small size of the carbon

atom, it is hard to find an appropriate dopant. Nitrogen forms a deep donor level

at 1.7 eV under the conduction band [124] which is too deep to create n-type

conductivity. Theoretical studies found that lithium, sodium, and sulfur could be

potential candidates for n-type doping in diamond [125, 126]. Lithium and sodium

were predicted to form donor levels at an energy of respectively 0.1 eV and 0.3

eV under the conduction band but they have a very poor solubility in diamond

structure making doping by diffusion impossible [127]. Because of their preference

to occupy interstitial positions in the diamond lattice, there is no competition

with carbon atoms for substitutional sites and therefore it is possible to use ion-

implantation to form n-type diamond. However, high dose of implanting ions

causes irrecoverable graphitization [128] and it was also found that the donors are

electrically inactive after annealing [125].

In the early 1990s, phosphorus was also considered as a potential dopant.

However, at the time, theoretical studies were not consistent between each other

and predicted a donor behavior at an energy ranging from 0.2 eV [129] to 1.09 eV

[130] below the conduction band. A very low substitutional solubility was also

predicted [131].

The first evidence of n-type conductivity measured on phosphorus-doped di-

amond was provided in 1995 by J. F. Prins et al. [132] on natural IIb diamonds

implanted with a low dose of P+ ions. In 1997, S. Koizumi et al. [133] managed

to produce the first n-type doped diamond using CVD and PH3 on (111)-oriented

diamond samples. In 1999, another Japanese team claimed that they achieved
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n-type doping on (100) diamond samples using CVD and H2S [134]. However, it was

found later that the conduction was due to boron atoms which were unintentionally

incorporated in the lattice [135]. Nowadays, phosphorus is considered as the main

dopant to achieve n-type conductivity with an activation energy around 0.6 eV

[136–138]. Recently some novel co-doping techniques have been developed using

two different elements forming complexes in the diamond layer [139, 140]. New

shallow donors could be found with this method.

The growth of phosphorus-doped diamond has been investigated on various

crystalline orientations including (100), (111), and (113) lately.

Growth on (100)-oriented substrates

As the production of p-type diamond layers grown on (100) oriented substrates was

already well understood, effort were made to produce phosphorus-doped n-type

layers using this orientation. H. Kato et al. [141] managed to produce n-type doped

diamond layers with a controllable range of phosphorus concentration between

5 × 1017 and 8 × 1018 cm−3. An electron mobility of 780 cm2.V−1.s−1 was reported

[142]. However, phosphorus doping on (100) diamond substrates poses a number of

problems. First, a very low doping efficiency of 0.05% was reported [141]. Second,

the phosphorus donor fraction (the percentage of incorporated phosphorus atoms in

the diamond lattice acting as donors) is less than 65% [143] and the compensation

ratio is extremely high (from 50 to 80%) [144] which is detrimental to the electrical

properties of the phosphorus-doped diamond layers.
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Growth on (111)-oriented substrates

The production of n-type diamond layers by MWPECVD was first demonstrated on

the (111) orientation [133] and it is still the most documented crystalline orientation

for the growth of phosphorus-doped diamond layers. Phosphorus concentrations

up to 1.5 × 1020 cm−3 with a maximum growth rate of 1.25 µm.h−1 were reported

[145] and electron mobilities up to 660 cm2.V−1.s−1 [146]. The doping efficiency of

phosphorus is about 2% [141] which is between one and two orders of magnitude

higher than the one reported for (100)-oriented layers. A phosphorus donor fraction

over 90% [147] and a compensation ration about 10% [148] were also measured

on (111) phosphorus-doped diamond layers. Despite their better incorporation of

phosphorus compared to layers grown on (100) substrates, (111)-oriented layers

tend to present cracks and structural defects.

Growth on (113)-oriented substrates

The (113) orientation was recently investigated for the growth of n-type diamond

layers as it has intermediate properties between the (100) and (111) orientations

making it a promising candidate for both boron and phosphorus doping. M.-A.

Pinault-Thaury et al. [149] developed a method combining MWPECVD and

metal-organic CVD to produce phosphorus-doped diamond layers on (113)-oriented

samples using tertiary butyl-phosphine (TBP: C4H11P) vapor as a dopant source.

A phosphorus concentration up to 4.5 × 1019 cm−3 was obtained with a doping

efficiency around 0.08% which is still low but about three times higher than what

was obtained on (100) substrates. The phosphorus donor fraction was close to

100% for samples with a phosphorus concentration around 1016 cm−3. A good
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crystalline quality and a smooth surface with a RMS roughness as low as 7 nm were

obtained over three decades of phosphorus content without pyramid hillocks and

non-epitaxial crystallites. The measured growth rate was up to 1.1 µm.h−1 which

is comparable to the one of (111) phosphorus-doped diamond layers. Finally, an

electron mobility of 355 cm2.V−1.s−1 was obtained on a sample with a phosphorus

content of 2.0 × 1018 cm−3 which is a higher mobility value than the one of (100)-

and (111)-oriented layers with a similar phosphorus concentration [150].

2.3.3 Surface Conductivity

In addition to these bulk doped p-type and n-type diamond, surface conductivity

phenomena have also been observed.

Hydrogenated diamond surfaces exhibit p-type conductivity at room tempera-

ture. This type of surface can be obtained by oil polishing (a method originally

used in jewelry), exposition to atomic hydrogen using hot filament or plasma [151],

and it is also observed on as-grown epitaxial diamond after CVD processing [152].

This surface with p-type behavior has been observed on both (100) and (111)

diamond samples with values of conductivity ranging from 10−4 to 10−5 Ω−1 [153].

The reason for this conductivity is not well understood yet, but it is assumed

that hydrogen termination is responsible for the accumulation of holes by creating

a layer of unspecified acceptor defects about 30 nm under the surface [154]. A

negative electron affinity of -1.3 eV was measured on the hydrogenated diamond

surface by J. B. Cui et al. [155] with a Fermi level at 0.7 eV below the valence

band maximum [156]. F. Maier et al. [153] showed that the hydrogenation of

the surface is a necessary but not sufficient condition for surface conductivity and
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made the hypothesis of the presence of a thin water layer on the surface of the

sample which would provide the electron sink for the subsurface hole accumulation.

The chemical potential of electrons in water being lower than the Fermi level EF

of the diamond, electrons are exchanged with water according to the reaction

2H3O
+ + 2e− = 2H2O + H2, leaving holes in the valence band.

The diamond p-type surface conductivity can be problematic as it can interfere

with the measurement of transport properties in doped diamond films. It is possible

to remove the diamond surface conductivity due to hydrogenation by oxidizing its

surface. F. Maier et al. [157] measured an electron affinity of 1.7 eV on oxidized

diamond surfaces prepared by boiling the diamond sample in a concentrated solution

of HNO3/H2SO4. The Fermi level was 0.8 eV above the valence band maximum. A.

Denisenko et al. [158] showed that the electronic barrier can be further modified

by using anodic oxidation in KOH on diamond surfaces already oxidized by wet

chemical treatment and obtained a Fermi level at 3.6 eV above the valence band

maximum.

2.4 Conclusion

To conclude, the growth parameters such as the pressure, the temperature, the

power density, the methane concentration, and the presence of other chemicals

such as boron, phosphorus, nitrogen, and oxygen during the diamond growth by

MWPECVD directly impact the growth rate and the quality of the deposited

diamond layers. Additionally, one shall not forget that, in the case of epitaxial

growth, the orientation of the diamond substrate is also a crucial parameter, the

growth of boron-doped diamond is easier on the (100) orientation while the (111)
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orientation is more favorable to phosphorus doping. That is why alternative

orientations such as (113) have also been investigated in order to find a compromise

between the properties of the (100) and (111) orientations.
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Chapter 3

MWPECVD Reactors

In this chapter, the two different reactors used for the growth of boron-doped

and phosphorus-doped diamond layers are presented along with the time response

measurement setup used for the study of gas dynamics in MWPECVD reactors.

3.1 Reactor Types

3.1.1 Bell Jar (ASTeX-Type) Reactor

The reactor used for the epitaxial boron-doped diamond growth is a commercial

ASTeX 5010 reactor (Seki Technotron, Japan). It is a bell jar reactor whose

operating principle was already presented in subsection 2.2.1. A base pressure

in the reactor chamber below 10−6 mbar was achieved using a Pfeiffer Vacuum

TMH-071 turbo-molecular pumping system. The microwave power was provided

by an ASTeX S-1500 plasma source with a maximum power output of 1.5 kW. The

PECVD system is shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: ASTeX bell jar reactor used for the growth of single crystal boron-doped
diamond layers

3.1.2 Tubular (NIRIM-Type) Reactor

The reactor used for the growth of polycrystalline phosphorus-doped diamond layers

is a lab-made tubular reactor whose operating principle was already presented in

subsection 2.2.1. The reactor chamber was evacuated to a base pressure below 10−6

mbar using a Agilent Turbo-V 301 Navigator turbo-molecular pumping system.

The microwave power is provided by a WR340 downstream plasma source from

SAIREM working at frequency of 2.45 GHz. The PECVD system is shown in

Figure 3.2. Gas flows were regulated using MKS mass flow controllers while the
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pressure was measured using a capacitive gauge during operation and regulated

using an MKS 20000 sccm control valve and a type 250 controller together with a

rotary vane pump DUO 20 M from Pfeiffer Vacuum.

Figure 3.2: NIRIM reactor used for the growth of polycrystalline phosphorus-doped
diamond layers

3.2 MWPECVD Reactor Time Response Mea-

surement Setup

In order to study the gas dynamics in MWPECVD reactors, a setup recording the

response of the plasma to the injection of a small quantity of gas in the two different

reactors previously presented (see subsection 3.1.1 and 3.1.2) was designed.

The gases used in this study are H2 (N5.6), CH4 (N5.5), O2 (N4.5), N2 (N5.0).
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The flow of gases was controlled using MKS mass flow controllers. The precursor

gas pulses were generated using the gas trapped in a small volume at a constant

pressure (2 bar) between two ball valves and released instantaneously in the reactor.

The volume of trapped gas was about 1 mL. The setup is described in Figure 3.3.

The emission lines of NH (336.9 nm [159], C2 (517.0 nm [160]), and OH (311.4

nm [161])) were analyzed to study the effect of a pulse of N2, CH4, and O2 in the

plasma. Two different optical measurement systems were considered to record the

time evolution of the emission lines characteristic of the precursor gases injected in

the reactors.

Figure 3.3: Time response measurement setup

At first, the emission lines were monitored using a Thorlabs SM05PD3A photo-

diode with a wavelength range from 320 to 1100 nm in combination with several

Thorlabs band-pass filters centered around the wavelength of the emission line

of interest. The photodiode voltage was recorded as a function of time using a
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Keysight 34461A multimeter and saved on a computer using Keysight BenchVue

software. A homemade brass holder was designed to combine the photodiode

and filter in a closed package and isolate it from any parasitic light sources. The

main advantages of this setup are its simplicity and its operation speed with a

sampling rate of about 20 Hz. However, its major flaw is its poor selectivity as it is

impossible to measure and remove possible variation of the continuous background

light coming from the hydrogen plasma during the gas pulse, which can overshadow

the variation of the measured emission line. This setup was abandoned as significant

variation of the background light intensity were observed during the measurements.

It was then decided to use a Stellarnet BLACK-Comet-SR compact spectrometer,

which has an acquisition range from 200 to 1100 nm, to record the dynamic gas pulse

responses. In order to have enough points to correctly record the fast variations of

the signal, an integration time of 25 ms was chosen. The acquired spectra were

analyzed using an algorithm in Origin® software to remove the variation of the

continuous background from the signal.
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Characterization Techniques

In this chapter, the different characterization techniques and experimental setups

used in this thesis are presented. The surface morphology of the boron-doped and

phosphorus-doped diamond layers was checked using AFM and SEM imaging re-

spectively. The boron concentration in the epitaxial layers was obtained using SIMS

measurement. The larger size of the Si substrates on which the phosphorus-doped

diamond layers were deposited allowed us to use GDOES for the determination

of the phosphorus concentration. The electrical properties of the boron-doped

diamond layers were characterized using a TLP current-voltage setup and Hall

effect measurement, and their thermal properties were characterized using TIM.

Finally, Raman spectroscopy was used to evaluate the crystalline quality of the

phosphorus-doped diamond layers.
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4.1 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

4.1.1 AFM Theory

AFM is a type of microscopy in which images are obtained by scanning the surface

of the sample under study with a tip mounted at the end of a cantilever. The tip is

brought in closest contact with the sample and the movements of the cantilever are

recorded to create a topographic image of the sample’s surface. In this thesis, AFM

was used to obtain images of the epitaxial single crystal boron-doped diamond

layers grown by PECVD.

Figure 4.1 shows a schematic representation of an AFM system. The tip

and cantilever are usually made of silicon or silicon carbide. The position of the

cantilever is monitored using a laser beam which is reflected from the backside of

the cantilever into a position-sensitive photodetector consisting of two side-by-side

photodiodes. In this arrangement, a small deflection of the cantilever will change

the reflection angle of the laser beam and, therefore, the position of the laser spot

on the photodetector. The difference in signal between the two photodiodes gives

the position of the laser spot on the photodetector from which it is possible to

calculate the deflection angle of the cantilever. This arrangement is called an

optical lever [162].

Images are formed by recording the effects of the interaction forces between the

tip and the surface as the cantilever is scanned over the sample. The cantilever

is attached to a piezoelectric actuator connected to an electronic feedback circuit.

This assembly forms, with the sample and the optical lever, a feedback loop which

allows the system to maintain the tip at a constant force or at a constant height

above the surface of the sample. In the constant force mode, the real time height
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of an atomic force microscope. (1), Laser diode;
(2), cantilever; (3), mirror; (4), position-sensitive photodetector; (5), electronics;
and (6), scanner with sample [162]

deviation of the tip is measured. In the constant height mode, the deflection force

on the sample is recorded [163].

4.1.2 AFM Setup

In this thesis, the AFM images of the boron-doped diamond layers were done

using a Dimension Icon from Bruker using in peak force tapping mode with Bruker

ScanAsyst-Air tips. The setup is represented in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: AFM setup

4.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

4.2.1 SEM Theory

SEM is a type of microscopy technique in which images are obtained by scanning

the surface of the material under study with a focused beam of electrons. In this

thesis, SEM was used to obtain images of the polycrystalline phosphorus-doped

diamond layers grown by PECVD and check their morphology.

On principle, SEM is very similar to Optical Microscopy (OM), the main

difference being that the first uses electron emission while the second uses light to

form an image. The SEM has several advantages over OM [164]:

• It can reach a magnification of ×1000000 with a resolution down to 1 nm

while conventional OM can only reach a magnification around ×1000.

• It has a larger depth of field compared to OM allowing most of the surface of
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the sample to be in focus even at high roughness.

• It can give more information than just the surface topology such as crystalline

structure, chemical composition, and electrical properties.

Figure 4.3 shows a schematic representation of a SEM system. The two main

types of electron emitter are the thermionic emission type composed of a heated

filament (over 2500 °C) made of tungsten or lanthanum hexaboride, and the field

emission type using a very high electric field applied on a fine tip until the emission

of electrons by quantum mechanical tunneling occurs [164, 165]. The electron beam

is then condensed and focused by a series of magnetic lenses composed of a coil

wound around a soft iron core [165] before being used to scan the surface of the

material under study using a scan coil.

There are two main types of signals used to create surface images of the sample

under characterization [164, 165]:

• Secondary electrons: They correspond to electrons which escape from the

sample with an energy about 50 eV. They are usually electrons to which a

small quantity of energy has been transferred within a short distance of the

surface. They are very abundant and are the most commonly signal in SEM.

Because they come from a very shallow region near the surface, they provide

images with high spatial resolution.

• Backscattered electrons: They correspond to primary electrons that left the

surface of the sample before giving up all their energy. Compared to secondary

electrons, they have a higher energy and they are also less numerous. They

come from a slightly deeper region in the sample and therefore provide images

with a slightly lower resolution
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Figure 4.3: Schematic diagram of a scanning electron microscope [166]

.

Other signals can also be recorded such as cathodoluminescence and x-ray

emission, which provide information on the chemical composition of the sample,

and Auger electron emission, which give information on the surface chemistry.

4.2.2 SEM Setup

A TESCAN FERA3 GM microscope was used to make SEM images and assess

the phosphorus-doped polycrystalline diamond layers’ morphology. The images

were obtained using a Everhart-Thornley secondary electron detector with an

accelerating voltage of 5.0 kV. The SEM setup is shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: SEM setup

4.3 Secondary Ion-Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS)

4.3.1 SIMS Theory

SIMS is a technique used to analyze the composition of solid surfaces and thin

films. In this study, it was used to determine the boron concentration in single

crystal boron-doped diamond layers grown by PECVD.

This technique relies on an ion beam to sputter the surface of the solid to be

characterized into atoms and atomic clusters (Figure 4.5). A small fraction of those

atoms is ionized and they can be analyzed using a mass spectrometer.

The principle of this technique was first discovered by J. J. Thomson in 1910

[168]. A first prototype was made by R. F. K. Herzog and F. P. Viehböck [169]

in 1949. In the beginning of the 1960s, two SIMS setups were developed. The

first one was developed in the United States of America by R. F. K. Herzog and
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Figure 4.5: The principle of secondary-ion mass spectrometry [167]

F. P. Viehböck as part of a project sponsored by the NASA for the analysis of

moon rocks. The other setup was developed in France, at the University of Paris-

Sud by R. Castaing and G. Slodzian [170]. Both instruments were respectively

commercialized by GCA Corp and CAMECA S.A.S. and both were using sector field

mass spectrometers. This type of spectrometer uses a static electric or magnetic

field to separate the ions based on their difference in inertia. In the beginning of

the 1970s, a new type of setup was developed by K. Wittmaack [171] equipped

with a quadrupole mass spectrometer which uses an oscillating electric field to filter

the secondary ions. Around the same time, A. Benninghoven [172] introduced the

method of static SIMS which is based on the use of time-of-flight mass spectrometers

in which the ion beam is pulsed. With this method, only a very small part of

the uppermost layer of the sample is analyzed with minimum disturbance to its

composition and structure.
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4.3.2 SIMS Setup

In this work, the SIMS measurements were used to determine the concentration of

incorporated boron in the boron doped-diamond samples. The equipment used to

perform the measurement is a CAMECA IMS 7f. The base pressure in the chamber

is about 3 × 10−8 mbar. O+
2 primary ions were used with an impact energy of 10

keV, an impact angle of 38°, and a primary current of 100 nA. The exposed area

on the sample is 150 × 150 µm2. The secondary ions were extracted with a voltage

of 5 kV and the analyzed area was 63 µm2 in the middle of the crater. The setup

was calibrated using a sample with a known boron concentration of 1021 cm−3.

4.4 Glow Discharge Optical Emission Spectroscopy

(GDOES)

4.4.1 GDOES Theory

Glow Discharge Optical Emission Spectroscopy (GDOES) is a spectroscopic method

used for the characterization of metals, alloys, and other non-metallic solids.

GDOES was used in this thesis to determine the phosphorus concentration in

polycrystalline phosphorus-doped diamond layers grown by PECVD. Due to the

large number of phosphorus-doped diamond layers to characterize, GDOES was

preferred to SIMS as it is a faster and more affordable method.

Contrary to atomic spectroscopy, which is used to determine the surface of a

material, GDOES gradually ablates layers of the sample under study and gives the

composition of the material in his depth. GDOES is based on the use of a flat-

cathode setup called the Grimm-type source [173] combined with a spectrometer,
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which can either be a multi-channel polychromator with photomultipliers used as

detectors or an instrument using Charge Coupled Device (CCD) detectors.

GDOES uses a Glow Discharge (GD) plasma which is a self-sustained weakly

ionized plasma obtained at room temperature and low pressure in a carrier gas,

usually argon [174]. Figure 4.6 shows the typical evolution of the voltage as a

function of the current between two electrodes during an electric discharge. The d

and e sections of the curve are corresponding to GD and abnormal GD respectively.

In the abnormal GD the entire cathode surface is covered by the plasma and

an increase of the voltage corresponds to an increase of the current. This is the

functioning region used for GDOES [174].

Figure 4.6: Evolution of the voltage as a function of the current between two
electrodes during an electric discharge [175]

Figure 4.7 shows a schematic diagram of a Grimm-type GD source. The sample

is used as the cathode and the discharge cavity is closed on the surface of the

sample by a silicone O-ring which ensures an airtight seal. The property of the

plasma strongly depends on the quality of the carrier gas and the presence of other

gases such as hydrogen and nitrogen can alter the measured analytical results. The

distance between the sample at the cathode and the tubular anode also changes
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the impedance of the GD source and hence the nature of the plasma.

Figure 4.7: Schematic diagram of a Grimm-type GD source [176]

The sputtering and light emission mechanism of the GD source are presented in

Figure 4.8. Ionized argon atoms bombard the surface of the cathode and cause the

sputtering of atoms, ions and electrons from the sample at the cathode. Through

various collisions in the plasma, those sputtered atoms and ions get excited and

then de-excite by emitting photons in the negative glow region of the plasma. The

emitted light can then be analyzed by the spectrometer.

4.4.2 GDOES Setup

The phosphorus concentrations in the doped diamond layers grown using continuous

and pulsed CH4 flow were determined using a GDA750HR spectrometer from

Spectruma GmbH for GDOES measurement (see Figure 7.14). The P I emission

line at 178.284 nm was used for phosphorus analysis. Its background was measured

by analyzing boron-doped diamond layers (free of phosphorus) and its emission
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Figure 4.8: Sputtering and light emission mechanism in GDOES [176]

yield was established by sputter-rate corrected calibration [177], based on certified

reference materials of steel and cast iron with phosphorus concentrations up to

0.16%. In conformity with the work from C. Schubert et al. [178], sputtering rates

of the analyzed layers were found to be 40 to 50 times lower than that of steel,

hence, the phosphorus signal matched well the calibration range.

4.5 Hall Effect Measurement Method

4.5.1 Hall Effect Measurement Theory

Hall effect measurements were carried out to determine the resistivity, the mobility

and the carrier density inside a material using the Lorentz force. In this work,

this technique was used to characterize the electrical properties of single crystal

boron-doped diamond layers grown by PECVD.

When an electron (or a hole) moves perpendicularly to a magnetic field, it

experiences a force both normal to the electron’s direction of movement and the

magnetic field. This force is given by:
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F⃗ = qE⃗ + qv⃗ × B⃗ (4.1)

Where q is the charge of the carrier, v⃗ is the carrier velocity. E⃗ is the electric

field and B⃗ the magnetic field. If a current is going through a semiconductive

layer and a magnetic field is applied perpendicularly to the surface of the layer.

The Lorentz force will induce a deviation of the charge carrier flow and induce an

electric field normal to the current flow and the magnetic field. Current density is

determined from the total excitation current and the sample’s geometry. Electric

fields are determined by measuring voltage differences between electrical contacts

on the sample surface.

One of the most common devices used to make Hall effect measurement is

the Hall bar presented in Figure 4.9. A constant current density flows between

contacts 5 and 6 while a perpendicular external magnetic field is applied and the

side contacts 1, 2, 3, and 4 are used for voltage measurements.

Figure 4.9: Six-contact Hall bar geometry

The main disadvantage of this geometry is the requirement of a mesa etching

around the Hall bar to avoid current leakage. Because of this, Hall bars are difficult
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to fabricate and are also destructive for the diamond layer.

For those reasons, the use of the van der Pauw method, which doesn’t require

mesa etching and allows the Hall effect measurement on a sample of arbitrary

shape, was preferred. To use this method, several conditions have to be fulfilled:

• The contacts are at the circumference of the sample.

• The contacts are sufficiently small.

• The sample is homogeneous in thickness.

• The surface is singly connected, i.e., the sample does not have isolated holes.

Taking those conditions into consideration, the contacts configuration presented

in Figure 4.10 was chosen for the Hall effect measurements on the boron-doped

diamond samples. The contacts were placed in the corners of the diamond sample

so that it would be easier to connect them to the Hall effect measurement setup.

Figure 4.10: Ti/Au Van der Pauw contacts on a boron doped diamond
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First, a preliminary resistivity measurement is done without any external

magnetic field applied to the sample. An electric current is applied between two

contacts along one edge of the sample and the voltage is measured between the

two contacts on the other side. For example:

R12,43 = V43

I12
(4.2)

where I12 is a positive current flowing from electrode 1 to electrode 2 and V43 is

the voltage measured between 4 and 3 using the electrode numbering defined in

Figure 4.10. Using the set of conditions previously presented, L. J. van der Pauw

[179] demonstrated the following equation:

exp
(

−πt

ρ
R12,43

)
+ exp

(
−πt

ρ
R24,31

)
= 1 (4.3)

where t is the thickness of the doped diamond layer and ρ is the resistivity.

However, because of the symmetries of the square boron-dope diamond samples,

we have:

R12,43 = R24,31 (4.4)

And therefore, the resistivity ρ can be expressed like this:

ρ = πtR12,43

ln(2) (4.5)

To further improve the precision of the resistance value, four different measure-

ments are done at different position on the sample and then averaged:
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R = R12,43 + R23,14 + R34,21 + R41,32

4 (4.6)

Therefore, the resistivity can also be expressed as such:

ρ = πtR

ln(2) (4.7)

In order to determine the Hall mobility, a current was applied between electrodes

1 and 3 while the transverse voltage is measured between electrodes 4 and 2. A

magnetic field B is applied perpendicularly to the sample surface. The measurement

of the current and voltage are first done with the magnetic field in one direction

and a second time with the magnetic field in the opposite direction. The Hall

coefficient RH is given by:

RH = t

B
· V42(B+) − V42(B−)

I31(B+) − I31(B−) (4.8)

Finally, the Hall mobility can be obtained using the following formula:

µH = |RH |
ρ

(4.9)

The carrier concentration can also be obtained from the Hall effect measurement.

In p-type boron-doped diamond, holes are the majority carriers, therefore, we have:

p = 1
ρqµH

(4.10)

where q is the elementary charge.
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4.5.2 Hall Effect Measurement Setup

A picture of the Hall measurement setup used in this work is shown in Figure 4.11a.

A tube-shaped cryostat is placed between the two poles of an electromagnet. The

sample is fixed at the end of a rod with four metallic tips shown in Figure 4.11b

which are also used to make connect to the Ti/Au van der Pauw contacts at the

edge of the sample. The rod is then slid into the cryostat so that the sample is

in the middle of the electromagnet with its surface perpendicular to the magnetic

field. The applied magnetic field for Hall coefficient measurement was about 0.3 T.

Figure 4.11: Hall measurement setup (a) and sample holder (b)

The resistivity and Hall coefficient have been calculated using the delta method

[180] in order to limit errors due do thermoelectric effects. Parasitic thermoelectric

voltages appear when the temperature inside the material is non-uniform. To

counter this effect, several measurements of the same voltage are made while

the current is alternated about 5 to 10 times per second. About a hundred
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measurements are made and they are then averaged in order to get the final value

of voltage and resistance.

4.6 Transmission Line Pulse (TLP) Current-

Voltage Measurement

The Transmission Line Pulse (TLP) generator is a voltage pulse generator based

on a simple coaxial cable usually used to simulate electrostatic discharge events in

electronic devices. In this thesis, a measurement setup based on a TLP voltage

pulse generator was designed to test boron-doped diamond devices under high

electric fields up to 1.8×105 V.cm−1 and obtain their I-V characteristics. Compared

to a continuous applied voltage, the short voltage pulses generated by the TLP

generator limit the thermal effects which would otherwise destroy the test devices.

The TLP generator was first presented by T. J. Maloney in 1985 [181] and it

addresses this problem by the application of short voltage pulses on the nanosecond

scale which limit the amount of energy dissipated in the devices and prevent any

subsequent damage. This device uses the charge and discharge of a transmission

line to generate rectangular voltage pulses.

4.6.1 TLP Current-Voltage Measurement Theory

Transmission Line Model

The coaxial cable is the most common type of transmission line that is be the main

topic of this chapter.

• The three main components of the coaxial cable are: the inner conductor (a
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copper wire), the external conductor (a copper mesh) and finally the insulator

between them,

• The five main parameters of a coaxial cable are: the radius of the inner

conductor a, the radius of the external hollow conductor b, the length of

the cable D, and finally the permittivity ϵ, and the permeability µ of the

insulator (Figure 4.12),

Figure 4.12: Sectional view of the coaxial cable

A theoretical representation of the coaxial cable is presented in Figure 4.13. It

is depicted as a succession of inductors and capacitors. It shall be underlined that

this model does not consider the resistive propagation losses in the cable.

Figure 4.13: Theoretical representation of the coaxial cable
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From this representation, the following equations of the voltage and current in

the coaxial cable can be determined:

∂V

∂x
= −L

∂I

∂t
(4.11)

∂I

∂x
= −C

∂V

∂t
(4.12)

Equations (4.11) and (4.12) are the “Telegrapher’s Equations”. These equations

may be combined to form two propagation wave equations, one for voltage and one

for current:

∂2V

∂x2 = −v2
p

∂2V

∂t2 (4.13)

∂2I

∂x2 = −v2
p

∂2I

∂t2 (4.14)

With vp = 1√
LV

(4.15)

Where vp is the speed of waves in the coaxial cable.

The lineic inductance L and capacitance C are expressed as a function of the

physical parameters of the coaxial cable defined previously as follows:

L = µ

2π
ln
(

b

a

)
(4.16)

C = 2πϵ

ln
(

b
a

) (4.17)
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Finally, the characteristic impedance of the coaxial cable Z0 is expressed as

follows:

Z0 =
√

L

C
= 1

2π
ln
(

b

a

)√
µ

ϵ
(4.18)

vp may also be expressed differently thanks to (4.16) and (4.17) as follows:

vp = 1√
LC

= 1
√

µϵ
(4.19)

Principle of Operation of the TLP Generator

This TLP generator uses the wave propagation properties of the coaxial cable in

order to generate voltage pulses across the Device Under Test (DUT) [182, 183].

Figure 4.14: TLP generator electrical scheme

The structure of the TLP setup used in this work is shown in Figure 4.14 which

is similar to the one used by N. Mauran [184]. In this setup, we have:
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• the two conductors of length D represent the coaxial cable. The top one

in the figure is the inner conductor while the bottom one is the outer mesh

connected to the ground,

• RS must have a very high value compared to the characteristic impedance of

the cable Z0 = 50 Ω. It isolates the voltage generator from the rest of the

circuit during the voltage pulse,

• RL = Z0 = 50 Ω: on the generator side, its role is to adapt the sample to the

coaxial cable impedance. Indeed, calculating the equivalent impedance of the

set made of RL and Zsample, the sample impedance, the following formula is

obtained:

Ztot = Zsample · RL

Zsample + RL

(4.20)

Since the impedance of the boron doped diamond device is supposed to be

much higher than RL, Ztot becomes:

Ztot = Zsample · RL

Zsample

= RL = 50 Ω (4.21)

• RL and the diode: the role of RL at the end of the cable is different, its

purpose is to absorb any negative reflections in the cable. In case of positive

voltage, the diode will be in blocking mode which means that the coaxial

cable will end on an open circuit. In case of negative voltage however, the

diode will act as a short circuit and the voltage wave will be absorbed by the

resistor RL. The diode also limits the maximum voltage in the coaxial cable
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to avoid damage,

• Vs is the voltage applied by the power supply.

Initially, the electrical relay is open, the voltage source charges the line as de-

scribed previously described. In normal use, there should be no negative reflections

at the end of the line, this way the diode should act as an open circuit with an

infinite impedance ZF . Once the coaxial cable is fully charged, the voltage at the

end of the line is VF = VS = 100 V. V + and V − are the forward and backward

waves in the coaxial cable. V + travels from the generator to the load and V −

travels from the load to the generator. We can calculate them thanks to these

formulas:

V + =
VF

(
1 + Z0

ZF

)
2 = VS

2 = 50 V (4.22)

V − =
VF

(
1 − Z0

ZF

)
2 = VS

2 = 50 V (4.23)

In the first step of the voltage pulse generation, the electrical relay is closed.

The voltage source is now isolated from the rest of the circuit due to the high

electrical resistance RS. Hence, the circuit can be considered as a combination of

RL and Zsample, the impedance of the sample connected to the transmission line.

For simplification purpose, the combination of Zsample and RL can be reduced to

RL as long as Zsample is much higher than RL.

Zsample · RL

Zsample

≈ RL (4.24)

Which means that the value of ΓL, the reflection coefficient on this side of the
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line has also changed to:

ΓL = RL − Z0

RL + Z0
= 50 − 50

50 + 50 = 0 (4.25)

Therefore, we can calculate the new value of V +,

V + = ΓL · V − = 0 V (4.26)

From (4.23) and (4.26), we also have:

VL = V − + V + = VS

2 = 50 V (4.27)

The forward wave V + will travel through the line at a vp speed. When it will

reach the end of the line, there will be a total reflection as ZF = inf, in other words

ΓF = 1 and thus:

V − = ΓF · V + = 0 V (4.28)

This backward wave V − will travel through the line at a vp avalanche. When it

will reach the input, (4.26) and (4.28) will give:

VL = V − + V + = 0 V (4.29)

As a result, this circuit has created a VS

2 pulse that lasted for 2T , where T is

the time needed for a wave to travel from one end to the other end of the cable:

T = D

vp

(4.30)
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Table 4.1: Parts highlighted within Figure 4.15

Reference Part Name
A BNC cable
B Voltage sources
C Function generator
D Oscilloscope
E Reed relay box
F Probe holder and micropositioner

D is the length of the cable and vp is the speed of waves in the coaxial cable.

4.6.2 TLP Current-Voltage Measurement Setup

The lab-made TLP current-voltage measurement setup used in this work is shown

in Figure 4.15 and it has the same structure as in Figure 4.14 with:

Figure 4.15: TLP current-voltage measurement setup. The legend for the different
letters is given in Table 4.1
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• D = 10 m, the length of the line: this value can be adjusted to modify the

duration of the impulse. In this setup, the coaxial cable is a RG58C/U with

Bayonet Neill–Concelman (BNC) connectors (A in Figure 4.15), a standard

and cheap cable very common in laboratories. If we consider the speed of an

electric signal in the cable to be vp = 2.0 × 108 m.s−1, we obtain that T = 50

ns from equation (4.30). Which means the generated voltage pulse across the

DUT will be 100 ns long,

• RS = 4.7 MΩ: as mentioned in section 4.6 RS ≫ Z0 = 50 Ω,

• RL is a MP930 from Caddock which can resist up to 30 W,

• Vs can vary from 0 to 800 V on our TLP setup. The voltage source is

composed of two SM 400-AR-8 voltage supplies of 400 V each which are

connected in series (B in Figure 4.15). The voltage value is controlled though

a NI USB-6009 piloted by a LabVIEW program. In the following example,

Vs will be set to 100 V for calculations,

• Originally, a SHV05-1A85-78D3K lead-free reed relay from Standex-Meder

Electronics was used. However, frequent failures forced us to upgrade this

component to a 5503-05-1 reed relay from Coto Technology (Figure 4.16).

This component can switch voltages up to 3.5 kV and current up to 3 A. The

maximum operating power is 200 W which is well-suited for our high voltage

setup. It is controlled by a FG303 function generator from Digimess (C in

Figure 4.15) using a square wave signal with a 5 V amplitude and a 0.1 Hz

frequency,

• For the measurements acquisition, a Tektronix TDS2004C oscilloscope is used
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Figure 4.16: Homemade circuit board containing the reed relay

(D in Figure 4.15). It allows single shot acquisition and the transfer of the

data to a computer,

• A Tektronix CT-1 current probe is used to measure current. The probe has

a hole through which a current carrying conductor is inserted during circuit

assembly. The probe converts the current into a voltage which is measured

by the oscilloscope. This probe has a sensitivity of 5 mV.mA−1,

• For voltage measurement, a pick-off tee is used (Figure 4.17). It is simply a

resistor that is connected between the transmission line and the oscilloscope.

The resistor should have a high value compare to Z0 = 50 Ω, the impedance

of the cable. In our case, its resistance is 500 Ω,

• The electrodes on the sample are connected to the TLP generator with a

74CJ-APT-KS-100GP/50 Probe Holder with a 100 µm pitch from American

Probe via a DPP105-PTH micropositioner from Cascade Microtech (Figure

4.18).
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Figure 4.17: Pick-off tee schematic

Figure 4.18: Probe holder and micropositioner
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4.7 Transient Interferometric Mapping (TIM)

4.7.1 TIM Theory

Transient Interferometric Mapping (TIM) is an optical method used to obtain a

2-D map of the thermal dissipation in a semiconductor material. It was used in

this work to study the thermal energy dissipation in single crystal boron-doped

diamond layers stressed under pulsed high voltage. The measurements were made

in Austria at the Technische Universität (TU) Wien thanks to Ass. Prof. Dionyz

Pogany, Dr. Hasan Karaca, and Dr. Clément Fleury.

This technique is based on the measurement of the refraction index change due

to the variation in temperature or carrier concentration (Figure 4.19). The biggest

advantage of this method is that it can be performed in single shot mode, providing

information on thermal energy and charge carrier density during a single stress

pulse [185]. This measurement is performed using a heterodyne interferometer

presented in Figure 4.20 where the probe beam goes through the polished backside

of the sample. The use of a 1.3 µm wavelength ensures that semiconductors with

a band gap larger than 0.95 eV (which is the case for diamond cf. Table 1.1) are

transparent to the probe beam, provided they are low-doped. The voltage stress

pulse is generated using a TLP setup similar to the one described in the previous

chapter.

The phase shift variation due to the change in the refraction index is given by

the following equation [186]:

∆φ(x, y, t) = 2 · 2π

λ

∫ d

0
(∆nT (x, y, z, t) + ∆ne(x, y, z, t) + ∆nh(x, y, z, t)) dz (4.31)
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Figure 4.19: Phase shift induced by self-heating between a reference (left) and a
probe laser beam (right)

Where ∆nT is the change in refraction index due to the change in temperature,

∆ne and ∆nh are the change in refraction index due to the variation in electron and

hole concentration respectively. The thermo-optical and plasma-optical effects have

opposite contribution. This allows the distinction between thermally (positive) and

plasma-induce (negative) phase shift. The factor 2 appears in the equation because

the probe beam goes through the sample twice since it is reflected on the topside.

If the influence of the carrier density on the phase shift is negligible compared to

the one due to the temperature change, then the phase shift can be expressed as a

function of the thermal energy density E3D:

∆φ(x, y, t) = 4π

λ
· dn

dT

∫ d

0

∆E3D(x, y, z, t)
cv

dz (4.32)

Where cv is the volume specific heat and λ is the wavelength of the probe beam.
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If cv is constant, (4.32) becomes:

∆φ(x, y, t) = 4π

λcv

· dn

dT
E2D(x, y, t) (4.33)

Where E2D =
∫ d

0 E3Ddz is the 2-D thermal energy density. From (4.33) we can

see that the phase shift is proportional to E2D. Therefore, the phase shift ∆φ is

a direct measure of the 2-D thermal energy density stored in the semiconductor

device.

Figure 4.20: TIM setup schematic [187]

The measurement of the phase shift is done using a heterodyne interferometer

shown in Figure 4.20. This interferometer is called heterodyne because the probe

beam is mixed with an intermediate frequency of ωmix = 80 MHz in an Acoustical-

Optical Modulator (AOM). Since the probe beam goes twice through the AOM, it

ends up being shifted by 160 MHz compared to the reference beam. The reference

and probe beam interfere at the infrared detector to give a detector signal S(t) of

the form:

S(t) = IP (t) + IR(t) + 2
√

IP (t)IR(t) · cos (2 · ∆ω · t + ∆φ(t)) (4.34)
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Where IP (t) and IR(t) are respectively the intensity of the probe and reference

beams, 2∆ω = 2ωmix = 160 MHz is the beating frequency, and ∆φ(t) = φP (t) −

φR(t) is the phase shift difference between the phase of the probe φP and the

reference beam φR. The factor 2 comes from the double passing through the AOM.

The detector signal S(t) is then transferred from the time to the frequency domain

S ′(u) using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). S ′(u) is filtered in order to eliminate the

low frequency disturbances due to IP (t) and IR(t). The resulting signal is finally

transferred back to the time domain and the phase shift ∆φ(t) is extracted using

an unwrapping algorithm.

4.7.2 TIM Setup

The TIM setup used in this thesis the one from Technische Universität (TU) Wien

and it is shown in Figure 4.21. The binocular microscope is used to position the

probe needles on the parallel electrodes (Figure 5.2d). The Zeiss objective used

for optical measurements in Figure 4.20 is positioned under the sample. In order

to have the best light transmission and avoid parasitic reflections, the backside of

the diamond sample was polished and a layer of grease was used as an interface

between the sample and the microscope objective.

Due to the small dimensions of the diamond samples, a special holder had to

be designed (Figure 4.22). The sample is placed in the holder from the back and

held in place by drops of glue placed at each corner of the diamond sample (Figure

4.22c). The glue can be easily removed using acetone. The machining around the

square window in Figure 4.22a is designed to make room for the probe needles so

that it is easier to contact the electrodes on the surface of the sample.
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Figure 4.21: TIM setup in TU Wien

4.8 Raman Spectroscopy

4.8.1 Raman Spectroscopy Theory

Raman spectroscopy is an analytical technique where scattered light is used to

measure the vibrational energy modes of a sample which can give some information

on its structure and chemical composition. This spectroscopic technique was used

as an additional way to determine the boron concentration in single crystal boron-

doped diamond layers and to compare the crystalline quality of polycrystalline

phosphorus-doped diamond layers by calculating their sp3/sp2 carbon ratio.

Raman scattering is a type of inelastic scattering of light which means that the

wavelength of the scattered light is different from the wavelength of the incident light

(contrary to elastic or Rayleigh scattering). Raman scattering was first predicted
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Figure 4.22: Sample holder for TLP setup (a) view from the front, (b) from the
back, and (c) close-up from the back

by A. Smekal in 1923 [188] using classical quantum theory and then experimentally

observed by C. V. Raman and K. S. Krishnan in 1928 [189]. The frequency of the

scattered light follows the equation:

ωS = ωp ± ωosc (4.35)

Where ωS is the scattered photon frequency, ωp is the frequency of the incident

photon, also called pump photon, and ωosc is the frequency of the lattice or molecule

vibrational mode. When ωS is smaller than ωp, the Raman scattering is said to

be Stokes Raman, and when ωS is larger than ωp, it is an anti-Stokes Raman
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scattering event. Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman scattering are presented in a

Jablonski diagram in Figure 4.23.

Figure 4.23: Jablonski diagram representing the energy transfer during a Stokes
and anti-Stokes Raman scattering event [190]

Raman spectroscopy is a technique based on the measurement of the energy

shift of the outgoing photon. The shift in energy is attributed to the excitation

and relaxation of vibrational modes which cause a change in the polarizability of

the molecules or in the dielectric susceptibility in the case of a crystal. This shift

is specific to the chemical composition of the molecules responsible for scattering,

making Raman spectroscopy suitable for chemical characterization.

In the case of spontaneous Raman, the Raman effect is relatively weak with

about 1 out of 108 incident radiation being affected by Raman scattering [191].

In order to obtain a stronger signal compared to spontaneous Raman, additional

techniques were developed such as Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) [190, 192]

and Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS) [190, 193]. Both of these

techniques rely on the use of additional photons to excite specific vibrational states
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of the molecule or lattice and resonantly enhance the Raman effect.

When studying diamond layers, Raman spectroscopy gives useful information

regarding the crystalline quality and the doping. An example of Raman spectrum

recorded on a polycrystalline diamond layer in presented in Figure 4.24. Several

peaks are visible [194]:

• The peak located around 1333 cm−1 called the Zone Center Phonon (ZCP)

peak is attributed to the sp3 diamond lattice.

• The band at 1355 cm−1 is the D-band assigned to distorted sp3 and sp2.

• The band at 1440-1480 cm−1 is attributed to C-H bending and transpoly-

acetylene.

• The band at 1560 cm−1 is the G-band attributed to amorphous sp2 carbon

and graphite.

By calculating the ratio between the area under the curve of the signal attributed

to sp3 carbon at 1333 cm−1 to the ones attributed to sp2 carbon, it is possible to

obtain the sp3/sp2 carbon ratio in the diamond layer giving valuable information

on its crystalline quality [195].

In the presence of boron and phosphorus impurities, the ZCP diamond peak

tends to be redshifted [196, 197]. When boron is present in the diamond layer,

additional peaks appear in the spectrum at 500 cm−1 and 1200 cm−1 [196]. For

boron doping above the Mott transition, the ZCP diamond peak switches from a

Lorentzian shape to a N-shaped Fano profile [198]. V. Mortet et al. also showed that

it is possible to calculate the boron concentration in an epitaxial doped diamond
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Figure 4.24: Example of Raman spectrum recorded on an undoped polycrystalline
diamond layer [194]. The fitting was done using Lorentzian and Gaussian profiles

layer from the unperturbed position or the width of the Fano-shaped ZCP diamond

peak.

4.8.2 Raman Spectroscopy Setup

Raman spectra were measured using a Renishaw InVia Raman Microscope with a

argon-ion laser with an excitation wavelength of 488 nm with an output power of

50 mW. A 2400 l.mm−1 grating was used to separate the constituent wavelengths

of the collected Raman scatter onto different pixels of a Renishaw CCD 1024 chip

for detection. The Raman spectroscopy setup is presented in Figure 4.25.
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Figure 4.25: Raman spectroscopy measurement setup
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Chapter 5

Boron-Doped Diamond Layers

In this chapter, the growth conditions of the epitaxial diamond layers studied in

this thesis are presented along with the microfabrication of electrodes used for TLP

current-voltage characterization and TIM. The boron concentration and electrical

properties, obtained from SIMS and Hall effect measurement respectively, are also

discussed.

5.1 Boron-Doped Diamond Layer Growth

5.1.1 Growth Conditions

The boron-doped diamond layers used in this work were grown on (100) oriented

diamond substrates by PECVD with various boron concentration from 50 ppm to

1000 ppm in the gas phase. The (100) single crystal diamond substrates were first

cleaned in a hot oxidizing mixture of H2SO4 and KNO3 for 10 min. The samples

were then washed in hot deionized water, ultrasonically cleaned in acetone and

isopropyl alcohol and finally dried with cleaned dry air.
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Table 5.1: Growth conditions used for epitaxial growth on (100) diamond substrates

Step Process gas
composition

Pressure
(mbar)

MW Power
(W)

Time (min)

1 H2 100 500 10
2 O2(1%) - H2

(99%)
100 700 10

3 H2 100 700 10
4 H2 (∼ 99%) -

CH4 (∼ 1%) -
B2H6

(50-1000
ppm)

100 700 120

The epitaxial boron-doped diamond layers were grown in a bell jar reactor

described in subsection 3.1.1. Prior to the deposition, the samples were etched in a

H2/O2 plasma in order to remove subsurface defects. The epitaxial layers on (100)

substrate were then grown in a mixture of dihydrogen H2 and methane CH4 with a

total gas flow of 700 sccm. The boron doping was achieved using diborane B2H6

diluted at 7500 ppm in H2. The detailed growth conditions are summarized in

Table 5.1. A deposition rate of about 1.7 µm.h−1 was calculated by measuring the

mass of the samples before and after the epitaxial growth using a high precision

ME5 microbalance. After the growth, the samples were cleaned again using the

same technique as prior deposition. Figure 5.1 shows the AFM image of the surface

of the diamond sample used for TIM measurement. The AFM setup is presented in

subsection 4.1.2. The surface of the diamond is smooth with a Root Mean Square

(RMS) roughness of 0.3 nm.
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Figure 5.1: AFM image of the surface of the diamond sample used for TIM
measurement

5.1.2 Electrical Contacts Microfabrication

Electrodes are ohmic contacts made of a Ti (10 nm) and Au (200 nm) deposited by

e-beam evaporation in an Edwards Auto 500 vacuum coater and annealed at 450

°C for 20 minutes [199]. Ti is a good metal to make ohmic contacts as it forms a

carbide at the interface with diamond which decreases the contact resistance [200].

Two types of electrodes were patterned on the surface of the samples: ring-disk

electrodes used for pulsed current-voltage (I-V) measurements (Figure 5.2a) (which

are also often used for contact resistance determination) and parallel electrodes

used for Transient Interferometric Mapping (TIM) (Figure 5.2b). The ring-disk

electrodes were chosen to avoid edge effects and their circular symmetry makes

them easier to model. As it is not possible to do TIM measurement along a line

parallel to the electrodes in the ring-disk configuration, parallel electrodes were

used for this purpose instead.
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Figure 5.2: Different types of electrodes used for electrical characterizations:
schematics and images of (a) (c) circular electrodes for pulsed I-V measure-
ments, (b) (d) parallel electrodes for TIM measurements

Both types of electrodes were patterned by photolithography and wet etching

techniques. A 1 µm-thick photoresist layer (positive for ring-disk electrodes and
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Table 5.2: Coating conditions for positive and negative photoresists

Photoresist
type

Coating
speed (rpm)

Process
duration (s)

Baking tem-
perature

(°C)

Baking
duration (s)

Positive
(ma-P 1210)

3000 30 110 90

Negative
(ma-N 1410)

3000 30 110 120

Table 5.3: Exposure conditions for positive and negative photoresists

Photoresist
type

Laser energy
(mJ.cm2)

Dose correction
factor

Focus
correction

factor
Positive (ma-P

1210)
150 0.6 0.4

Negative (ma-N
1410)

250 1.2 0.4

negative for parallel electrodes) from Micro Resist Technology was deposited by spin-

coating on the surface of the diamond samples, and then baked on a hot plate. The

photoresist layer was then exposed using a direct-write photolithography machine

equipped with a 405 nm laser (MicroWriter ML2 from Durham Magneto Optics)

and developed using the appropriate chemical developer. The conditions used for

the coating, exposition, and developing of the photoresist layers are presented in

Table 5.2, Table 5.3, and Table 5.4. Finally, the electrodes were obtained by wet

chemical etching using KI/I2 and diluted HF (0.1%) as etchants for Au and Ti,

respectively.

Table 5.4: Developing conditions for positive and negative photoresists

Photoresist type Developer type Developing time (s)
Positive (ma-P 1210) mr-D 526/S 30
Negative (ma-N 1410) ma-D 533/S 30
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5.2 Boron-Doped Diamond Layers Characteriza-

tion

5.2.1 Secondary Ion-Mass Spectroscopy Measurement

The boron concentration [B] of the layers, which ranges from 3.2 × 1018 cm−3 to

6.3×1019 cm−3 (details are given in Table 6.1), was calculated from the incorporation

ratio determined from SIMS measurements of boron-doped diamonds samples from

reference [20]. The SIMS setup used for those measurements is presented in

subsection 4.3.2. An incorporation ratio of 0.369 with an error of 0.002 was

determined by fitting the SIMS data using a linear function as presented in Figure

5.3. The incorporation ratio decreases at low boron concentration in the gas phase.

This behavior was also observed by K. Ushizawa et al. [201] on the (100)-oriented

facets of a doped polycrystalline diamond layer. The calculated boron incorporation

ratio is comparable with the one reported by K. Ushizawa et al. [201] and V. Mortet

et al. [113].

5.2.2 Hall Effect Measurement

Hall measurement was used to determine the resistivity and hole mobility in boron-

doped diamond samples. The results are presented in Figure 5.4. They were made

on diamond samples grown with boron concentrations in the gas phase ranging

from 10 to 1500 ppm which translates to 6.5 × 1017 to 9.4 × 1019 cm−3 in the

diamond layer according to the SIMS measurement made in section 5.2.1. Apart

from the sample containing 3.2 × 1018 cm−3 of boron, the modeled mobility is

much higher compared to the Hall mobility. This can be attributed to the hopping
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Figure 5.3: Boron concentration measured by SIMS as a function of the boron
concentration in the gas phase during the CVD growth. The red line is a linear fit

mechanism, already observed in highly doped diamond [101, 104, 202], which is not

taken into account in the mobility model presented by S. Kagamihara et al. [203].

The transition to hopping conductivity seems to happen for a boron concentration

close to 2 × 1019 cm−3. M. Grünewald et al. [204] found that in hopping regime,

the Hall mobility evolution with temperature obeys the following equation,

ln µh ∝ −3
8

(
T0

T

) 1
4

(5.1)

with

T0 = 18 α3

kBN0
(5.2)

where N0 is the site density and α−1 is the decay length of the wave function

at the localized sites.
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Figure 5.4: Hall mobility (black squares) and resistivity (red squares) measured
by Hall measurement, and modeled mobility (white squares) as a function of the
boron concentration on (100) boron-doped diamond samples at room temperature
(T = 300 K)

The Hall mobility and the resistivity were measured as a function of the

temperature for the samples containing 6.3×1019 cm−3 (1000 ppm in the gas phase)

and 9.4 × 1019 cm−3 (1500 ppm in the gas phase) of boron. The values of resistivity

are decreasing with the temperature which is consistent with the results obtained

by D. M. Malta et al. [205]. The mobility values were fitted using equation (5.1) in

Figure 5.5. Equation (5.1) offers a good fit of the experimental data which confirms

the hopping conductivity in samples with high boron content.

5.3 Conclusion

Epitaxial boron-doped diamond layers were grown and Ti/Au electrodes were made

using wet chemical etching for TLP current-voltage and TIM characterization. A
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Figure 5.5: Evolution of the Hall mobility (black squares) and resistivity (red
squares) as a function of temperature for samples with a boron content of (a)
6.3 × 1019 cm−3 and (b) 9.4 × 1019 cm−3. The black line represents the fitting
function described in equation (5.1)

boron concentration ranging from 3.2 × 1018 cm−3 to 6.3 × 1019 cm−3 was obtained

from SIMS measurements. Hall effect measurements reveal the apparition of

hopping conductivity in the boron-doped diamond layer with the highest boron

concentration.
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Electronic Transport under High

Electric Fields

In this chapter, four different samples were considered in this study. Their charac-

teristics are summarized in Table 6.1. The TLP current-voltage and TIM setup

were used to characterize electrically and thermally the different samples. The

measured current-voltage characteristics were finally simulated using finite element

method taking into account the Self-Heating Effect (SHE) and Impurity Impact

Ionization (III) processes.
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6.1 Transmission Line Pulse (TLP) Measure-

ments

(Results presented in [206])

TLP current-voltage measurements were done using the lab-made setup described

in subsection 4.6.2. Figure 6.1 shows typical characteristic voltage and current

waveforms of boron-doped diamond sample B ([B] = 3.8 × 1019 cm−3) during

voltage pulses with different charging voltages Vch. At applied voltages lower than

100 V, the voltage and current waveforms are nearly flat during the 100 ns pulse,

which indicates that there is no significant heating and temperature variation in the

device. At larger applied voltages, both the voltage and current vary in time, which

is characteristic of thermal runaway due to SHE and the current intensity further

increases with the increasing Vch until catastrophic breakdown. This phenomenon

is also visible in Figure 6.1c in which I-V curves have been plotted for four different

averaging periods during the voltage pulse. For a voltage lower than 100 V, the

I-V curves are very similar while a divergence is observed for a voltage higher than

100 V. The later the averaging is done during the pulse, the higher the resulting

current is. A Negative Differential Resistance (NDR) region in the I-V curve also

emerges for longer times at currents above 1 A. The spike at the beginning of the

current pulse (observed in Figure 6.1b) is an artifact due to the propagation of the

signal in the cable between the probe and the sample.

Figure 6.2 shows quasi-static I-V characteristics for all samples in linear and

semi-logarithmic scale determined from waveforms with different Vch (cf. also

Figure 6.1). The average value of voltage and current were calculated at the end of
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Figure 6.1: Measured (a) voltage and (b) current waveform of sample B ([B] = 3.8×
1019 cm−3) for different charging voltage Vch, and I-V characteristics (c) calculated
for different averaging periods in the voltage (a) and current (b) waveforms. The
initial peak of current in (b) and small voltage steps in (a) are artifacts due to
different spatial position of voltage and current probes and reflections. The lines in
(c) are for eye-guiding

each pulse, i.e. between 85 ns and 95 ns from the beginning of each pulse. Each

curve exhibits a short linear part up to approximately 50 V which transitions to

an exponential behavior as the voltage increases. Finally, the current increases

even further with a super-exponential evolution until the breakdown voltage (Vbd)

indicated by dashed lines in Figure 6.2. The breakdown electric field for each

sample was calculated by dividing the breakdown voltage by the inter-electrode gap

and is reported in Table 6.1. For samples A, B, and C the breakdown electric field
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decreases with the boron concentration in the diamond layers which contradicts

results obtained on p-type and n-type germanium [207]. However, it is consistent

with results reported by V. I. Sankin et al. on aluminum-doped p-type SiC [208].

The authors attributed this behavior to the decrease of the dopant activation

energy and the compensation ratio with the dopant concentration. The values of

breakdown electric field obtained for each diamond sample are also comparable

with the ones reported by V. Mortet et al. [20, 209]. Sample B shows a NDR region

at currents above 1.0 A, i.e. for Vch superior to 150 V (cf. also Figure 6.1c). The

instantaneous voltage decreases rapidly while the instantaneous current increases

(Figure 6.1), causing the NDR.

Besides the III effect, the origin of the non-linear increase in current, especially

the NDR regime, and the following breakdown observed in I-V characteristics

could be attributed to SHE. Indeed, SHE is known to cause NDR behavior in

electronic devices such PIN diodes [211] or MOSFET transistors [212]. Therefore,

TIM measurements were carried-out on boron-doped diamond layers with parallel

electrodes to investigate the possible self-heating effect. Thermal energy distribution

maps were obtained through multiple pulsed measurements. Since repeated pulses

in the NDR regime gradually degrade the electrodes, TIM measurements were

performed below and at the onset of the NDR region.
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Table 6.1: Physical characteristics of diamond samples and simulation parameters
used in the finite element method simulation

Sample
A

Sample
B

Sample
C

Sample
D

Growth conditions
[B]/[C] gas phase (ppm) 50 550 1000 600

Physical characteristics
Geometry of electrodes Circular Circular Circular Parallel

Inter-electrode gap (µm) 16.6 12.8 14.8 14.3
Boron concentration -

SIMS (cm−3)
3.2 × 1018 3.6 × 1019 6.3 × 1019 3.8 × 1019

Breakdown voltage (V) 215 125 110 255
Breakdown electric field

(kV.cm−1)
130 98 74 157

Simulation parameters
Carrier lifetime (s) 1.2 × 10−11 [210]

Carrier capture cross
section (cm−2)

10−14 [210]

Donor concentration
(cm−3)

3.1 × 1016 3.0 × 1018 3.5 × 1018 1.9 × 1018

Aα (cm−1) 1.4 × 103 1.2 × 103 1.0 × 103 1.2 × 103

Bα (V.cm−1) 8.4 × 105 4.6 × 104 6.2 × 105 4.6 × 104

AcV
(J.cm−3.K−1) 4.0 × 10−1

BcV
(J.cm−3.K−2) 1.0 × 10−2

CcV
(J.cm−3.K−3) −4.0 × 10−6

DcV
(J.K.cm−3) −1.1 × 105

vsat (cm.s−1) 1.1 × 107

βsat 9.5 × 10−1
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Figure 6.2: Current-voltage characteristic of studied devices in linear (a) and
semi-logarithmic (b) scales. In sample D, two measurement conditions (50 mA
and 250 mA) at which TIM measurements were performed are indicated by pink
arrows and crosses.

6.2 Transient Interferometric Mapping (TIM)

Measurements

(Results presented in [206])

TIM measurements were carried out on sample D in TU Wien using the setup

described in subsection 4.7.2. Figure 6.3a shows the phase shift distribution in

the inter-electrode gap space below the NDR regime’s onset, i.e. at a constant

(final) current of 50 mA in the exponential region. This condition is indicated

by the pink arrow in the I-V curve of sample D in Figure 6.2. The phase shift

increases non-linearly with time until the end of the pulse (t = 100 ns), where it is at

maximum (0.05 rad) and then decreases. The uniform phase shift along the device’s

electrodes width (X-direction) demonstrates a uniform current distribution. Figure

6.3b shows TIM measurement made at the onset of the NDR, i.e. at a current

of 250 mA (see the right arrow label in the I-V curve of sample D in Figure 6.2).
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While the phase shift at t = 50 ns is still homogeneous along the X-axis, it becomes

non-uniform at longer times and forms two peaks at the end of the pulse with a

maximum value of approximately 0.24 rad. The two peaks are attributed to the

formation of two hot spots, which are narrow regions of concentrated current and

elevated temperature, between the electrodes. Those hot spots are due to excessive

dissipated power. The positive feedback between the increase in current density

and the elevation of temperature would ultimately lead to current filamentation

and thermal runaway [213].

Figure 6.3c represents the measured phase shift between the electrodes along

the electric current path, i.e. perpendicularly to the electrodes, for the current of

0.25 A and positive polarity on the right electrode. The heat distribution reaches

its maximum in the region between the electrodes. The phase shift distribution

is nearly identical when the electrodes are polarized the opposite way. The sharp

negative peaks of the phase shift at the electrodes edge (i.e. at Y = 3 and Y = 17

µm) are optical artifacts. Unfortunately, they are at the positions where the phase

shift distribution has the largest gradient and therefore prohibit establishing its

exact shape.

The spreading of phase shift with time and its apparent increase after the end

of the pulse outside the spatial limits of the inter-electrode gap are due to thermal

diffusion. The diffusion length in Figure 6.3c is estimated as the distance from the

edge of the electrode for which the temperature decreases by around 90% and it

is consistent with the diamond diffusion length (Lth = 11 µm for t = 100 ns) as

estimated from:
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Figure 6.3: Phase shift measurement on sample D ([B] = 3.8 × 1019 cm−3) along a
scanning line parallel to the electrodes for different times and a current of (a) 0.05 A
and (b) 0.25 A. (c) is the evolution of the phase shift distribution along a scanning
line perpendicular to the electrodes, in the center of the device, for currents of 0.25
A with a positive polarity on the right electrode. The photographs are backside
infrared images of the device active area including the scanning direction (black
bold line)

Lth =
√

kT

cv

t (6.1)

with the thermal conductivity (kT = 22 W.cm−1.K−1) [214], the volumetric

heat capacity (cV = 1.83 J.cm−3.K−1) and the time (t).
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6.3 Modeling of Boron-Doped Diamond under

High Electric Fields

(Results presented in [206])

6.3.1 Presentation

The I-V characteristics, and voltage/current transient waveforms were modeled

by finite element method (Atlas by Silvaco) using the drift diffusion and thermo-

dynamic approach (i.e. drift diffusion model with thermal equation) based on the

dependences of transport parameters and hole concentration on the electric field and

the temperature. The concentric electrodes with their cylindrical geometry simplify

the simulations to a two-dimensional problem in space. A substrate depth of 100

µm has been considered. A 50 Ω resistor has been used between the simulated

device and voltage source to emulate the 50 Ω internal resistance of the TLP

generator’s equivalent circuit. The simulated area is a rectangle with a height of

150 µm and a width of 100 µm with two ohmic contacts on top of it. The mesh size

was set to 0.1 µm between the electrodes and the limit of the doped diamond layer

and progressively set to 5 µm at the end of the simulated area. The default values

of tolerance from the Atlas software (Silvaco) [215] were used for the simulations

(see Table 6.2).

As the super-linearity is observed at voltages for which no significant heating is

expected, additional mechanisms have to be considered to explain this behavior:

Phonon-Assisted Tunneling Effect (PATE), Poole-Frenkel Effect (PFE) [216, 217],

and Impurity Impact Ionization (III) [218, 219]. The simulation parameters used

for each model are reported in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.2: Default values of tolerance used in the Silvaco Atlas finite element
simulation [215]

PX.TOL Relative tolerance for the potential equation 10−5

PR.TOL Absolute tolerance for the Poisson equation 10−26

CX.TOL Relative tolerance for the continuity equation 10−5

CR.TOL Absolute tolerance for the continuity equation 5 × 10−18

TCX.TOL Relative tolerance for convergence of the carrier
temperature equations

10−5

TLX.TOL Relative tolerance for convergence of the lattice
temperature equation

10−5

TCR.TOL Absolute tolerance for convergence of the carrier
temperature equations

100

TLR.TOL Absolute tolerance for convergence of the lattice
temperature equation

100

IX.TOL Relative current convergence criteria 5 × 10−4

IR.TOL Absolute current convergence criteria 5 × 10−11

6.3.2 Mobility Modeling

Prior to modeling, it is crucial to know the hole mobility µh and activation energy

Ea dispersion with temperature and dopant concentration.

The temperature and impurity concentration dependence of the hole mobility

was modeled using the equations derived by S. Kagamihara et al. [203] from the

work of D. M. Caughey and R. E. Thomas [220] (see equations (6.2) to (6.5)):

µh0(T, Nimp) = µh(Tamb, Nimp)
(

T

Tamb

)−βNimp

(6.2)

µh0(Tamb, Nimp) = µmin + µmax − µmin

1 +
(

Nimp

Nµ

)γµ (6.3)

βh0(Nimp) = βmin + βmax − βmin

1 +
(

Nimp

Nβ

)γβ
(6.4)
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Table 6.3: Fitting parameters for the mobility model [14]

µmin

(cm2.V−1.s−1)
0 βmin 0

µmax

(cm2.V−1.s−1)
2016 βmax 3.11

γµ 0.73 γβ 0.617
Nµ (cm−3) 3.25 × 1017 Nβ 4.1 × 1018

Nimp = NA + ND (6.5)

where NA and ND are the acceptor and the donor concentrations respectively,

and Tamb = 300 K. The βmin, βmax, γβ, Nβ, µmin, µmax, γµ, and Nmu parameters

based on [14] are reported in Table 6.3.

The dependence of the mobility on the electric field E and the saturation

velocity vsat is given in (see [220]):

µh(E, T, Nimp) = µh0(T, Nimp)

 1
1 +

(
µh0(T,Nimp)E

vsat

)βsat

 (6.6)

The drift velocity for holes is then given by:

vd(E, T, Nimp) = µh(E, T, Nimp)E (6.7)

vsat and βsat were obtained by fitting the hole-drift velocity data from [221]

measured on (100) diamond samples at 300 K using equations (6.6) and (6.7). The

resulting fitting is given in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: Experimental [221] and calculated hole drift velocity as a function of
the electric field

6.3.3 Activation Energy Modeling

The activation energy Ea of boron acceptors decreases with increasing doping

concentration due to the interaction between carriers and ionized impurities [222].

In this work, we used a modified Pearson and Bardeen [223] model, see equation

(6.8), which fits the experimental data better:

Ea(NA) = EI − aN b
A (6.8)

with EI = 0.37 eV. The coefficients a (1.2 × 10−10 eV.cm3/2.15) and b (1/2.15)

were determined by fitting experimental values from the literature [105, 107, 205,

224–228] using the least square method. In the original Pearson and Bardeen

model, only a is used as a fitting parameter and b = 1/3. Figure 6.5 shows that

the modified model clearly offers a better fit of the experimental data compared
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to the original model and gives boron activation energy with a root mean square

error of 7 × 10−3 eV.

Figure 6.5: Dispersion of activation energy with the boron concentration

6.3.4 Super-linear Behavior Discussion

Phonon-Assisted Tunneling Effect (PATE)

PATE is a type of field emission due to the absorption of phonons by electrons

or holes trapped at an impurity level. The mechanism is described in Figure

6.6. Thanks to the energy acquired from the phonon absorption and under the

influence of an external electric field, the trapped carriers can tunnel through the

energy barrier and reach the conduction or valence band. PATE is described by

the equations presented in [229]. The comparison between experimental data and

simulated I-V curves using PATE model is shown in Figure 6.7 (black dashed

lines). The simulated I-V characteristics do not match the experimental data. The
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exponential behavior is not observed and the simulated I-V curve barely deviates

from a classic linear ohmic model. Therefore, we can conclude that PATE alone

cannot explain the behavior of the I-V characteristics of the studied boron-doped

diamond samples.

Figure 6.6: Schematic representation of the PATE for a donor impurity level

Poole-Frenkel Effect (PFE)

Besides PATE, PFE might also contribute to the non-linearity of the I-V charac-

teristics. The mechanism of PFE is presented in Figure 6.8. The energy barrier of

a charged acceptor (or donor) energy level and the valence (or conduction) band

decreases because of the dissymmetry in the impurity potential well in the external

electric field and facilitates carrier emission by PATE. PFE has been previously

reported in undoped diamond [216]. Since the boron impurities in diamond are,
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Figure 6.7: Experimental (symbols) and simulated (lines and dashed lines) pulsed
I-V characteristics using a combination of PATE, PFE, III, and SHE (t = 100 ns)
for (a) sample A, (b) B, and (c) C.

for the most part, not ionized at room temperature, PFE should not have a large

influence on the I-V characteristics.

The modeled I-V characteristics, including PFE and PATE, are reported in

Figure 6.7 (red dashed lines). PFE has been included in the simulation using

the model embedded in the finite element simulator Atlas (Silvaco). These new

simulated I-V characteristics are nearly identical to the one including PATE only

and they show that PFE and PATE have a limited influence on the non-linear

I-V characteristic of boron-doped diamond at high electric field. This result is

also consistent with the study of A.K. Jonscher [230], which shows the negligible
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contribution of PFE effect in electrical conductivity in crystalline semiconductors.

Figure 6.8: Schematic representation of the PTE for a donor impurity level. The
black curve represents the potential well without electric field and the red one
represents the potential well with an electric field applied.

Impurity Impact Ionization (III) Effect

Impurity Impact Ionization (III) is a freeze-out regime effect which has been also

reported for germanium and silicon carbide [208, 231]. When submitted to a strong

enough electric field, some hot carriers can get enough kinetic energy to ionize

other impurities in the crystal by knocking them.

To determine the impact of III on the electrical properties of boron-doped

diamond, we followed the same approach as in [219] using the classical band-to-

band impact ionization equations to model the current multiplication from the

boron acceptor.
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In this case, the current multiplication coefficient is given by:

M = 1
1 −

∫ L
0 αp exp [−

∫ x
0 dx′(αp − αn)] dx

(6.9)

where L is the distance between the electrodes and αp and αn are the ionization

rate for holes and electrons respectively. We assume αp = αn = α (see [232]) for

simplification. The ionization rate α, which reflects the number of ionization events

per unit of length is given by (see [233]):

α(E) = Aα exp
(

−Bα

E

)
(6.10)

where E = U/L is the electric field, U is the voltage difference between the two

electrodes, and A and B are fitting parameters. This simplification leads to a new

expression of the current multiplication coefficient given in:

M = 1
1 − Lα(U) (6.11)

This model does not take into account the temperature dependence of the

ionization rate observed in Si and Ge [234]. However, L. Tirino et al. [235] studied

the influence of temperature for various wide band gap semiconductors and reached

the conclusion that the temperature dependence of the ionization rate is mainly

due to the temperature dependence of the phonon scattering rates. He also found

out that the higher the optical phonon energy is, the less sensitive to temperature

the impact ionization coefficients will be. For example, 3C-SiC has an optical

phonon energy of 120 meV and its ionization rate was found to be almost insensitive

to temperature variations from 300 to 500 K. As a comparison, J. Pernot et al.
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[110] calculated an optical phonon energy of 165 meV for diamond from the data

reported in [236]. Therefore, the ionization rate in diamond has been assumed to

be independent of temperature.

Ionization rates were determined by fitting the I-V curves using Eqs. (6.6), (6.10),

and (6.11) in the region of negligible SHE, i.e. without temperature variation during

the pulses (e.g. between 0 and 100 V for sample B). To simplify the calculation, the

electric field was assumed to be constant between the electrodes, i.e. the edge effects

due to the electrodes are neglected. Figure 6.9 shows the determined ionization

rate as a function of the inverse electric field for boron-doped diamond samples

A, B, and C. Although there is no clear variation with boron concentration, the

variation of the determined ionization rate is consistent for all boron concentrations,

i.e. it increases and saturates at values of ca. 103 cm−1 for voltages (electric fields)

superior to 100 V (70 kV.cm−1).

Figure 6.9: Ionization rate α as a function of the reciprocal electric field.
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The finite element simulated currents due to the III effect using the determined

ionization rates are compared to the experimental I-V curves in Figure 6.7 (black

lines). They reproduce correctly the exponential behavior of the current at low

voltage, but are unable to reproduce its steep increase at high voltage, which is

attributed to thermal runaway as indicated by TIM measurements.

Impurity Impact Ionization (III) and Self-Heating Effect (SHE)

To model the SHE, we used temperature dependent thermal conductivity (see [215])

and volumetric heat capacity given respectively by

kT (T ) = kT (300 K)
(

T

300

)−m

(6.12)

with m = 1, and

cV (T ) = AcV
+ BcV

T + CcV
T 2 + DcV

T 2 (6.13)

The parameters AcV
, BcV

, CcV
, and DcV

were determined by fitting the experi-

mental values of volumetric heat capacity as a function of the temperature from

[237]. The heat generation H term is given by

H =
(
J⃗n + J⃗p

)
· E⃗ (6.14)

where Jn and Jp are respectively the electron (negligible) and hole current

density and E is the electric field. The concentration of donors is adjusted so

that the simulated and experimental I-V curves have the same resistance between

electrodes at low voltage. The resulting simulated I-V curves using a combination
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of III and SHE satisfactorily model the experimental non-linear current increase

and the NDR for all samples as shown on Figure 6.7 (blue lines).

In order to confirm the significant role of the III effect, I-V characteristics have

been modeled using only SHE (see the red lines in Figure 6.7), i.e. without the

III effect. Although the simulated characteristic fits correctly the initial linear

part, the current increases at a lower rate compared to the experimental I-V

characteristic. This result shows that SHE is not accountable alone for the observed

I-V characteristic, even though it has a predominant effect at high electric field.

Figure 6.10a shows the evolution of the simulated hole concentration at t = 100

ns as a function of voltage for samples A, B and C. The hole concentration exhibits

super linear behavior, which is consistent with the I-V characteristics shown in

Figure 6.7. Sample A shows a slowdown of the hole multiplication above 165 V,

which can be attributed to saturation of the carrier velocity described in equation

(6.6). Figure 6.10b shows the corresponding evolution of the maximum temperature

as a function of the dissipated power. The temperature increases proportionally

with the dissipated power for sample B and C. The temperature evolution in sample

A on the other hand has a sub-linear behavior. The difference might be explained

by the more dominant impact of saturation velocity in sample A due to the higher

mobility of holes in this sample.

As mentioned previously, the empirical model presented by S. Kagamihara et

al. [203] was used to calculate the hole mobility. The main condition for this

model to be applicable is that the evolution of the mobility should be dominated

by phonon scattering. In order to make sure this is true in the case of this study,

the temperature and hole concentration from Figure 6.10a and Figure 6.10b were

used to calculate the relaxation time, i.e. the time between to scattering events, for
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Figure 6.10: Simulated hole concentration as a function of voltage (a) and maximum
temperature as a function of power (b) in samples A, B and C.

neutral impurity scattering, ionized impurity scattering, acoustic phonon scattering,

and optical phonon scattering. The calculation was done for both the minimum

and maximum power (i.e. the first and last point) of each simulated curve in Figure

6.10a and Figure 6.10b. The formulas used for the calculation are presented in the

work of J. Pernot et al. [110], and D. M. Caughey and R. E. Thomas [220]. The

results are presented in Table 6.4. The phonon scattering events have a relaxation

time which is about four orders of magnitude smaller than the ones of neutral and

ionized impurities for minimum and maximum power. It means that the evolution

of the mobility is largely dominated by phonon scattering at low applied power but

also for high power despite the increase in the number of ionized impurities due

to III and SHE. It also confirms the validity of the mobility model used for the

simulation.

Figure 6.11a and Figure 6.11b show respectively the simulated voltage and

current waveforms for sample B for different values of Vch. Figure 6.11c shows the

corresponding evolution of the maximal temperature. For device voltages less than

110 V (i.e. Vch < 125 V), the voltage waveform is nearly flat over time, which is
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Table 6.4: Relaxation times calculated for neutral impurity scattering (τNI), ionized
impurity scattering (τII), acoustic phonon scattering (τAC), and optical phonon
scattering (τOP ) for samples A, B, and C for minimum and maximum applied
power.

Sample A Sample B Sample C
Relaxation Times (Minimum Power)

Neutral impurity τNI (s) 4.4 × 10−7 3.9 × 10−8 2.4 × 10−8

Ionized impurity τII (s) 8.4 × 10−8 2.3 × 10−9 1.1 × 10−9

Acoustic phonon τAC (s) 5.2 × 10−12 5.2 × 10−12 5.2 × 10−12

Optical phonon τOP (s) 1.5 × 10−12 1.5 × 10−12 1.5 × 10−12

Relaxation Times (Maximum Power)
Neutral impurity τNI (s) 4.6 × 10−7 4.1 × 10−8 2.4 × 10−8

Ionized impurity τII (s) 6.0 × 10−8 3.4 × 10−9 1.4 × 10−9

Acoustic phonon τAC (s) 4.5 × 10−13 3.3 × 10−13 3.8 × 10−13

Optical phonon τOP (s) 7.5 × 10−13 2.5 × 10−13 4.1 × 10−13

consistent with the assumption used for the calculation of the ionization rate α, that

the temperature has little influence on the shape of the I-V characteristic at low

voltage. However, for higher initial device voltage (i.e. Vch > 125 V), the voltage

is decreasing with time, due to thermal ionization of boron acceptor impurities,

which decreases the resistivity of the sample during the pulse. For pulses with a

starting voltage value over 200 V, the voltage value at the end of the pulse decreases

when the starting voltage increases. On the other hand, in Figure 6.11b, the value

of the current at the end of the pulse increases steadily when the loading DC

voltage increases. The combination of the decrease of the instantaneous voltage and

increase of the instantaneous current is responsible for the appearance of the NDR

regime in sample B for high loading DC voltage visible in Figure 6.10b. A similar

behavior is observed in experimental waveforms measured on sample B in Figure

6.1 and it is attributed to SHE, which causes an increase in temperature with time

and with Vch, evidenced by TIM measurements in Figure 6.3 and confirmed by
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simulation in Figure 6.11c for sample B. The simulation shows that temperature

reaches a maximum value of 407 K for Vch = 237.5 V.

Figure 6.11: Simulated voltage (a), current (b) waveforms, and maximum temper-
ature (c) in sample B for an increasing amplitude of Vch.

Figure 6.12a shows the simulated temperature distribution for sample D under

conditions similar to the ones used for TIM measurements in Figure 6.3c (i.e.

for a current of 0.25 A) at t = 100 ns for two different depths: black squares

represent the surface temperature distribution and the red dots the temperature

for a distance of 10 µm from the surface. The vertical dashed lines represent

the limits of the electrodes. Due to the stripe layout of samples used for TIM,

in this case, the simulation was performed in 2-D rectangular geometry which
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is still a good approach for the use of short pulses. One can observe that the

surface temperature peaks at the right electrode edge (the ground electrode) with

a maximum value of about 440 K. The temperature distribution in the depth is

smeared. The phase shift distribution from the 2-D temperature profile was also

calculated using equations in [186] and taking into account diamond thermo-optical

coefficient from the work of V. Y. Yurov et al. [238]. In brief, the phase shift is the

integral of temperature along the laser beam path weighted by the thermo-optical

coefficient [185, 186]. The phase shift distribution at t = 100 ns is plotted in Figure

6.12b. The peak phase shift value near 0.14 rad is within the experimental error

to the experiment in Figure 6.3c. The calculated phase shift maximum in Figure

6.12b is also shifted toward the right electrode but is smeared due to significant

temperature contribution from the bulk. This shift in the phase shift distribution

is however not distinguishable in experiment in Figure 6.3c which can be attributed

to experimental uncertainty [186] and/or model imperfection. Figure 6.12c shows

the simulated temperature distribution for sample B (electrodes with cylindrical

geometry) for a current of 2.4 A (i.e. Vch = 237.5 V) and give similar results to

what was observed with sample D. The surface temperature peaks at the positive

electrode with a maximum value of 407 K. This maximum is consistent with the

temperature value for the same condition at the pulse end (see top curve in Figure

6.11c). The temperature distribution in the depth is smeared and the peak is

shifted toward the middle of the inter-electrode gap.

The relatively good quantitative agreement between our experiments and simu-

lations indicates that our model describes the charge transport quite satisfactorily.

It means that hot carrier effects [239–242], like possible differences between hot

hole and lattice temperature does not need to be included explicitly. In particular,
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Figure 6.12: Simulated temperature (a) and phase shift (b) distribution along a
scanning line perpendicular to the electrodes for sample D at a current of 0.25 A
and temperature distribution for sample B at a current of 2.4 A (Vch = 237.5 V)
(c). The temperature is given at the surface of the sample (Z = 0 µm) and for a
depth of 10 µm in the diamond (Z = 10 µm). The time instant is t = 100 ns.

the carrier thermalization (energy relaxation) time constant in diamond is in the

order of tens of ps [242], which is much shorter than the time scale of 10-100 ns

considered in this study. The hot carrier effects are, however, included implicitly

in our model since impurity impact ionization and velocity saturation are in fact

due to hot carriers.
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6.4 Conclusion

The pulsed current-voltage I-V characteristics measured with the TLP setup on

boron-doped diamond layers showed a non-linear multiplication of current and even

a NDR regime when the applied voltage on the electrodes is high enough. TIM

measurements revealed a thermal runaway phenomenon which can partially explain

the current multiplication in the TLP measurements. The finite element method

simulation, taking into account self-heating effect and III accurately reproduced

the observed current multiplication and even NDR regime observed in the I-V

characteristics measured on the boron-doped diamond layers.
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Chapter 7

Phosphorus-Doped Diamond

Layers

In this chapter, the growth of phosphorus-doped diamond layers and the interaction

between PH3 and CH4 during PECVD diamond growth are discussed. In order to

limit this interaction and improve the incorporation of phosphorus in diamond, a new

growth method using pulsed CH4, was developed and used to grow polycrystalline

phosphorus-doped diamond layers. The gas dynamics in different MWPECVD

reactors was also studied using OES. Finally, the grown layers were characterized

by GDOES, SEM, and Raman spectroscopy.
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7.1 Phosphorus-Doped Diamond Layer Growth

(Results presented in [243])

7.1.1 Interaction between PH3 and CH4 in a hydrogen

plasma

The interaction between PH3 and CH4 was investigated by Optical Emission

Spectroscopy (OES) in a lab-made NIRIM type reactor [49] presented in subsection

3.1.2. In this study, the MWPECVD reactor has been operated at constant total

gas flow of 1000 sccm, pressure of 80 mbar, microwave power of 450 W. CH4 (N5.5)

was used as a source of carbon and PH3 (N5.0, diluted at 6000 ppm in N5.6 H2) as

a source of phosphorus dopant in a H2 microwave plasma (N5.6).

Time-dependent OES measurements were carried out using an imaging spec-

trometer Jobin Yvon with 500 mm focal length and a 1200 g.mm−1 diffraction

grating (blazed 550 nm). The light was collected by an optic fiber placed perpen-

dicularly through the microwave wave guide opening along the z-axis. Diffracted

light was detected by a Peltier-cooled CCD detector (1024 × 512 pixels) over a

spectral region from 200 nm to 800 nm. OES and optical path parameters were

kept constant for all measurements.

Figure 7.1 shows the time-dependent variation of the intensity of the emission

lines of the atomic hydrogen-alpha at 656.5 nm, atomic phosphorous at 253.5 nm,

PH radical at 341.9 nm, and CH radical at 431.4 nm of a hydrogen-phosphine (16

ppm) plasma with a 1 sccm CH4 pulse for one minute over a period of five minutes.

The injection of CH4 has an immediate effect on the chemistry of the plasma.

The CH line intensity quickly increases while the PH and atomic phosphorus
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intensities decreases rapidly. The phenomenon was already observed by Loabaev

et al. [244] and it is attributed to the formation of methylphosphine [245] and

methinophosphide [246] in the plasma which most likely do not participate in

the synthesis of phosphorus-doped diamond. After the end of the CH4 pulse the

CH, PH, and atomic phosphorus lines slowly recover the intensity they had before

the CH4 pulse. When methane is injected, we observed a transient peak of the

hydrogen-alpha line emission. Such an increase in hydrogen emission line has

already been observed [247, 248], and it is due to the presence of carbon species.

The decrease of the hydrogen-alpha line intensity is attributed to the reactions

of carbon species with P species. The consumption of carbon species by the

phosphorous species likely decreases the number of carbon species responsible for

the increase of the hydrogen line intensity.

Figure 7.1: Time dependence of the intensity of the hydrogen-alpha, atomic
phosphorus, PH radical, and CH radical optical emission lines during a period of
five minutes with a one-minute-long CH4 pulsed injection [249]
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Figure 7.2 compares the time variation of the emission line intensity of the CH

radical with the intensity ratio of the PH radical and the CH radical emission lines.

Assuming PH and CH radicals are representative of the species responsible for

phosphorous incorporation and diamond growth, the optimal chemical composition

of the plasma, that maximize phosphorous incorporation and diamond growth, are

in the transient time after the methane flow is stopped. The inset of Figure 7.2

shows in a semi-log plot the exponential decay of the ratio of the PH and the CH

lines intensity as a function of the varying CH line intensity after the methane flow

is stopped. The exponential decay shows that diamond growth and phosphorous

incorporation in diamond are antagonist processes with the addition of methane in

the plasma.

Figure 7.2: Comparison of the time dependence of the CH radical optical emission
line intensity with the intensity ratio of the PH and CH radicals optical emission
lines a period of five minutes of one-minute-long CH4 pulsed injection (Inset:
Variation of the intensity ratio of the PH and CH radicals optical emission lines as
a function of the CH radical optical emission line intensity) [249]
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7.1.2 Growth Conditions

In order to reduce the unwanted cross reaction between carbon and phosphorous

species shown in subsection 7.1.1 and therefore enhance the phosphorus incorpora-

tion ratio in the diamond layer during the MWPECVD growth, specific growth

conditions using pulsed CH4 were tested. The pulsed CH4 regime was already

investigated by G. Frangieh et al. [250] for the fabrication of diamond layers

doped with arsenic with an incorporation ratio more than twice higher compared

to conventional continuous growth procedure.

Polycrystalline undoped and phosphorus-doped diamond layers were grown

on (100) p-type boron-doped polished Si substrates with a resistivity between

2.5 × 10−3 and 4.0 × 10−3 Ω.m. Those substrates were first cleaned in a piranha

solution to remove organic residues from their surfaces. They were then rinsed in

deionized water and cleaned in acetone and isopropyl alcohol in an ultrasonic bath.

An aqueous seeding solution containing nano-diamonds [251] was spread on the

surface of the substrates using a spin coater to ensure nucleation. The spin coater

was set to run at 1500 rpm for 5 seconds followed by a 5 seconds acceleration phase

and finally 3800 rpm for 30 seconds. Polycrystalline diamond layers were grown

in a lab-made NIRIM type reactor using microwave plasma which is presented in

subsection 7.1.1. Four series of five polycrystalline diamond layers were grown on

Si substrates using pulsed or continuous CH4 and with or without PH3 (see Table

7.1 and Table 7.2).

During growths in pulsed CH4 flow mode, the CH4 gas line was open for 1

minute and then closed for 4 minutes in 5 minutes cycles. The H2 and PH3 gas

lines were left open during the growth. The duration of a cycle was adjusted
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Table 7.1: Growth conditions for undoped and phosphorus-doped polycrystalline
diamond layers grown using a continuous and pulsed CH4 gas flow

CH4 gas
flow

Deposition
time (h)

[CH4]/[H2]
(%)

Total gas
flow

(sccm)

Substrate
tempera-
ture (°C)

[P]/[C]gas

ratio
(ppm)

Continuous 6 0.10 1000 1000 0
Pulsed 6 0.25 1000 1000 0

Continuous 6 0.10 1000 1000 200000
Pulsed 6 0.25 1000 1000 200000

Table 7.2: Combinations of microwave power, pressure, and distance between
substrate and plasma used for the growth of polycrystalline diamond layers

MW Power (W) Pressure (mbar) Distance
substrate/plasma

(mm)
280 30 3
370 50 14
500 70 20
640 90 23
780 110 26
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to match the residency time of CH radicals in the reactor measured by Optical

Emission Spectroscopy (OES) in Figure 7.1. The different microwave power and

pressure conditions used in this work were chosen to keep the size of the plasma

ball constant. The distance between the substrate and the center of the plasma

ball was adjusted for each combination of pressure and microwave power to set

the substrate’s temperature at 1000 °C during the diamond growth [252]. The

temperature was measured from the reactor top window using a Williamson Pro 92-

38 dual-wavelength infrared pyrometer. The combinations of pressure, microwave

power and distance between the substrate and the plasma used for diamond growth

are detailed in Table 7.2.

7.1.3 Growth Rate Measurements

The thickness of the polycrystalline diamond layer was measured by profilometry

in a groove formed in an unseeded line on the substrate. The measured growth

rate (see Figure 7.3) decreases with the applied microwave power, and consequently

with the distance between the substrate and the center of the plasma ball, for all

the polycrystalline diamond layers. This phenomenon was already observed for

both polycrystalline [253] and single crystal [254] diamond growth and is attributed

to the decrease in the concentration of atomic hydrogen close to the substrate’s

surface. Both undoped and phosphorus-doped diamond layers grown using a pulsed

CH4 flow exhibit a larger variation of growth rate between low and high power

compared to diamond layers grown using a continuous CH4 flow. The growth

rate at low power and using a pulsed CH4 flow is higher than the one of layers

grown in continuous flow of CH4 despite an average lower CH4 concentration in
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the reactor. This difference might be attributed to an inhomogeneous distribution

of carbon species in the reactor induced by the intermittent CH4 flow, with more

carbon species being present in the vicinity of the plasma. The maximum growth

rate recorded is 440 nm.h−1 for a phosphorus-doped polycrystalline diamond layer

grown at 280 W and 30 mbar using a pulsed flow of CH4.

Figure 7.3: Growth rate for the different layers as a function of the microwave
power for (a) intrinsic polycrystalline diamond layers and (b) phosphorus-doped
polycrystalline diamond layers

7.1.4 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) Imaging

SEM images of the phosphorus-doped diamond layers surface were made using

the setup described in subsection 4.2.2. Well faceted diamond crystals are visible

on the surface of the phosphorus-doped diamond samples grown using pulsed

and continuous CH4 flow. The size of the diamond crystals increases (see Table

7.3) when the applied power and pressure decrease with the exception of the

phosphorus-doped layer grown in pulsed gas conditions under 280 W and 30 mbar

which has smaller crystals and gaps between the grains. The bigger diamond

crystals observed at lower applied power and lower pressure are consistent with
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Table 7.3: SEM images of diamond layers grown using continuous and pulsed flow
of CH4, with a [P]/[C] ratio of 200000 ppm in the gas phase, for different values of
pressure, microwave power, and distance D between the substrate’s surface and
the center of the plasma ball. T is the thickness of the deposited polycrystalline
diamond layer

Continuous Pulsed

the higher growth rate but could also be attributed to a switch from diamond

re-nucleation to lateral diamond growth at lower operating pressure [255]. The

samples grown using continuous CH4 flow have slightly larger crystals which are

more uniform in size compared to samples grown in pulsed gas conditions. The

growth conditions of 370 W and 50 mbar offers the best crystalline quality for the

phosphorus-doped layers grown using the pulsed gas method with large diamond

crystals which are homogeneous in size.
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7.2 PECVD Reactors Time Responses

(Results presented in [256])

7.2.1 Time Response Measurement Presentation

In order to optimize the growth parameters for the deposition of phosphorus-doped

diamond layers, particularly the duration of CH4 pulses and the frequency at

which they should be repeated, it is necessary to understand the gas dynamic

of the MWPECVD reactors. We studied the dynamic response using different

gases (N2, CH4, and O2) impulse in hydrogen plasma of two different MWPECVD

reactors for different conditions of pressure and total gas flow. The MWPECVD

reactors considered in this study are: the commercial reactor AX5010 from Seki

Diamond Systems (presented in subsection 3.1.1) and a lab-made NIRIM type

reactor (presented in subsection 3.1.2). The Seki and the NIRIM reactor used a

total gas flow between 200 and 600 sccm and 200 and 1000 sccm respectively. Both

reactors were operated at a pressure between 30 and 110 mbar. The limits of total

gas flow and pressure range investigated in this work were chosen in accordance

with the optimal operation conditions of each reactor. The main difference between

the two reactors is their volume which is 1.4 L for the NIRIM system and 3.2 L for

the Seki system.

The experimental time responses were recorded using the setup presented in

section 3.2 and were then fitted using the impulse response equation proposed by

H. Pendar et al. [257].

f(t) = αtme−t/τ (7.1)
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where t is the time and α, m, and τ are fitting parameters. τ is the characteristic

time of the exponential decay of the signal which dominates for large values of

t while m characterizes the rising portion of the signal for small value of t. The

curve reaches its maximum at t = τm with a maximum value of:

f(τm) = α(τm)me−m (7.2)

7.2.2 Time Response Measurement Results

Figure 7.4a shows the evolution of the emission spectra as a function of time upon

the injection of a N2 gas pulse for a total gas flow of 200 sccm and a pressure of 110

mbar in the NIRIM reactor. At t = 0 s, N2 is released into the reactor chamber and

the intensity of the emission line of NH increases before gradually decreasing as

the gas species are removed from the reactor by the pumping system. Figure 7.4b

shows the dynamic pulse responses to a N2 gas pulse in a pure hydrogen plasma

recorded on the NIRIM reactor for different total gas flows and a pressure of 110

mbar. The time position of maximum intensity, τm, is indicated on the figure for

the signal recorded with a total gas flow of 200 sccm. The normalized intensity of

the emission line of NH was recorded as a function of time with the spectrometer

and fitted using equation (7.1) which offers a good fit to the experimental curves.

The rising and decay times become shorter when the total gas flow increases which

is consistent with a faster circulation of gases in the reactor.

Figure 7.5a shows the evolution of the parameter τ in the Seki reactor as a

function of total gas flow and pressure for a pulse of N2. Data points of the same

color were recorded at the same total gas flow. The parameter τ , which reflects
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Figure 7.4: Evolution of (a) the emission spectra as a function of time upon the
injection of a N2 gas pulse for a pressure of 110 mbar and a total gas flow of 200
sccm and (b) ) experimental normalized intensity of the NH emission line (336.9
nm) as a function of time upon the injection of a N2 gas pulse (dots) and fitting
curves (solid lines) measured on the NIRIM reactor for a pressure of 110 mbar and
different total gas flows. For better readability, each curve is separated by an offset
of 500 counts in (a) and 1 arb. unit in (b)

the residency time of the precursor species inside the reactor, decreases with the

total gas flow. This behavior is consistent with what was observed in Figure 7.4, a

higher flow rate increases the circulation speed of gas in the reactor and decreases

the residency time of precursor species. The parameter τ also increases with the

pressure. Indeed, an increase in pressure translates to an increase in the quantity of

gas molecules present in the reactor, therefore, for a same total gas flow, it will take

longer to remove the precursor specie from the chamber. The following equation

was used to fit the evolution of the parameter τ as a function of the total gas flow

and the pressure:

τ = kP

F
(7.3)

Where P is the pressure in mbar, F is the total gas flow under standard
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Figure 7.5: Parameter τ as a function of the total gas flow and the pressure in the
Seki reactor for a pulse of (a) N2, (b) CH4, and (c) O2. The solid lines represent
fitting curves given by equation 7.3

conditions of pressure and temperature (P0 = 1.01 bar and T0 = 20 °C), and k

is a constant. The parameter k was obtained by averaging the value of τF
P

over

each condition of pressure and total gas flow used in the OES measurement. The

calculated values of k are summarized in Table 7.4. In Figure 7.5a, the fitting curves

represented by the solid lines are given by equation (7.3) with k = 1.47 × 10−4

L.mbar−1 which matches well the evolution of τ . This result is consistent with the

simple impulse response model presented by G. A. Bartholomew et al. [258], where

the value of τ is given by:
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Table 7.4: Fitting parameters k and k′ and the calculated error on their value

Reactor
type

Gas k
(L.mbar−1)

k error
(%)

k′

(L.mbar−1)
k′ error

(%)
N2 1.47 × 10−4 17.2 9.88 × 10−5 23.8

Seki CH4 1.41 × 10−4 17.8 9.29 × 10−5 20.0
O2 2.01 × 10−4 36.4 9.82 × 10−5 14.6
N2 6.82 × 10−5 25.4 1.36 × 10−4 30.5

NIRIM CH4 6.04 × 10−5 25.5 1.13 × 10−4 19.8
O2 1.01 × 10−4 67.0 2.33 × 10−4 66.4

τ = V

V̇
= V P

P0F
(7.4)

Where V is the volume of the chamber, V̇ is the gas flow rate, and P0 is

the standard pressure. Figure 7.5b and Figure 7.5c present the results of similar

experiments done on the Seki system for a pulse of CH4 and O2 respectively.

The evolution of the parameter τ is close to what was observed for N2 with

k = 1.41 × 10−4 L.mbar−1 for CH4 and k = 2.01 × 10−4 L.mbar−1 for O2.

Figure 7.6 shows the evolution of τm, the time to reach the peak intensity of the

dynamic pulse response, as a function of the total gas flow in the Seki reactor. The

position of the maximum intensity is inversely proportional to the total gas flow

which can be attributed to the higher circulation speed of gas species in the reactor

at higher flow rate. The time to reach the maximum intensity increases with the

pressure which can be explained by the additional collisions between gas molecules

which slow down the diffusion of the gas in the reactor when the pressure increases.

A similar equation to equation 7.3 was used to fit the experimental values of τm:

τm = k′P

F
(7.5)
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Figure 7.6: Time position of the peak intensity of the dynamic pulse responses τm
as a function of the total gas flow and the pressure in the Seki reactor for a pulse
of (a) N2, (b) CH4, and (c) O2. The solid lines represent fitting curves given by
equation (7.5)

Where P is the pressure in mbar, F is the total gas flow under standard

conditions of pressure and temperature, and k′ is a constant. The parameter k′ was

obtained using the same method used to obtain k in equation (7.3). The calculated

values of k′ are summarized in Table 7.4. This equation offers a good fit of the value

of τm for the measurements done with N2, CH4, and O2 with a k′ of 9.88 × 10−5

L.mbar−1, 9.29×10−5 L.mbar−1, and 9.82×10−5 L.mbar−1 respectively. In general,

the values of k and k′ are similar for all three gases.

Similar measurements were done in the NIRIM reactor. Equation (7.3) and (7.5)
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fit well the evolution of the parameter τ and the position of the time to reach the

peak intensity τm respectively for pulses of N2 and CH4 as shown in Figure 7.7 and

Figure 7.8. The intensity of the C2 line could not be measured for a pressure below

70 mbar because the signal was too weak. In the case of O2, equation (7.3) and

(7.5) don’t match well the evolution of the τ and τm respectively. Figure 7.9 shows

the dynamic response of the NIRIM system to a pulse of O2 for a pressure of 110

mbar and a gas flow of 800 sccm. Shortly after the gas pulse is released at t = 0 s, a

sharp peak in the signal is observed at t = 0.6 s which interferes with the dynamic

response. The origin of this parasitic signal is not fully understood but could be

attributed to the reaction between O2 and phosphorous impurities deposited on the

walls of the NIRIM reactor chamber during previous phosphorus-doped diamond

growth.

Figure 7.10 shows the evolution of the fitting parameter k as a function of

the volume of the reactors for an injection of N2, CH4, and O2. The parameter τ

increases with the volume of the reactor which can also be attributed to the larger

quantity of gas molecules present in the reactor at larger volume. In equation

(7.4) proposed by Bartholomew et al. [258], the parameter τ is proportional to

the volume of the chamber in which the gas is injected. Even though it is not

possible to confirm this result with measurements from only two different reactors,

the results presented in Figure 7.10 are in agreement with equation (7.4).

7.2.3 MWPECVD Reactor Response Simulation

Using linear system theory, it is possible to determine the time response of the

reactors to an arbitrary shaped gas flow input from its pulse response [259, 260].
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Figure 7.7: Parameter τ as a function of the total gas flow and the pressure in
the NIRIM reactor for a pulse of (a) N2, (b) CH4, and (c) O2. The solid lines
represent fitting curves given by equation (7.3)

The dynamic response is given by the convolution between the arbitrary input

signal u(t) and the impulse time response of the reactor h(t) :

c(t) =
∫ t

0
u(τ)h(t − τ)dτ (7.6)

In order to test this model, the experimental time response of the NIRIM

reactor to a one-minute-long, square shaped flow of N2 with an amplitude of 2 sccm,

injected into the hydrogen plasma using a MKS mass flow controller, was recorded

using the Stellarnet BLACK-Comet-SR compact spectrometer. For this experiment,
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Figure 7.8: Time position of the peak intensity of the dynamic pulse responses
τm as a function of the total gas flow and the pressure in the NIRIM reactor for
a pulse of (a) N2, (b) CH4, and (c) O2. The solid lines represent fitting curves
given by equation (7.5)

the pressure in the reactor chamber was set to 70 mbar and a total gas flow of

200 sccm was used. This experimental signal was then compared to the calculated

dynamic response obtained using equation (7.1), the impulse response (7.6), and

the fitting parameters τ and m from Figure 7.7 and 7.8. The experimental and

calculated responses are presented in Figure 7.11. The calculated response offers a

good fit to the experimental data. The discrepancy observed in the rising part of

the curve is attributed to the slow response time of the mass flow controller which

can be up to 750 ms.
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Figure 7.9: Experimental dynamic response to a O2 gas pulse (connected dots) and
fitting curves (solid lines) measured on the NIRIM reactor for a pressure of 110
mbar and a total gas flow of 800 sccm

Figure 7.10: Fitting parameter k in equation 7.3 as a function of the volume of the
reactors for an injection of N2, CH4, and O2
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Figure 7.11: Recorded and calculated response of the NIRIM reactor to a one-
minute-long, square shaped flow of N2 with an amplitude of 2 sccm using a pressure
of 70 mbar and a total gas flow of 200 sccm

Using this method, it is possible to predict the residency time of precursor

species in the reactor, which is a crucial parameter for the optimization of the

growth conditions when using MWPECVD with pulsed gas flow as presented in

section 7.1.
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7.3 Phosphorus-Doped Diamond Layers Charac-

terization

(Results presented in [243])

7.3.1 Raman Spectroscopy Measurement

Raman spectroscopy measurements were performed on the phosphorus-doped

diamond layers using the setup presented in subsection 4.8.2 in order to assess

the crystalline quality of the layers. Figure 7.12 shows the Raman spectra of

undoped and phosphorus-doped polycrystalline diamond layers grown at 370 W

and 50 mbar. All the spectra exhibit a sharp peak around 1330 cm−1 which is

attributed to the diamond ZCP line which is characteristic of diamond. For both

polycrystalline undoped diamond layers, the ZCP line is centered at 1333 cm−1

while a shift to lower wavenumber values is observed for phosphorus-doped layers

grown using a continuous and a pulsed flow of CH4, centered at 1331.6 cm−1 and

1330.1 cm−1 respectively. This observation is consistent with the results obtained

by M. Mermoux et al. [197] on (111) epitaxial phosphorus-doped diamond layers.

Both phosphorus doping and the pulsed CH4 injection during the growth result

in an increase of intensity of the "non-diamond" band centered around 1520 cm−1

[195]. In particular, the spectrum of the undoped layer grown using a pulsed

CH4 flow shows the appearance of a prominent band centered around 1480 cm−1

which is attributed to C-H bending and transpolyacetylene [194], while the G-band,

attributed to graphite, is also visible around 1600 cm−1 [195, 261].

The sp3/sp2 ratio calculated from Raman spectra [195] (see Figure 7.13) also

shows that with the addition of PH3, the concentration of non-diamond carbon
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species increases in the polycrystalline diamond layers grown in both continuous

and pulsed CH4 flows. To a lesser extent, the use of pulsed CH4 conditions during

the diamond growth also increases the fraction of non-diamond carbon species in

the polycrystalline layers compared to continuous CH4 conditions. Overall, all

layers have a quality factor above 75%.

Figure 7.12: Raman spectra of layers grown under 370 W and 50 mbar using the
diamond ZCP peak as a reference value for normalization

7.3.2 Glow Discharge Optical Emission Spectroscopy Mea-

surement

The phosphorus concentration in the doped diamond layers grown using continuous

and pulsed CH4 flow were determined using the GDOES setup described in sub-

section 4.4.2. The results are presented in Figure 7.14. The estimated combined

standard uncertainty of the phosphorus analysis was about 10 to 20% (relative),
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Figure 7.13: sp3/sp2 ratio calculated from Raman spectra measured on the different
series of samples

whilst its major component was the uncertainty of the calibration model [177].

The estimated random uncertainty of the phosphorus content is by an order of

magnitude lower. Hence, prospective error of the results shown in Figure 7.14

would be largely a systematic one, i.e. the same bias for all the results presented,

on relative basis.

The doped polycrystalline diamond layers grown using pulsed CH4 have a

phosphorus content at least twice as high as the ones grown using continuous gas

flow which is comparable with the results obtained by G. Frangieh et al. [250]

using a similar growth method for the production of arsenic-doped diamond. The

maximum phosphorus concentration recorded is 7.1×1020 cm−3 which is remarkably

higher than the maximum phosphorus incorporation of 5.0 × 1020 cm−3 reported

in nano-crystalline diamond layers [262]. The higher phosphorus concentration

in layers grown in pulsed CH4 flow is coincident with the lower quality factor.
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Figure 7.14: Phosphorus content calculated from GDOES measurements for
phosphorus-doped diamond layers grown using continuous and pulsed flow of
CH4

Phosphorus atoms distort the diamond lattice and cause the apparition of defects

in the diamond crystals when they are incorporated due to their larger size compared

to carbon [263, 264]. Therefore, the deterioration in crystalline quality observed

for doped polycrystalline diamond layers grown in pulsed CH4 flow is consistent

with their higher incorporation of phosphorus compared to samples grown in a

continuous flow of CH4. Figure 7.15 shows the atomic fractions for P, C, Si, and B

as a function of time recorded by GDOES on two phosphorus-doped polycrystalline

diamond layers grown at 370 W and 50 mbar using a continuous and a pulsed

flow of CH4. The time coordinate on the x-axis is not proportional to the depth

in the sample as the sputtering rate q is about ten times higher for Si compared

to diamond. Scaling factors, specified in the legend, were applied to the atomic

fractions to match the ordinate scaling. As expected, the concentration of P goes
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down to zero in the Si substrate. The atomic fraction of P is also inhomogeneous

in the depth of the layer when pulsed CH4 conditions are used for the growth and

it reaches its maximum at the interface between the polycrystalline diamond layer

and the Si substrate. H. Spicka et al. [265] attributed the maximum phosphorus

incorporation at the interface between the diamond layer and the substrate to

the incorporation of phosphorus in grain boundaries as it is the case for B atoms

[205] because of impurity segregation. In the early growth stage, diamond crystals

are smaller which results in a larger grain boundary area and a potential higher

phosphorus incorporation. However, W. Janssen et al. [266] also demonstrated the

incorporation of P atoms in substitutional sites in polycrystalline diamond using

cathodoluminescence while obtaining a phosphorus incorporation profile similar to

the one shown in Figure 7.15b.

Figure 7.15: Atomic fraction recorded as a function of time using GDOES for two
phosphorus-doped diamond layers grown under 370 W and 50 mbar of pressure in
(a) continuous and (b) pulsed CH4 injection. The numbers between parentheses
are scaling factors and q is the sputtering rate as resulting from the quantification
algorithm described in reference [177]

The pulsed CH4 method was also experimented to grow phosphorus-doped
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diamond layers on single crystal diamond substrates. A multilayer phosphorus-

doped diamond layer was grown on a (111)-oriented diamond substrate using both

continuous and pulsed CH4 flow and different PH3 concentration in the gas phase

[249]. Preliminary results show an increase in the incorporation of phosphorus up

to 90% compared to layers obtained using a continuous CH4 flow and a maximum

phosphorus content in the layer up to 6.0 × 1020 cm−3 which is also higher than

the maximum phosphorus incorporation of 2.2 × 1020 cm−3 previously reported

on (111)-oriented diamond crystals [267]. The further development of phosphorus

doping on single crystal diamond using pulsed CH4 would also allow electrical

characterization such as Hall effect or TLP measurements and could be compared

to results already obtained on epitaxial boron-doped diamond layers. This type of

measurement couldn’t be carried out on phosphorus-doped polycrystalline diamond

layers because of the conductive nature of the Si substrate. Other substrates such

as fused silica were investigated but the poor adhesion of the diamond layer made

them unusable.

7.4 Conclusion

The phosphorus-doped diamond layers grown using the pulsed CH4 method have

a phosphorus incorporation at least twice higher compared to layers grown using

a continuous CH4 flow while retaining a good crystalline quality. In order to

better understand the gas dynamics during the diamond growth using pulsed CH4,

the response of the Seki (see subsection 3.1.1) and NIRIM (see subsection 3.1.2)

reactors to short pulse of N2, CH4, and O2 was recorded by OES. It was found

that the residency time of the precursor species decreases with the total flow rate
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and increases with the pressure. Using linear system theory, it was also possible to

predict the response of a reactor to an arbitrary shapes gas flow input from its pulse

response. Finally, the pulsed gas growth method was also experimented for the

growth of single crystal phosphorus-doped diamond on a (111)-oriented diamond

substrate. Preliminary results show an improvement in phosphorus incorporation

similar to what was observed on polycrystalline diamond layers.
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Conclusion

In this thesis, the electronic properties of boron-doped diamond layers grown

by MWPECVD were studied under high electric field. A TLP generator was

specifically developed as part of this work in order to record quasi-static I-V

characteristics at high voltage without damaging the test devices. The recorded

I-V curves showed a characteristic super-linear behavior which ultimately leads to

a breakdown. Additionally, the dissipation of thermal energy in the diamond was

studied using TIM, revealing a non-uniform temperature distribution between the

electrodes at high electric fields attributed to thermal runaway which could explain

the super-linear behavior of the I-V curves.

In order to have a better understanding of the physics behind the characteristic

shape of the recorded I-V curves, the experimental results were simulated using finite

element method. A proper fit of the experimental data was obtained considering

thermal effects, as suggested by TIM measurements, and III [218]. The super-linear

I-V behavior at low currents and electric field is attributed to III whereas the

I-V shape with NDR at high currents and electric field can only be explained by

additional SHE.
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With the objective of conducting similar electrical characterization on n-type

diamond layers, the growth of phosphorus-doped diamond was also studied. In

order to improve the low phosphorus incorporation in diamond, a new growth

method involving pulsed injection of CH4 during the growth by MWPECVD was

developed. Highly phosphorus-doped polycrystalline diamond layers were grown

on (100)-oriented Si substrates using both pulsed and continuous injection of CH4.

Despite the addition of PH3, all layers had a good crystalline quality with a sp3/sp2

carbon ration determined by Raman spectroscopy over 75%. Most importantly,

GDOES measurements revealed a improvement of the phosphorus incorporation

by a factor 2 for layers grown using pulsed CH4 injection compared to continuous

injection and a maximum phosphorus concentration of 7.1×1020 cm−3 was obtained

which is higher than the maximum value previously reported in nanocrystalline

diamond layers [262]. The pulsed gas growth method was also tested for the growth

of single crystal phosphorus-doped diamond on a (111)-oriented diamond substrate

resulting in an improvement of the phosphorus incorporation compared to growth

conditions using continuous gas flow and a maximum phosphorus concentration in

the layer of 6.0 × 1020 cm−3.

Perspectives

In outlook, the growth conditions of the gas pulsed PECVD method will be opti-

mized using the temporal parameters extracted from the dynamic gas pulse response

analysis of the MWPECVD reactors. The goal will be to produce highly phosphorus-

doped single crystal diamond which could then be electrically characterized using

the TLP generator and Hall effect measurement.
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The thesis thereby provides foundation for further research on the development

and fabrication of high power diamond devices. Preliminary results were obtained

with the fabrication of ohmic contacts on (113) boron-doped diamond layers using

Ti/Au, Zr/Au, and Mo/Au. Mo/Au and Zr/Au contacts on highly boron-doped

layers ([B] ≈ 1021 cm−3) showed excellent ohmic contact properties when annealed

at 700 °C, and therefore can be considered as improved candidates for ohmic

contacts for diamond-based high-temperature power electronics compared to the

classic Ti/Au contact system [268]. Pseudo-vertical Schottky diodes were also

fabricated on (113) boron-doped diamond. Mo/Au was used to form ohmic contacts

on highly-doped diamond ([B] ≈ 1021 cm−3) and Schottky contacts on low-doped

diamond ([B] ≈ 1021 cm−3) [35]. At 180 °C, an ideality factor of 1.23, a Schottky

barrier height of 1.71 eV, a specific on-resistance of 1.3 mΩ.cm2, a reverse current

density below 10−8 A.cm−2, and a rectification ratio of 1011 were achieved. Those

characteristics are comparable to state-of-the-art Schottky diodes produced on

(100) and (111) boron-doped diamond [269–271].
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A B S T R A C T

In this work, current multiplication at high electric field in epitaxial boron-doped diamond with high acceptor
concentration is analyzed, including self-heating effect and impurity impact ionization. Quasi-static current-
voltage (I-V) characteristics were measured using a transmission-line pulse setup with 100 ns pulse duration on
samples with two Ohmic titanium/gold electrodes. Unambiguous exponential and super-exponential behaviors
are observed in the I-V curves along with, in some cases, negative differential resistance. The self-heating effect is
analyzed using transient interferometric mapping of the thermal energy distribution between electrodes with a
ns time scale. Measured I-V characteristics are modeled by finite element method and by considering boron
acceptor ionization due to self-heating effect and impurity impact ionization. Simulated I-V characteristics, in
particular the appearance of the negative differential resistance region attributed to self-heating, are in good
agreement with experimental data.

1. Introduction

Diamond is a semiconductor with intrinsic properties particularly
promising for power electronics with high thermal conductivity, high
carrier mobility and high breakdown field [1]. The development of
diamond-based electronic devices is currently supported by steady
progress in n-type [2] and p-type [3] doping and hetero-epitaxial [4]
diamond growth. These achievements have enabled demonstration of
various diodes [5–7] and transistors [8,9]. Knowledge of diamond
electrical properties in high electric fields is crucial in the design and
fabrication of power electronic devices. Contrary to other low band gap
semiconductors, used in microelectronics, only a small part of dopants
(boron or phosphorus) is ionized at room temperature in diamond [10].
Recent experimental studies at high electric fields of boron-doped
diamond reported a rapid current multiplication above a threshold
voltage, which is a function of the inter-electrode gap, the boron con-
centration and the temperature [11,12]. This phenomenon has been
attributed to Impurity Impact Ionization (III), a freeze-out regime effect,
which has been also reported for germanium and silicon carbide
[13,14].

In this article, we analyze by finite element simulation the experi-
mental transient voltage/current response and related quasi-static I-V
characteristics of boron-doped diamond devices. We discuss different
mechanisms to interpret the observed exponential I-V characteristic and
Negative Differential Resistance (NDR) regime: Poole-Frenkel Effect
(PFE) [15], Phonon-Assisted Tunneling Effect (PATE) [16], III, and Self-
Heating Effect (SHE), and we discuss their role regarding the observed
current multiplication.

2. Experimental setup

Epitaxial boron-doped diamond (100) layers were grown by mi-
crowave plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition using a com-
mercial ASTeX 5010 reactor (Seki Technotron, Japan) in a hydrogen
plasma with a minute addition of methane and trimethlyborane [12].
The boron concentration [B] of the layers, which ranges from
3.2 × 1018 cm−3 to 6.3 × 1019 cm−3 (details are given in Table 1), was
calculated from the incorporation ratio determined from Secondary Ion
Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS) measurements of boron-doped diamonds
samples from reference [12]. The error on the calculated boron
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concentration is about 2 × 1018 cm−3. Transient response and quasi-
static current-voltage (I-V) characteristics were measured using a
100 ns transmission-line pulse setup [9] on concentric ring-and-disk
electrodes test structures with an inner disk electrode diameter of
150 μm and an inter-electrode gap of around 15 μm. The ring-disk
concentric electrodes have Ohmic contacts consisting of a titanium
(10 nm) and gold (200 nm) bilayer deposited by e-beam evaporation in
an Edwards Auto 500 vacuum coater and annealed at 450 °C for 20 min
[17]. The electrodes were patterned by photolithography and wet
chemical etching of the titanium and gold bilayer. The transient heat
energy distribution between the electrodes was measured by Transient
Interferometric Mapping (TIM) method [18]. The temperature-varia-
tion in the boron-doped diamond layer was measured via the change in
the diamond refraction index, which results in a change in phase shift of
a probing laser beam [19]. The probing beam goes through the sample
from the backside, reflects on the top surface, and returns to the mi-
croscope objective. The optical phase shift, which is detected inter-
ferometrically, is proportional to the heat energy density in the sample
[18]. The samples are stressed by 100 ns long voltage pulses at a 1 Hz
repetition frequency (assuring cooling to room temperature before the
next pulse) while transient phase shift is recorded. The phase dis-
tribution is determined point-by-point by moving the beam position. As
the system does not allow measurements on test structures with circular
geometries, TIM measurements were carried out on 75 μmwide parallel
titanium/gold electrodes with a 14.3 μm inter-electrode gap patterned
(Table 1).

3. Experimental results

Fig. 1 shows typical characteristic voltage and current waveforms of
boron-doped diamond sample B ([B] = 3.8 × 1019 cm−3) during
voltage pulses with different charging voltages Vch. At applied voltages
lower than 100 V, the voltage and current waveforms are nearly flat
during the 100 ns pulse, which indicates that there is no significant
heating and temperature variation in the device. At larger applied
voltages, both the voltage and current vary in time, which is char-
acteristic of thermal runaway due to SHE and the current intensity
further increases with the increasing Vch until catastrophic breakdown.
This phenomenon is also visible in Fig. 1c in which I-V curves have been
plotted for four different averaging periods during the voltage pulse.
For a voltage lower than 100 V, the I-V curves are very similar while a
divergence is observed for a voltage higher than 100 V. The later the
averaging is done during the pulse, the higher the resulting current is. A
NDR region in the I-V curve also emerges for longer times at currents
above 1 A. The spike at the beginning of the current pulse (observed in

Fig. 1b) is an artefact due to the propagation of the signal in the cable
between the probe and the sample.

Fig. 2 shows quasi-static I-V characteristics for all samples in linear
(a) and semi-logarithmic (b) scale determined from waveforms with
different Vch (cf. also Fig. 1). The average value of voltage and current
were calculated at the end of each pulse, i.e. between 85 ns and 95 ns
from the beginning of each pulse. Each curve exhibits a short linear part
up to approximately 50 V which transitions to an exponential behavior
as the voltage increases. Finally, the current increases even further with
a super-exponential evolution until the breakdown voltage (Vbd) in-
dicated by dashed lines in Fig. 2 and reported in Table 1. Sample B
shows a NDR region at currents above 1.0 A, i.e. for Vch superior to
150 V, cf. also Fig. 1c. The instantaneous voltage decreases rapidly
while the instantaneous current increases (Fig. 1), causing the NDR.

Besides the III effect, the origin of the non-linear increase in current,
especially the NDR regime, and the following breakdown observed in I-
V characteristics could be attributed to SHE. Therefore, TIM measure-
ments were carried-out on boron-doped diamond layers with parallel
electrodes to investigate the possible self-heating effect. Thermal en-
ergy distribution maps were obtained through multiple pulsed mea-
surements. Since repeated pulses in the NDR regime gradually degrade
the electrodes, TIM measurements were performed below and at the
onset of the NDR region.

Fig. 3a shows the phase shift distribution in the inter-electrode gap
space of sample D below the NDR regime's onset, i.e. at a constant
(final) current 50 mA in the exponential region. This condition is in-
dicated by the left arrow in the I-V curve of sample D in Fig. 2. The
phase shift increases non-linearly with time until the end of the pulse
(t = 100 ns), where it is at maximum (0.05 rad) and then decreases.
The uniform phase shift along the device's electrodes width (X-direc-
tion) demonstrates a uniform current distribution.

Fig. 3b shows TIM measurement made at the onset of the NDR, i.e.
at a current of 250 mA (see the right arrow label in the I-V curve of
sample D in Fig. 2). While the phase shift at t = 50 ns is still homo-
geneous along the X-axis, it becomes non-uniform at longer times and
forms two peaks at the end of the pulse with a maximum value of ap-
proximately 0.24 rad. The two peaks are attributed to the formation of
two hot spots between the electrodes due to current filamentation and
thermal runaway [22].

Fig. 3c represents the measured phase shift between the electrodes
along the electric current path, i.e. perpendicularly to the electrodes,
for the current of 0.25 A and positive polarity on the right electrode.
The heat distribution peaks in the region between the electrodes. The
phase shift distribution is nearly identical for the opposite polarity
between the electrodes. The sharp negative peaks of the phase shift at

Table 1
Physical characteristics of diamond samples and simulation parameters used in the finite element method simulation.

Sample A Sample B Sample C Sample D

Physical characteristics
Geometry of electrodes Circular Circular Circular Parallel

Inter-electrode gap (μm) 16.6 12.8 14.8 14.3
Doped diamond layer thickness (μm) 3.36 5.50 3.27 1.36

Boron concentration (estimated from SIMS data in reference [12]) (cm−3) 3.2 × 1018 3.8 × 1019 6.3 × 1019 3.6 × 1019

Breakdown voltage (V) 110 125 215 255

Simulation parameters
PATE Carrier lifetime [20] (s) 1.2 × 10−11

Carrier capture cross section [21] (cm−2) 10−14

SHE & III Donor concentration (cm−3) 4.8 × 1016 1.9 × 1018 4.1 × 1018 3.0 × 1018

Aα (cm−1) 1.4 × 103 1.2 × 103 1.0 × 103 1.2 × 103

Bα (V.cm−1) 8.4 × 104 4.6 × 104 6.2 × 104 4.6 × 104

AcV (J.cm−3.K−1) 4.0 × 10−1

BcV (J.cm−3.K−2) 1.1 × 10−2

CcV (J.cm−3.K−3) −4.0 × 10−6

DcV (J.K.cm−3) −1.1 × 105

vsat (cm.s−1) 1.1 × 107

βsat 9.5 × 10−1
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the electrodes edge (i.e. at Y = 3 and Y = 17 μm) are optical artefacts.
Unfortunately, they are at the positions where the phase shift dis-
tribution has the largest gradient and therefore prohibit establishing its
exact shape.

The spreading of phase shift with time and its apparent increase
after the end of the pulse outside the spatial limits of the inter-electrode
gap are due to thermal diffusion. The diffusion length in Fig. 3c is es-
timated as the distance from the edge of the electrode for which the
temperature decreases by around 90% and it is consistent with the
diamond diffusion length (Lth = 11 μm for t = 100 ns) as estimated
from

=L k
c

t ,th
T

V (1)

with the thermal conductivity (kT = 22 W.cm−1.K−1) (reference [23]),
the volumetric heat capacity (cV = 1.83 J.cm−3.K−1) and the time (t).

4. Modeling

The I-V characteristics, and voltage/current transient waveforms
were modeled by the finite element method (Atlas by Silvaco) using the
drift diffusion and thermo-dynamic approach (i.e. drift diffusion model
with thermal equation) based on the dependences of transport para-
meters and hole concentration on the electric field and the temperature.
The concentric electrodes with their cylindrical geometry simplify the

simulations to a two-dimensional problem in space. A substrate depth
of 100 μm has been considered. A 50 Ohm resistor has been used be-
tween the simulated device and voltage source to emulate the 50 Ohm
internal resistance of the transmission-line pulse generator's equivalent
circuit. The simulated area is a rectangle with a height of 150 μm and a
width of 100 μm with two Ohmic contacts on top of it. The mesh size
was set to 0.1 μm between the electrodes and in the doped diamond
layer and progressively set to 5 μm at the limit of the simulated area.
The default values of tolerance from the Atlas software (Silvaco) [24]
were used for the simulations (see Table A in the Appendix section).

As the super-linearity is observed at voltages for which no sig-
nificant heating is expected, additional mechanisms have to be con-
sidered to explain this behavior: Phonon-Assisted Tunneling Effect
(PATE), Poole-Frenkel Effect (PFE) [15,16], and Impurity Impact Ioni-
zation (III) [11,25]. The simulation parameters used for each model are
reported in Table 1.

Hole mobility μh and activation energy Ea dispersion with tem-
perature and dopant concentration are crucial parameters in modeling
the current and voltage in simulated devices. The temperature and
impurity concentration dependence of the hole mobility was modeled
using the equations derived by S. Kagamihara et al. [26] from the work
of D. M. Caughey and R. E. Thomas [27] (see Eqs. (2) to (5)):

= ⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

−
μ T N μ T N T

( , ) ( , ) 300
,h imp h amb imp

β N

0

( )imp

(2)

Fig. 3. Phase shift measurement on sample D ([B] = 3.5 × 1019 cm−3) along a scanning line parallel to the electrodes for different times and a current of (a) 0.05 A
and (b) 0.25 A. (c) is the evolution of the phase shift distribution along a scanning line perpendicular to the electrodes, in the center of the device, for currents of 0.25
A with a positive polarity on the right electrode. The photographs are backside infrared images of the device active area including the scanning direction (black bold
line).
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where NA and ND are the acceptor and the donor concentrations, re-
spectively and Tamb = 300 K. The βmin, βmax, γβ, Nβ, μmin, μmax, γμ, and Nμ
parameters based on reference [28] are reported in Table 2.

The dependence of the mobility on the electric field E and the sa-
turation velocity vsat is given in (see reference [27])

=
⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜ +

⎞
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⎟
⎟( )

μ E T N μ T N( , , ) ( , )
1

1
.h imp h imp

μ T N E
v

β0
( , )h imp

sat

sat
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0

1

(6)

The drift velocity for holes is then given by:

=v E T N μ E T N E( , , ) ( , , ) .d imp h imp (7)

vsat and βsat were obtained by fitting the hole-drift velocity data from
reference [29] measured on (100) diamond samples at 300 K using Eqs.
(6) and (7). The resulting fitting is given in Fig. 4.

The activation energy Ea of boron acceptors decreases with in-
creasing doping concentration due to the interaction between carriers
and ionized impurities [30]. In this work, we used a modified Pearson
and Bardeen [31] model, see Eq. (8), which fits the experimental data
better:

= −E N E aN( ) ,a A I A
b (8)

with EI = 0.37 eV. The coefficients a (1.2 × 10−10 eV.cm3/2.15) and b
(1/2.15) were determined by fitting experimental values from the lit-
erature [32–39] using the least square method. In the original Pearson
and Bardeen model, only a is used as a fitting parameter and b = 1/3.
Fig. 5 shows that the modified model clearly offers a better fit of the
experimental data compared to the original model and gives boron
activation energy with a root mean square error of 7 × 10−3 eV.

PATE is a type of field emission due to the absorption of phonons by
electrons or holes trapped at an impurity level. Thanks to the energy
acquired from the phonon absorption and under the influence of an
external electric field, the trapped carriers can tunnel through the en-
ergy barrier and reach the conduction or valence band. PATE is de-
scribed by the equations presented in reference [40]. The comparison
between experimental data and simulated I-V curves using PATE model
is shown in Fig. 6 (black dashed lines). The simulated I-V characteristics
do not match the experimental data. The exponential behavior is not
observed and the simulated I-V curve barely deviates from a classic
linear Ohmic model. PATE alone cannot explain the behavior of the I-V
characteristics of the studied boron-doped diamond samples.

Besides PATE, PFE might also contribute to non-linear I-V char-
acteristics. In PFE, the energy barrier of a charged acceptor (or donor)
energy level and the valence (or conduction) band decreases because of
the dissymmetry in the impurity potential well in the external electric
field and facilitates carrier emission by PATE. PFE has been previously
reported in undoped diamond [15]. Since the boron impurities in dia-
mond are, for the most part, not ionized at room temperature, PFE
should not have a large influence on the I-V characteristics.

The modeled I-V characteristics, including PFE and PATE, are re-
ported in Fig. 6 (red dashed lines). PFE has been included in the si-
mulation using the model embedded in the finite element simulator
Atlas (Silvaco). These new simulated I-V characteristics are nearly
identical to the one including PATE only and they show that PFE and
PATE have a limited influence on the non-linear I-V characteristic of
boron-doped diamond at high electric field. This result is also consistent
with the study of A.K. Jonscher [41], which shows the negligible con-
tribution of PFE effect in electrical conductivity in crystalline semi-
conductors.

To determine the impact of III on the electrical properties of boron-
doped diamond, we followed the same approach as in reference [25]
using the classical band-to-band impact ionization equations to model
the current multiplication from the boron acceptor.

In this case, the current multiplication coefficient is given by

Table 2
Fitting parameters for the mobility model taken from [28].

μmin (cm2.V−1.s−1) 0
μmax (cm2.V−1.s−1) 2016
γμ 0.73
Nμ (cm−3) 3.25 × 1017

βmin 0
βmax 3.11
γβ 0.617
Nβ (cm−3) 4.1 × 1018
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,L
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where L is the distance between the electrodes and αp and αn are the

ionization rate for holes and electrons respectively. We assume
αp = αn = α [42] for simplification. The ionization rate α, which re-
flects the number of ionization events per unit of length is given by (see
reference [43])

= −α E A exp B E( ) ( / ),α α (10)

where E = U/L is the electric field, U is the voltage difference between
the two electrodes, and A and B are fitting parameters. This simplifi-
cation leads to a new expression of the current multiplication coeffi-
cient given in

=
−

M
Lα U
1

1 ( )
.

(11)

This model does not take into account the temperature dependence
of the ionization rate observed in Si and Ge [44]. However, L. Tirino
et al. [45] studied the influence of temperature for various wide band
gap semiconductors and reached the conclusion that the temperature
dependence of the ionization rate is mainly due to the temperature
dependence of the phonon scattering rates. He also found out that the
higher the optical phonon energy is, the less sensitive to temperature
the impact ionization coefficients will be. For example, 3C-SiC has an
optical phonon energy of 120 meV and its ionization rate was found to
be almost insensible to temperature variations from 300 to 500 K. As a
comparison, J. Pernot et al. [46] calculated an optical phonon energy of
165 meV for diamond from the data reported in [47]. Therefore, the
ionization rate in diamond should be independent of temperature.
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Ionization rates were determined by fitting the I-V curves using Eqs.
(6), (10), and (11) in the region of negligible SHE, i.e. without tem-
perature variation during the pulses (e.g. between 0 and 100 V for
sample B). To simplify the calculation, the electric field is assumed to be
constant between the electrodes, i.e. the edge effects due to the elec-
trodes are neglected. Fig. 7 shows the determined ionization rate as a
function of the inverse electric field for boron-doped diamond samples
A, B, and C. Although there is no clear variation with boron con-
centration, the variation of the determined ionization rate is consistent
for all boron concentrations, i.e. it increases and saturates at values of
ca. 103 cm−1 for voltages (electric fields) superior to 100 V
(70 kV.cm−1).

The finite element simulated currents due to the III effect using
determined ionization rates are compared to the experimental I-V
curves in Fig. 6 (black lines). They reproduce correctly the exponential
behavior of the current at low voltage, but are unable to reproduce its
steep increase at high voltage, which is attributed to thermal runaway
as indicated by TIM measurements.

To model the SHE, we used temperature dependent thermal con-
ductivity (see reference [24]) and volumetric heat capacity given re-
spectively by

= ⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

−
k T k K T( ) (300 )

300
,T T

m

(12)

with m = 1, and

= + + +c T A B T C T
D
T

( ) .V c c c
c2
2V V V
V

(13)

The parameters AcV, BcV, CcV, and DcV were determined by fitting the
experimental values of volumetric heat capacity as a function of the
temperature from reference [48]. The heat generation H term is given
by

=
→

+
⎯→⎯

∙
⎯→⎯

H J J E( ) ,n p (14)

where Jn and Jp are respectively the electron (negligible) and hole
current density and E is the electric field. The concentration of donors is
adjusted so that the simulated and experimental I-V curves have the
same resistance between electrodes at low voltage. The resulting si-
mulated I-V curves using a combination of III and SHE satisfactorily
model the experimental non-linear current increase and the NDR for all
samples as shown on Fig. 6 (blue lines).

In order to confirm the significant role of the III effect, I-V char-
acteristics have been modeled using only SHE (see the red lines in
Fig. 6), i.e. without the III effect. Although the simulated characteristic
fits correctly the initial linear part, the current increases at a lower rate
compared to the experimental I-V characteristic. This result shows that

SHE is not accountable alone for the observed I-V characteristic, even
though it has a predominant effect at high electric field.

Fig. 8a shows the evolution of the simulated hole concentration at
t = 100 ns as a function of voltage for samples A, B and C. The hole
concentration exhibits super linear behavior, which is consistent with
the I-V characteristics shown in Fig. 6. Sample A shows a slowdown of
the hole multiplication above 165 V, which can be attributed to sa-
turation of the carrier velocity described in Eq. (6). Fig. 8b shows the
corresponding evolution of the maximum temperature as a function of
the dissipated power. The temperature increases proportionally with
the dissipated power for sample B and C. The temperature evolution in
sample A on the other hand has a sub-linear behavior. The difference
might be explained by the more dominant impact of saturation velocity
in sample A due to the higher mobility of holes in this sample.

As mentioned previously, the empirical model presented by S.
Kagamihara et al. [26] was used to calculate the hole mobility. The
main condition for this model to be applicable is that the evolution of
the mobility should be dominated by phonon scattering. In order to
make sure this is true in the case of this study, the temperature and hole
concentration from Fig. 8a and b were used to calculate the relaxation
time, i.e. the time between to scattering events, for neutral impurity
scattering, ionized impurity scattering, acoustic phonon scattering, and
optical phonon scattering. The calculation was done for both the
minimum and maximum power (i.e. the first and last point) of each
simulated curve in Fig. 8a and b. The formulas used for the calculation
are presented in the work of J. Pernot et al. [46], and D. M. Caughey
and R. E. Thomas [27]. The results are presented in Table 3. The
phonon scattering events have a relaxation time which is about four
orders of magnitude smaller than the ones of neutral and ionized im-
purities for minimum and maximum power. It means that the evolution
of the mobility is largely dominated by phonon scattering at low ap-
plied power but also for high power despite the increase in the number
of ionized impurities due to III and SHE. It also confirms the validity of
the mobility model used for the simulation.

Fig. 9a and b show respectively the simulated voltage and current
waveforms for sample B with Vch as the varying parameter. Fig. 9c
shows the corresponding evolution of the maximal temperature. For
device voltages less than 110 V (i.e. Vch < 125 V), the voltage wa-
veform is nearly flat over time, which is consistent with the assumption
used for the calculation of the ionization rate α, that the temperature
has little influence on the shape of the I-V characteristic at low voltage.
However, for higher initial device voltage (i.e. Vch > 125 V), the
voltage is decreasing with time, due to thermal ionization of boron
acceptor impurities, which decreases the resistivity of the sample
during the pulse. For pulses with a starting voltage value over 200 V,
the voltage value at the end of the pulse decreases when the starting
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voltage increases. On the other hand, in Fig. 9b, the value of the current
at the end of the pulse increases steadily when the loading DC voltage
increases. The combination of the decrease of the instantaneous voltage
and increase of the instantaneous current is responsible for the ap-
pearance of the NDR regime in sample B for high loading DC voltage
visible in Fig. 6b. A similar behavior is observable in experimental
waveforms measured on sample B in Fig. 1 and it is attributed to SHE,
which causes an increase in temperature with time and with Vch,

evidenced by TIM measurements in Fig. 3 and confirmed by simulation
in Fig. 9c for sample B. The simulation shows that temperature reaches
a maximum value of 407 K for Vch = 237.5 V.

Fig. 10a shows the simulated temperature distribution for sample D
under conditions similar to the ones used for TIM measurements in
Fig. 3c (i.e. for a current of 0.25 A) at t = 100 ns for two different
depths: black squares represent the surface temperature distribution
and the red dots the temperature for a distance of 10 μm from the
surface. The vertical dashed lines represent the limits of the electrodes.
Due to the stripe layout of samples used for TIM, in this case, the si-
mulation was performed in 2D rectangular geometry which is still a
good approach for the use of short pulses. One can observe that the
surface temperature peaks at the right electrode edge (the ground
electrode) with maximum value of about 440 K. The temperature dis-
tribution in the depth is smeared. The phase shift distribution from the
2D temperature profile was also calculated using equations in reference
[18] and taking into account diamond thermo-optical coefficient from
the work of V. Y. Yurov et al. [49]. In brief, the phase shift is the in-
tegral of temperature along the laser beam path weighted by the
thermo-optical coefficient [18,19]. The phase shift distribution at
t = 100 ns is plotted in Fig. 10b. The peak phase shift value near
0.14 rad is within the experimental error to the experiment in Fig. 3c.
The calculated phase shift maximum in Fig. 10b is also shifted toward
the right electrode but is smeared due to significant temperature con-
tribution from the bulk. This shift in the phase shift distribution is
however not distinguishable in experiment in Fig. 3c which can be

Table 3
Relaxation times calculated for neutral impurity scattering (τNI), ionized im-
purity scattering (τII), acoustic phonon scattering (τAC), and optical phonon
scattering (τOP) for samples A, B, and C for minimum and maximum applied
power.

Sample A Sample B Sample C

Relaxation times (minimum
power)

Neutral impurity τNI (s) 4.4 × 10−7 3.9 × 10−8 2.4 × 10−8

Ionized impurity τII (s) 8.4 × 10−8 2.3 × 10−9 1.1 × 10−9

Acoustic phonon τAC (s) 5.2 × 10−12 5.2 × 10−12 5.2 × 10−12

Optical phonon τOP (s) 1.5 × 10−12 1.5 × 10−12 1.5 × 10−12

Relaxation times (maximum
power)

Neutral impurity τNI (s) 4.6 × 10−7 4.1 × 10−8 2.4 × 10−8

Ionized impurity τII (s) 6.0 × 10−8 3.4 × 10−9 1.4 × 10−9

Acoustic phonon τAC (s) 4.5 × 10−13 3.3 × 10−13 3.8 × 10−13

Optical phonon τOP (s) 7.5 × 10−13 2.5 × 10−13 4.1 × 10−13
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attributed to experimental uncertainty [18] and/or model imperfection.
Fig. 10c shows the simulated temperature distribution for sample B
(electrodes with cylindrical geometry) for a current of 2.4 A (i.e.
Vch = 237.5 V) and give similar results to what was observed with
sample D. The surface temperature peaks at the positive electrode with
a maximum value of 407 K. This maximum is consistent with the
temperature value for the same condition at the pulse end (see top
curve in Fig. 9c). The temperature distribution in the depth is smeared
and the peak is shifted toward the middle of the inter-electrode gap.

The relatively good quantitative agreement between our experi-
ments and simulations indicates that our model describes the transport
quite satisfactorily. It means that hot carrier effects [50–53], like pos-
sible difference between the hot hole and lattice temperature does not
need to be included explicitly. In particular, the carrier thermalization
(energy relaxation) time constant in diamond is in the order of tens of
ps [53], which is much shorter than the time scale of 10–100 ns con-
sidered in this study. The hot carrier effects are, however, included
implicitly in our model since impurity impact ionization and velocity
saturation are in fact due to hot carriers.

5. Conclusions

The experimental exponential behavior at low current/field and
steep super-exponential (with NDR) behavior at high current/field of I-
V characteristics measured on boron doped diamond devices were

satisfactorily modeled by finite element simulation. The exponential I-V
behavior is attributed to III as previously suggested in reference [11],
whereas the high currents at high electric fields can only be explained
by including SHE. The short linear part of the curve for very low vol-
tages can be attributed to simple Ohmic behavior as the electric field is
not high enough to produce III. The role of SHE is supported by TIM
measurements, which show a thermal runaway effect at the onset of
NDR, which is consistent with simulations. In summary, the high
electric field I-V characteristics of boron-doped diamond are the result
of the III effect and its combination with SHE.
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Appendix A

Table A
Default values of tolerances used in the Silvaco Atlas finite element simulation [24].

PX.TOL Relative tolerance for the potential equation 10−5

PR.TOL Absolute tolerance for the Poisson equation 10−26

CX.TOL Relative tolerance for the continuity equation 10−5

CR.TOL Absolute tolerance for the continuity equation 5 × 10−18

TCX.TOL Relative tolerance for convergence of the carrier temperature equations 10−5

TLX.TOL Relative tolerance for convergence of the lattice temperature equation 10−5

TCR.TOL Absolute tolerance for convergence of the carrier temperature equations 100
TLR.TOL Absolute tolerance for convergence of the lattice temperature equation 100
IX.TOL Relative current convergence criteria 5 × 10−4

IR.TOL Absolute current convergence criteria 5 × 10−11
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A B S T R A C T   

In this work, phosphorus-doped polycrystalline diamond layers were grown using a new gas control process to 
increase the incorporation of phosphorus in diamond. Topographical characteristics and crystalline quality of the 
phosphorus-doped polycrystalline diamond layers grown on Si substrates were analyzed using Scanning Electron 
Microscopy (SEM) and Raman spectroscopy. The phosphorus concentration was determined using Glow- 
Discharge Optical Emission Spectroscopy (GDOES). Polycrystalline diamond layers have a good crystalline 
quality with a sp3/sp2 carbon ration over 75%. The growth rate reaches up to 440 nm∙h− 1, and the phosphorus 
concentration is well above 1020 cm− 3. 
Novelty statement: This work reports on a new method for the production of phosphorus-doped polycrystalline 
diamond layers based on the pulsed injection of methane during the growth by microwave plasma enhanced 
chemical vapor deposition.   

1. Introduction 

Diamond is a material with exceptionally high thermal conductivity, 
carrier mobility, and breakdown electric field which potentially desig-
nates it as the best semiconductor for high power, high temperature 
applications. The production of high-quality phosphorus-doped dia-
mond layers is crucial for the development of diamond-based electronic 
devices such as PIN diodes [1,2] and field-effect transistors [3,4]. While 
the boron-doped diamond MicroWave Plasma Enhanced Chemical 
Vapor Deposition (MWPECVD) growth is already well understood, 
ranging from low boron concentrations and high carrier mobility [5] to 
high boron concentration with metallic conductivity and superconduc-
tivity at cryogenic temperatures [6], the MWPECVD synthesis of 
phosphorus-doped diamond is still complex. Despite recent progress 
made to improve phosphorus incorporation in diamond using crystalline 
misorientation [7] and pulsed microwave plasma [8], the production of 
high quality and highly phosphorus-doped diamond layers is difficult 
due to crystalline imperfections, the low incorporation efficiency of 
phosphorus, and the passivation of phosphorus atoms by hydrogen 
[9,10]. In this work, we aim at improving the incorporation of phos-
phorus in polycrystalline diamond layers using pulsed CH4 injection 

during the MWPECVD diamond growth. 
Optical Emission Spectroscopy (OES) measurements of hydrogen- 

phosphine plasma show the disappearance of simple phosphorous rad-
icals (PH and P) when CH4 is added to the gas mix [11]. This phenom-
enon is attributed to the formation of methylphosphine [12] and 
methinophosphide [13] in the plasma which most likely do not partic-
ipate in the synthesis of phosphorus-doped diamond. In order to reduce 
the unwanted cross reaction between carbon and phosphorous species 
and therefore enhance the phosphorus incorporation ratio in the dia-
mond layer during the MWPECVD growth, CH4 pulses were injected in 
the reactor instead of a continuous flow of gas. This method was already 
investigated by G. Frangieh et al. [14] for the fabrication of diamond 
layers doped with arsenic with an incorporation ratio more than twice 
higher compared to conventional continuous growth procedure. 

2. Experimental setup 

Polycrystalline undoped and phosphorus-doped diamond layers 
were grown on (100) p-type boron-doped polished Si substrates with a 
resistivity between 2.5 × 10− 3 and 4.0 × 10− 3 Ω⋅m. Those substrates 
were first cleaned in a piranha solution to remove organic residues from 
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their surfaces. They were then rinsed in deionized water and cleaned in 
acetone and isopropyl alcohol in an ultrasonic bath. An aqueous seeding 
solution containing nano-diamonds [15] was spread on the surface of 
the substrates using a spin coater to ensure nucleation. Polycrystalline 
diamond layers were grown in a lab-made NIRIM type reactor [16] using 
microwave plasma. The reactor chamber was evacuated to a base 
pressure below 10− 6 mbar using a Pfeiffer DCU 501 turbo-molecular 
pumping system. The microwave power is provided by a WR340 
downstream plasma source from SAIREM working at frequency of 2.45 
GHz. CH4 (N5.5) was used as a source of carbon and PH3 (N5.0, diluted 
at 6000 ppm in N5.6 H2) as a source of phosphorus dopant in a H2 mi-
crowave plasma (N5.6). Gas flows were regulated using MKS mass flow 
controllers. Four series of five polycrystalline diamond layers were 
grown on Si substrates using pulsed or continuous CH4 and with or 
without PH3 (see Table 1). During growths in pulsed CH4 flow mode, the 
CH4 gas line was open for 1 min and then closed for 4 min in 5 min 
cycles. The H2 and PH3 gas lines were left open during the growth. The 
duration of a cycle was adjusted to match the residency time of CH 
radicals in the reactor measured by Optical Emission Spectroscopy 
(OES) [33]. The different microwave power and pressure conditions 
used in this work were chosen to keep the size of the plasma ball con-
stant. The distance between the substrate and the center of the plasma 
ball was adjusted for each combination of pressure and microwave 
power to set the substrate's temperature at 1000 ◦C during the diamond 
growth [17]. The combinations of pressure, microwave power and dis-
tance between the substrate and the plasma used for diamond growth 
are detailed in Table 2. The thickness of the polycrystalline diamond 
layer was measured by profilometry in a groove formed in an unseeded 
line on the substrate. Raman spectra were measured using a Renishaw 
InVia Raman Microscope with a laser excitation wavelength of 488 nm. 
A Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) TESCAN FERA3 GM microscope 
was used to assess the phosphorus-doped polycrystalline diamond 
layers' morphology. Finally, phosphorus content was determined by 
Glow Discharge Optical Emission Spectroscopy (GDOES) using a 
GDA750HR spectrometer from Spectruma GmbH. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Growth rate measurements 

The measured growth rate (see Fig. 1) decreases with the applied 
microwave power, and consequently with the distance between the 
substrate and the center of the plasma ball, for all the polycrystalline 
diamond layers. This phenomenon was already observed for both 
polycrystalline [18] and single crystal [19] diamond growth and is 
attributed to the decrease in the concentration of atomic hydrogen close 
to the substrate's surface. Both undoped and phosphorus-doped diamond 
layers grown using a pulsed CH4 flow exhibit a larger variation of 
growth rate between low and high power compared to diamond layers 
grown using a continuous CH4 flow. The growth rate at low power and 
using a pulsed CH4 flow is higher than the one of layers grown in 
continuous flow of CH4 despite an average lower CH4 concentration in 
the reactor. This difference might be attributed to an inhomogeneous 
distribution of carbon species in the reactor induced by the intermittent 
CH4 flow, with more carbon species being present in the vicinity of the 
plasma. The maximum growth rate recorded is 440 nm∙h− 1 for a 

Table 1 
Growth conditions for undoped and phosphorus-doped polycrystalline diamond layers grown using a continuous and pulsed CH4 gas flow.  

CH4 gas 
flow 

Deposition time 
(h) 

[CH4]/[H2] 
(%) 

Microwave Power 
(W) 

Pressure 
(mbar) 

Distance substrate/ 
plasma (mm) 

Total gas flow 
(sccm) 

Substrate 
temperature (◦C) 

[P]/[C]gas ratio 
(ppm) 

Continuous  6  0.10 280 → 780 30 → 110 3 → 26  1000  1000  0 
Pulsed  6  0.25 280 → 780 30 → 110 3 → 26  1000  1000  0 
Continuous  6  0.10 280 → 780 30 → 110 3 → 26  1000  1000 200,000 
Pulsed  6  0.25 280 → 780 30 → 110 3 → 26  1000  1000 200,000  

Table 2 
Combinations of microwave power, pressure, and distance between substrate 
and plasma used for the growth of polycrystalline diamond layers.  

Microwave power (W) Pressure (mbar) Distance substrate/plasma (mm) 

280  30  3 
370  50  14 
500  70  20 
640  90  23 
780  110  26  

Fig. 1. Growth rate for the different layers as a function of the microwave 
power for (a) intrinsic polycrystalline diamond layers and (b) phosphorus- 
doped polycrystalline diamond layers. 
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phosphorus-doped polycrystalline diamond layer grown at 280 W and 
30 mbar using a pulsed flow of CH4. 

3.2. Raman spectroscopy 

Fig. 2 shows the Raman spectra of undoped and phosphorus-doped 
polycrystalline diamond layers grown at 370 W and 50 mbar. All the 
spectra exhibit a sharp peak around 1330 cm− 1 which is attributed to the 
diamond Zone Center Phonon (ZCP) line which is characteristic of sp3 

carbon. For both polycrystalline undoped diamond layers, the ZCP line 
is centered at 1333 cm− 1 while a shift to lower wavenumber values is 
observed for phosphorus-doped layers grown using a continuous and a 
pulsed flow of CH4, centered at 1331.6 cm− 1 and 1330.1 cm− 1 respec-
tively. This observation is consistent with the results obtained by M. 
Mermoux et al. [20] on (111) epitaxial phosphorus-doped diamond 
layers. Both phosphorus doping and the use of pulsed CH4 injection 
during the growth result in an increase of intensity of the “non-diamond” 
band centered around 1520 cm− 1 [21] which is attributed to a higher 
sp2 content. In particular, the spectrum of the undoped layer grown 
using a pulsed CH4 flow shows the appearance of a prominent band 
centered around 1480 cm− 1 which is attributed to C–H bending and 
transpolyacetylene [22], while the G-band, attributed to graphite, is also 
visible around 1600 cm− 1 [21,23]. The sp3/sp2 ratio calculated from 
Raman spectra [21] (see Fig. 3) also shows that the addition of PH3 is 
detrimental to the crystalline quality of the polycrystalline diamond 
layers grown in both continuous and pulsed CH4 flows. To a lesser 
extent, the crystalline quality of undoped and phosphorus-doped dia-
mond layers grown using pulsed CH4 flow appears to be lower compared 
to layers grown with a continuous flow of CH4. Overall, all layers have a 
quality factor above 75%. 

3.3. SEM imaging 

Well faceted diamond crystals are visible on the surface of the 
phosphorus-doped diamond samples grown using pulsed and contin-
uous CH4 flow. The size of the diamond crystals increases (see Table 3) 
when the applied power and pressure decrease with the exception of the 
phosphorus-doped layer grown in pulsed gas conditions under 280 W 
and 30 mbar which has smaller crystals and gaps between the grains. 
The bigger diamond crystals observed at lower applied power and lower 
pressure are consistent with the higher growth rate but could also be 
attributed to a switch from diamond re-nucleation to lateral diamond 
growth at lower operating pressure [24]. The samples grown using 
continuous CH4 flow have slightly larger crystals which are more 

uniform in size compared to samples grown in pulsed gas conditions. 
The growth conditions of 370 W and 50 mbar offers the best crystalline 
quality for the phosphorus-doped layers grown using the pulsed gas 
method with large diamond crystals which are homogeneous in size. 

3.4. GDOES measurements 

The phosphorus concentrations in the doped diamond layers grown 
using continuous and pulsed CH4 flow were determined using GDOES 
(see Fig. 4). The P I emission line at 178.284 nm was used for phos-
phorus analysis. Its background was measured by analyzing boron- 
doped diamond layers (free of phosphorus) and its emission yield was 
established by sputter-rate corrected calibration [25], based on certified 
reference materials of steel and cast iron with phosphorus concentra-
tions up to 0.16%. In conformity with the work from C. Schubert et al. 
[26], sputtering rates of the analyzed layers were found to be 40 to 50 
times lower than that of steel, hence, the phosphorus signal matched 
well the calibration range. Estimated combined standard uncertainty of 
the phosphorus analysis was about 10 to 20% (relative), whilst its major 
component was the uncertainty of the calibration model [25]. Estimated 
random uncertainty of the phosphorus content is by an order of 
magnitude lower. Hence, prospective error of the results shown in Fig. 4 
would be largely a systematic one, i.e. the same bias for all the results 
presented, on relative basis. 

The doped polycrystalline diamond layers grown using pulsed CH4 
have a phosphorus content at least twice as high as the ones grown using 
continuous gas flow with a maximum concentration recorded of 7.1 ×
1020 cm− 3 which is remarkably higher than the maximum phosphorus 
incorporation of 2.2 × 1020 cm− 3 reported on (111) oriented diamond 
crystals [27] and also higher than the highest phosphorus incorporation 
of 5.0 × 1020 cm− 3 currently reported in nano-crystalline diamond 
layers [28]. The higher phosphorus concentration in layers grown in 
pulsed CH4 flow is coincident with the lower quality factor. Phosphorus 
atoms cause damages to the diamond lattice when they are incorporated 
due to their larger size compared to carbon [29,30]. Therefore, the 
deterioration in crystalline quality observed for doped polycrystalline 
diamond layers grown in pulsed CH4 flow is consistent with their higher 
incorporation of phosphorus compared to samples grown in a contin-
uous flow of CH4. Fig. 5 shows the atomic fractions for P, C, Si, and B as a 
function of time recorded by GDOES on two phosphorus-doped poly-
crystalline diamond layers grown at 370 W and 50 mbar using a 
continuous and a pulsed flow of CH4. The time coordinate on the x-axis 

Fig. 2. Raman spectra of layers grown under 370 W and 50 mbar using the 
diamond ZCP peak as a reference value for normalization. 

Fig. 3. sp3/sp2 ratio calculated from Raman spectra measured on the different 
series of samples. 
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is not proportional to the depth in the sample as the sputtering rate q is 
about ten times higher for Si compared to diamond. Scaling factors, 
specified in the legend, were applied to the atomic fractions to match the 
ordinate scaling. As expected, the concentration of P goes down to zero 
in the Si substrate. The atomic fraction of P is also inhomogeneous in the 
depth of the layer when pulsed CH4 conditions are used for the growth 
and it reaches its maximum at the interface between the polycrystalline 
diamond layer and the Si substrate. The incorporation of P atoms in 
substitutional sites in polycrystalline diamond has been demonstrated 
by phosphorus bound exciton emission of cathodoluminescence study 
[31]. However, it cannot be excluded that P atoms are incorporated in 
grains boundaries due to impurity segregation as it is the case for B 
atoms [32]. 

4. Conclusion 

We have successfully grown highly phosphorus-doped poly-
crystalline diamond layers on (100) oriented Si substrates using pulsed 
injection of CH4 during the growth by MWPECVD. A higher growth rate 
at low power was observed for layers grown using a pulsed flow of CH4 
instead of a continuous one with a maximum of 440 nm∙h− 1. Raman 
spectroscopy shows that even though the addition of PH3 and the use of 
pulsed CH4 injection is detrimental to the crystalline quality of 
phosphorus-doped polycrystalline diamond layers, the crystalline qual-
ity remains good with a sp3/sp2 carbon ration over 75%. Most 

Table 3 
SEM images of diamond layers grown using continuous and pulsed flow of CH4, with a [P]/[C] ratio of 200,000 ppm in the gas phase, for different values of pressure, 
microwave power, and distance D between the substrate's surface and the center of the plasma ball. T is the thickness of the deposited polycrystalline diamond layer.  

Continuous Pulsed 

280 W / 30 mbar

D = 3 mm / T =  633.0 nm

370 W / 50 mbar

D = 14 mm / T = 734.7 nm 

500 W / 70 mbar

D = 20 mm / T = 862.8 nm

640 W / 90 mbar

D = 23 mm / T = 404.7 nm

780 W / 110 mbar

D = 26 mm / T = 564.0 nm

640 W / 90 mbar

D = 23 mm / T = 144.8 nm

780 W / 110 mbar

D = 26 mm / T = 105.6 nm

500 W / 70 mbar

D = 20 mm / T = 246.8 nm

370 W / 50 mbar

D = 14 mm / T = 1177 nm

280 W / 30 mbar

D = 3 mm / T = 2637 nm

Fig. 4. Phosphorus content calculated from GDOES measurements for 
phosphorus-doped diamond layers grown using continuous and pulsed flow 
of CH4. 
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importantly, with this method we managed to reach a phosphorus 
concentration of 7.1 × 1020 cm− 3 which is significantly higher than the 
maximum value previously reported on (111) oriented diamond crys-
tals. Those results open new perspectives for the production and appli-
cations of high phosphorus concentration n-type diamond layers. 
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Optical Emission Spectroscopy Analysis of Microwave
Plasma-Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition Systems
Dynamic Gas Response

Nicolas Lambert, Kil-Dong Sung, and Vincent Mortet*

1. Introduction

The growth of synthetic diamond by Chemical Vapor Deposition
(CVD) was first reported by W. G. Eversole[1] and then J. C.
Angus et al.[2] The growing interest for the diamond material,
due to its outstanding properties including chemical inertness,
good optical transparency, and high thermal conductivity,[3]

led to the development of other CVD deposition methods such
as hot filament CVD[4] and microwave plasma-enhanced CVD
(MWPECVD).[5]

MWPECVD is now widely used for the
growth of synthetic doped diamond with
applications in electronics, such as PIN
diodes[6,7] and field-effect transistors,[8,9]

and electrochemistry for wastewater treat-
ment.[10,11] Even though continuous gas
flows are mostly used for the growth of
diamond by MWPECVD, intermittent gas
flow is used for specific application such as
delta doping.[12,13] Moreover, recent results
show the possible enhancement of phos-
phorus incorporation in diamond using
pulsed gas injection during MWPECVD
growth.[14–16] Therefore, understanding
the gas dynamic in the MWPECVD reac-
tors is crucial for the optimization of the
gas flows and doping.

In this work, we studied the dynamic
of pulsed injection of different gases
(N2, CH4, and O2) in hydrogen plasma in
two different MWPECVD reactors: a lab

made NIRIM type reactor and a commercial AX5010 reactor
from Seki Diamond Systems. These two reactors of different vol-
umes were operated at different total pressure and total gas flow.
The time dependent variation of the intensity of characteristic
luminescent species (e.g., NH, C2 or OH) upon the instanta-
neous injection of a small quantity of precursor gas were
recorded by Optical Emission Spectroscopy (OES) and analyzed
using a method inspired by the work of H. Pendar et al.[17]

2. Experimental Section

Two different reactors were considered in this study: a lab made
NIRIM reactor using a total gas flow between 200 and 1000 sccm
and a commercial AX5010 reactor from Seki Diamonds Systems
using a total gas between 200 and 600 sccm. Both reactors were
operated at a pressure between 30 and 110 mbar. The limits of
the pressure range and total gas flow investigated in this work
were chosen in accordance with the usual operation conditions
of each reactor. The main difference between the two reactors is
their volume which is 1.4 L for the NIRIM system and 3.2 L for
the Seki AX5010 system. The NIRIM and Seki AX5010 reactors
are evacuated at a base pressure below 10�6 mbar before the
experiment. The base pressure was achieved using turbo molec-
ular pumps in the NIRIM (Agilent Turbo-V 301 Navigator) and
the Seki system (Pfeiffer Vacuum TMH-071). The NIRIM system
operate using a 1.5 kW microwave power source in combination
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Microwave plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (MWPECVD) is widely
used for the growth of synthetic doped diamond for electronic and electro-
chemical applications. Recent results have shown the possible enhancement of
phosphorus incorporation using the pulsed gas injection growth method. It is
therefore important to understand the dynamics of precursor gases to optimize
the dopants incorporation in diamond. In this work, the dynamic response of
different gases (N2, CH4, and O2) impulses in hydrogen plasma is studied in two
different MWPECVD reactors: a lab made NIRIM type reactor, and a commercial
reactor made by Seki Diamond Systems. These reactors of different volumes are
operated at different pressure and total gas flow. The time responses to the
precursor gas injection are recorded by optical emission spectroscopy.
Experimental time responses are fitted using an impulse response equation.
Fitting parameters are extracted and compared for the different reactors, gases,
total gas flow, and pressure conditions. The time responses of the different
reactors are discussed as a function of their volume and the operating conditions.
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with a WR340 downstream plasma source from SAIREM
company. The Seki AX5010 system is operated using an
AsTex S-1500 plasma source with a maximum power output
of 1.5 kW.

The gases used in this study are H2 (N5.6), N2 (N5.0), CH4

(N5.5), and O2 (N4.5). The flow of gases was controlled using
MKS mass flow controllers. The precursor gas pulses were gen-
erated using the gas trapped in a small volume at a constant pres-
sure (2 bar) between two ball valves and released instantaneously
in the reactor. The volume of trapped gas is�1mL. The dynamic
gas pulse responses were recorded using a Stellarnet BLACK-
Comet-SR compact spectrometer. The full measurement setup
is described in detail in a previous publication.[18] In this work,
NH (336.9 nm),[19] C2 (517.0 nm),[20] and OH (311.4 nm)[21] lines
are analyzed to study the effect of a pulse of N2, CH4, and O2 in
the plasma. The detection limits of the OES system for the
different gases in the NIRIM and Seki reactors are given in
Table 1. The experimental time responses were fitted using
the impulse response equation proposed by H. Pendar et al.[17]

f ðtÞ ¼ αtme�t=τ (1)

where t is the time and α,m, and τ are fitting parameters. τ is the
characteristic time of the exponential decay of the signal which

dominates for large value of t while m characterizes the rising
portion of the signal for small value of t. The curve reaches
its maximum at t ¼ τ.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1a shows the evolution of the emission spectra as a
function of time upon the injection of a N2 gas pulse for a total
gas flow of 200 sccm and a pressure of 110mbar in the NIRIM
reactor. At t ¼ 0 s, N2 is released into the reactor chamber and the
intensity of the emission line of NH located at 336.9 nm increases
and then gradually decreases as the gas species are removed from
the reactor by the pumping system. Figure 1b shows the dynamic
pulse responses to a N2 gas pulse in a pure hydrogen plasma
recorded on the NIRIM reactor for different total gas flows
and a pressure of 110mbar. The time position of maximum
intensity and the time at which the signal has decreased by
99%, τm and 2.7τ respectively, are indicated on the figure for
the signal recorded with a total gas flow of 200 sccm. The normal-
ized intensity of the emission line of NH, was recorded as a func-
tion of time with the spectrometer and fitted using Equation (1)
which offers a good fit to the experimental curves. The rising and
decay times become shorter when the total gas flow increases
which is consistent with a faster circulation of gases in the reactor.

Figure 2a shows the evolution of the parameter τ in the Seki
reactor as a function of total gas flow and pressure for a pulse of
N2. Data points of the same color were recorded at the same pres-
sure. The parameter τ reflects the residency time of the precursor
species inside the reactor and it decreases with the total gas flow.
This behavior is consistent with what was observed in Figure 1, a
higher flow rate increases the circulation speed of gas in the reac-
tor and decreases the residency time of precursor species. The
parameter τ also increases with the pressure. Indeed, an increase
in pressure translates to an increase in the quantity of gas mol-
ecules present in the reactor, therefore, for a same total gas flow,
it will take longer to remove the precursor specie from the cham-
ber. The following equation was used to fit the evolution

Table 1. Detection limits of the OES system for N2, CH4, and O2 in the
Seki and NIRIM reactors as a function of the pressure given as a fraction of
the total gas flow.

Pressure [mbar] Detection limit Seki [%] Detection limit NIRIM [%]

N2 CH4 O2 N2 CH4 O2

30 0.5 15 0.7 0.3 / <0.2

50 0.5 3.8 0.7 0.3 / <0.2

70 0.5 1.0 0.7 0.3 2.5 <0.2

90 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.4 0.8 <0.2

110 0.8 0.5 0.7 0.5 0.3 <0.2
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Figure 1. Evolution of a) the emission spectra as a function of time upon the injection of a N2 gas pulse for a pressure of 110mbar and a total gas flow of
200 sccm and b) experimental normalized intensity of the NH emission line (336.9 nm) as a function of time upon the injection of a N2 gas pulse (dots)
and fitting curves (solid lines) measured on the NIRIM reactor for a pressure of 110 mbar and different total gas flows. For better readability, each curve is
separated by an offset of 500 count in (a) and 1 arb. unit in (b).
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of the parameter τ as a function of the total gas flow and
the pressure

τ ¼ kP
F

(2)

Where P is the pressure in mbar, F is the total gas flow under
standard conditions of pressure and temperature (P0 ¼ 1.01 bar
and T0 ¼ 288 K), and k is a constant. The parameter k was
obtained by averaging the value of τF

P over each condition of pres-
sure and total gas flow used in the OES measurement. The cal-
culated values of k are summarized in Table 2. In Figure 2a,
the fitting curves represented by the solid lines are given by
Equation (2) with k ¼ 1.47� 10�4 L mbar�1 which matches well
the evolution of τ. This result is consistent with the simple

impulse response model presented by G. A. Bartholomew
et al.,[22] where the value of τ is given by

τ ¼ V

V
: ¼ VP

P0F
(3)

Where V is the volume of the chamber, V
:
is the gas flow rate,

and P0 is the standard pressure. Figure 2b,c present the results of
similar experiments done on the Seki system for a pulse of CH4

and O2 respectively. The evolution of the parameter τ is close to
what was observed for N2 with k ¼ 1.41� 10�4 L mbar�1 for
CH4 and k ¼ 2.01� 10�4 L mbar�1 for O2.

Figure 3 shows the evolution of τm, the time to reach the max-
imum intensity of the dynamic pulse response, as a function of
the total gas flow in the Seki reactor. The position of the maxi-
mum intensity is inversely proportional to the total gas flow
which can be attributed to the higher circulation speed of gas
species in the reactor at higher flow rate. The time to reach
the maximum intensity increases with the pressure which can
be explained by the additional collisions between gas molecules
which slow down the diffusion of the gas in the reactor when the
pressure increases. A similar equation to Equation (2) was used
to fit the experimental values of τm

τm ¼ k0P
F

(4)
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Figure 2. Parameter τ as a function of the total gas flow and the pressure in the Seki reactor for a pulse of a) N2, b) CH4, and c) O2. The solid lines
represent fitting curves given by Equation (2).

Table 2. Fitting parameters k and k’ and the calculated error on their value.

Reactor type Gas k [L mbar�1] k error [%] k0 [L mbar�1] k0 error [%]

Seki N2 1.47� 10�4 17.2 9.88� 10�5 23.8

CH4 1.41� 10�4 17.8 9.29� 10�5 20.0

O2 2.01� 10�4 36.4 9.82� 10�5 14.6

NIRIM N2 6.82� 10�5 25.4 1.36� 10�4 30.5

CH4 6.04� 10�5 25.5 1.13� 10�4 19.8

O2 1.01� 10�4 67.0 2.33� 10�4 66.4
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Figure 3. Time position of the maximum intensity τm as a function of the total gas flow and the pressure in the Seki reactor for a pulse of a) N2, b) CH4,
and c) O2. The solid lines represent fitting curves given by Equation (4).
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Where P is the pressure in mbar, F is the total gas flow under
standard conditions of pressure and temperature, and k0 is a con-
stant. The parameter k0 was obtained using the same method
used to obtain k in Equation (2). The calculated values of k0

are summarized in Table 2. This equation offers a good fit of
the value of τm for the measurements done with N2, CH4,
and O2 with a k0 of 9.88� 10�5, 9.29� 10�5 and
9.82� 10�5 L mbar�1 respectively. In general, the values of k
and k’ are similar for all three gases.

Similar measurements were done in the NIRIM reactor.
Equation (2) and (4) fit well the evolution of the parameter τ
and the position of the time to reach the maximum intensity
τm respectively for pulses of N2 and CH4 as shown in
Figure 4 and 5. The intensity of the C2 line could not be mea-
sured for a pressure below 70 mbar because the signal was
too weak. In the case of O2, equation (2) doesn’t match well
the evolution of the τ and τm. Figure 6 shows the dynamic
response of the NIRIM system to a pulse of O2 for a pressure
of 110mbar and a gas flow of 800 sccm. This different behavior
is not fully understood but could be attributed to the reaction
between O2 and phosphorus impurities deposited on the walls
of the NIRIM reactor chamber during previous phosphorus
diamond growth.

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the fitting parameter k as a
function of the volume of the reactors for an injection of N2,
CH4, and O2. The parameter τ increases with the volume of

the reactor which can also be attributed to the larger quantity
of gas molecules present in the reactor at larger volume.
In the Equation (3) proposed by Bartholomew et al.,[22] the
parameter τ is proportional to the volume of the chamber in
which the gas is injected. Even though it is not possible to
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Figure 4. Parameter τ as a function of the total gas flow and the pressure in the NIRIM reactor for a pulse of a) N2, b) CH4, and c) O2. The solid lines
represent fitting curves given by Equation (2).
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Figure 5. Time position of the maximum intensity τm as a function of the total gas flow and the pressure in the NIRIM reactor for a pulse of a) N2, b) CH4,
and c) O2. The solid lines represent fitting curves given by Equation (4).
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Figure 6. Experimental dynamic response to a O2 gas pulse (connected
dots) and fitting curves (solid lines) measured on the NIRIM reactor for a
pressure of 110mbar and a total gas flow of 800 sccm.
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confirm this result with measurements from only two different
reactors, the results presented in Figure 7 are in agreement with
Equation (3).

4. Conclusion

In the study of the dynamic gas pulse responses in the NIRIM
and Seki systems, we show that the behavior of N2, CH4, and O2

gas pulses strongly depends on the total gas flow, pressure,
and volume of the reactors. The residence period of reactive
species inside the reactor is proportional to the ratio of the
total gas flow over the pressure and it also increases with
the volume of the reactor. We also show that the residence
period of reactive species inside the reactor can significantly
extend after the injection of precursor gas has been shut
down. This parameter is particularly important for the
growth of doped diamond using pulsed gas conditions.
Understanding the precursor gas dynamic in MWPECVD
reactor is important for the optimization of doped diamond
growth and the fabrication of electronic diamond structures.
We expect this will contribute to the development of doped
diamond growth and devices.
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